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Introduction

There is an old joke regarding Cultural Anthropology. There are
several versions, and any made-up tribal name will suffice in
the example below. It goes something like this: 

“What  constitutes  a  traditional  Chunngom  Tribal  family
system?”

The answer:  “A Chunngom tribal family is made up of a man
with 1 or 2 wives, their children, aunts, uncles, grandparents...
and a Harvard professor sitting in the corner of their hut taking
notes.” 

You might not find it  funny, but it  points to a historic truth in
cultural  anthropology. For  decades,  anthropologists  from the
United States and Europe traveled the world looking for small
bands, clans, and tribes, to discover novel beliefs and actions
and determine how they differ from Western culture. There is
nothing  really  wrong with  this.  For  the  Christian  minister  or
missionary, however, there is little practical value, for example,
in understanding the totem structure of the Osage Tribe in the
1800s-- although it is actually quite fascinating.1 

The goals of this book, therefore, are:

 to give Christian workers a better understanding of the
culture or cultures they minister in, 

 to help Christian workers gain a greater appreciation of
said culture(s), and
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 to  promote  effective  interaction  between  Christian
workers  and  those  they  serve  as  part  of  expanding
God's Kingdom and transforming lives. 

The hope is that this transformation does not destroy a culture,
sacrificing its diversity, but fulfills the culture so its members
will be redeemed to God by the blood of Christ,  joining others
“out of every tribe and tongue and people and nation.” (Rev.
5:9)
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Chapter 1
What is Cultural Anthropology?

What is Anthropology? 

“Anthropology” is a challenge to define because of the broad
usage  of  the  term.  The  term  is  built  from  Greek  roots:
anthropos means “man” while  logos means “word/study”. So
Anthropology refers to the study of Man. Two broad uses of the
term are in  theology and in  the social  sciences.  Philosophy
also uses the term in its own way. This can be seen as a third
way, or it can be seen as related to the theological use of the
term. In Systematic Theology, Anthropology is described as the
area  of  study  that  seeks  to  understand mankind,  especially
compared to and in relation to God and other creation. This is
also  known as the Doctrine  of  Man.  Related to  Theological
Anthropology is Philosophical Anthropology, which deals with
many of the same issues regarding mankind, but without the
presumption of working within a specific religious system. 

In the social sciences, Anthropology covers a number of sub-
fields  dealing  with  various  aspects  of  humanity.  Classically,
there are four major sub-fields of this type of Anthropology:

 Physical Anthropology:  Looks at physical and genetic
variation  in  humans.  Researchers  in  this  sub-field
commonly seek to study human history through the lens
of the theory or biological evolution. 

 Archaeology:  Looks at the artifacts or material remains
of humans and human civilizations. 
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 Linguistics:  Looks  at  structure,  variation,  and
development of language.

 Cultural  Anthropology:   Looks  at  human  cultures,
especially living cultures. 

Physical  Anthropology  and  Archaeology  are  connected  by
time-frame, in that both commonly, but not strictly, focus on the
(often distant) past. Linguistics and Cultural Anthropology are
more focused on the present. However, some of the tools of
each field can be applied in many different settings. The tools
of archaeology can be used to study a modern dump-site, just
as the linguistic or cultural theories can be applied to ancient
civilizations.  Ministry  and  missions  are  greatly  aided  by  the
study of culture and language. Archaeology has less impact on
day-to-day  ministry,  but  is  still  very  important,  especially  in
Biblical studies. Physical anthropology is normally considered
less  immediately  valuable  to  ministers.  However,  it  can  be
useful  to  gain  insight  into  ancient  migrations  and  what  it
means, physically, to be human.

Another term worthy of note is Applied Anthropology. This is
utilizing  anthropology  (including  any  or  all  of  the  sub-fields
listed above) to solve societal or cultural problems.1 

What is Cultural Anthropology?

Cultural Anthropology is the study of cultures and societies —
generally those that presently exist. As noted before, cultural
anthropologists  may be able to provide valuable insight  into
cultures  that  do  not  presently  exist  (they  are  said  to  be
extinct.). But the present is their main focus. A major reason
why cultural anthropology is primarily focused on the “Now” is
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that  the  main  tool  of  cultural  anthropology,  “participant
observation,” must be done in the present.

Cultural  Anthropology  is  sometimes  known  as  “Social
Anthropology.” In some settings it is also known as “Missionary
Anthropology.” Among the first to seriously study other cultures
were missionaries.

Cultural Anthropology can, likewise, be divided into a number
of sub-specialties. Among these are:

1.   Ethnomusicology. The study of music within a culture.
2.  Folklore and Folk-art. Myths, legends, stories, crafts, and

visual arts associated with a culture.
3.  Linguistics.  Study of language within a culture. (Although

linguistics is classically a sub-field of Anthropology, it can
be  looked  at  within  cultural  anthropology  when  one  is
focusing on language as it pertains to a specific culture.)

4.  Ethnography and Ethnology.   The research and study
methodology of  cultures,  sub-cultures,  or  microcultures.
Commonly, “ethnography” is used for descriptive research
of one culture, while ”ethnology” is comparative research
between  two  or  more  cultures.  However,  some  use
“ethnology”  in  a  broader  sense  to  cover  the  study  of
cultures generally.

5.  Applied  Anthropology. As  noted  before,  applied
anthropology  is  the  utilization  of  any  sub-field  of
anthropology for solving problems. 

6.  Educational Anthropology.  This looks at how a culture
educates the next generation, and how such learning is
culturally conditioned.

7.   Kinship and Social Structure.  Looks at family structures
and roles in a community, as well as how groups organize
and function within a broader society.
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8.  Social  Anthropology.   Looks  at  the  power  and
organizational structures within a culture.

9.    Psychological Anthropology. Looks at how culture 
affects human thinking and is affected by human 
psychology.2

What is Culture?

Culture  is  defined  as  knowledge  that  is  learned  and
shared and that people use to generate behavior and interpret
experience. 3

This short definition has several key elements:

First, Culture is knowledge. Strictly speaking, one cannot see
culture.  Culture  is  knowledge,  opinions,  beliefs,  and
perceptions held jointly by members of a specific group. 

Second, Culture is learned. Everyone is born INTO a culture.
No one is born WITH a culture. If an infant whose biological
ancestry is Arabic is raised in Iceland by an Icelandic family in
Iceland, the culture of that child will soon be Icelandic. Despite
the child acquiring (or being enculturated in) Icelandic culture,
it  would  not  be  accurate  to  say  that  the  child  'lost'  Arabic
culture. The child was born without a culture.

Third, Culture is  shared. Generally, one does not speak of a
'personal culture'. It is knowledge shared by a group.

Fourth, Culture generates behavior. How one acts, what one
says, and what one makes or uses is guided by the cultural
knowledge of the group one is a member of.
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Fifth, Culture  interprets experience. Things happen. Human
beings seek to find meaning in the things that happen to us
and around us. Our culture guides that interpretation. 
 
The manner in which culture interprets experience may not be
as clear as the rest, so consider the following example.

Tomas is walking along a path barefoot when he stubs
his toe on a rock and screams out in pain. But after a
couple of minutes, he reflects on the situation.  What
does he conclude? 

Here are a few options:

 It  is  the will  of  God that I  hurt  my toe on this
rock. I must submit myself to Him, recognizing
that His will is always best.

 It  is  a  bit  of  bad  luck.  Hopefully  I  can  do
something to get some good luck later.

 It is a case of cause and effect. I was careless
and now I am in pain. I must be more careful in
the future.

 It  is  karma. Clearly, I  have done wrong in the
past (or past life) and now I suffer.

 I must have offended the spirit of the rock and
so it lashed out at me, hurting me. I must find a
way to appease this spirit. 

 It doesn't mean anything. Stuff happens.

There are many other responses —  these are just a few. But
the interpretation is heavily dependent on the culture one is
raised in. 
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Axioms of Culture 

An  axiom  is  a  statement  that  one  accepts  as  true  without
necessarily having proof that it is true. We really can't function
without axioms. 

Suppose a parent tells his child that he must study
trigonometry. The child may respond

“Why?” 
“Because it is part of the Math curriculum.” 

“Why?” 
“Because you need to know it as an adult.”

“Why?”
.

Eventually,  the  parent  would  have  to  come  to  some  root
argument that he holds to be unquestionably true. Any further
“Why”  questions can only be answered by calls to authority,
such as “Because I said so” or “You just must.”

Faith statements are essentially axioms. 

Here  are  a  few  axioms  about  cultures.  In  your  personal
reflection, you may decide that one or more of these are not
true.  That  is  fine.  But  take  some  time  before  making  a
judgment.

1.  There are NO GOOD cultures and NO BAD cultures. There
are only cultures, with varying strengths and weaknesses. 

2.   One  cannot  judge  entire  cultures  —  but  one  CAN
(cautiously) analyze and (respectfully) judge specific aspects of
cultures. 
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3.    The terms “advanced  cultures” and “primitive cultures” are
deceptive.  All cultures  are  set  to  meet  social  needs  of  its
members. Many “primitive cultures” appear to satisfy the needs
of  its  members  far  better  than  “advanced  cultures.”   For
example,  tribes  that  live  nomadically  in  the  Sahara  have
patterns  of  living  that  may  be  difficult  to  appreciate  by
outsiders,  but  have  proven  quite  successful  in  ensuring
survival and cultural stability. Many “advanced” societies have
high levels of social problems such as suicide and addictive
behaviors, suggesting the culture is highly inadequate for its
members.

4. No culture completely satisfies all needs of its people. Every
culture leaves its members dissatisfied to some extent. It is this
dissatisfaction that, in part, drives change in cultures. 

5.  All  cultures change, and in fact are constantly changing.
Some  change  fast  and  some  change  slow,  but  the  only
cultures  that  are  completely  static,  unchanging,  are  extinct
cultures.  For  example,  Older  Order  Mennonites  (or  the
“Amish”) wear clothes similar to Europeans in the 1800s, and
travel by horse and buggy. However, looking at their  culture
over  decades  shows  noticeable  changes.  Certain  colors  of
clothes or the use of diesel engines mounted to the ground for
sawing lumber are permitted that were not before.  

6.  All cultures are amazingly complex. There has never been
discovered a simple culture. As such, even the most “simple”
culture could entail a lifetime of study to understand fully.  

7.  No persons exactly match his/her culture. All have aspects
of their being that is typical of their own culture and aspects
that are atypical. Think of a bell-shaped curve. In fact, there is
typically more variation within a culture than there is variation
between cultures.
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Figure  1  shows  this  idea  of  variation  using  a  Gaussian
distribution (aka “bell-shaped curve”). Almost any trait within a
culture  will  at  least  loosely  fit  a  Gaussian  or  Weibull
distribution.4

Figure 1.  Variation of Behavior in a Culture 

Consider  something like “timeliness.”  Imagine a culture
where it is considered typical to arrive 20 minutes late for
a social meeting. That would mean that the center of the
bell-shaped curve is at 20 minutes late. It would then be
“normal”  behavior  within  the culture to  arrive,  perhaps,
between 10 minutes and 30 minutes late. However, there
will always be some members of the culture who arrive
on-time or early, and some who are far later, like an hour
late. 

Each trait in a culture has its own “bell-shaped curve.” So
a  person  may  be  right  in  the  center  of  the  curve  for
timeliness, but towards the outside (culturally unusual) in
eating habits, or economic status.
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Each culture comes up with its own unique ways to address
problems in  its  community.  Some do it  through maintaining
tight  social  controls,  limiting  variation  of  its  members.  Such
cultures are described as more “closed.” They resist variation
in  the  culture  and  resist  change.   Others  allow  for  greater
variety. These are described as more “open.” Figure 2 shows,
however, that all cultures, regardless of how closed they are
will have some variation, and all cultures, no matter how open,
will still tend to conform members to a common center.  

Figure 2.  “Open” and “Closed” Cultures

Theological Reflection

God created us in His Image. Although there is much argument
about  what  that  means,  it  certainly  suggests  that  we  were
designed by God, and for God. Genesis 1-3 describes us as:

 Good. In fact, the Bible can be seen as a story of Man
with  God,  Man  turned  away  from God,  God  seeking
Man, and Man finally restored to being with God. 
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 Open to the World. Unlike plants and animals, we are
not  bound by  instinct  or  stimulus response.  We were
created with an “openness to the universe.” We have
the ability to act individually, uniquely and creatively with
respect to what we sense and experience. 

 Fallen. That same openness has demonstrated itself in
rebellion  against  God,  which  also  means  rebellion
against our own original design. This makes us highly
conflicted beings.

 Limited. We are  not  all-powerful,  all-present,  nor  all-
wise. We are not self-sufficient. We are created to be
interdependent. We need help.

 Social.  We are born with the need for human contact,
and that need never fully disappears.  In fact,  in most
people,  that  need  shows  itself  with  forming  families,
friendships, and communities. Part of that social nature
appears to  be a desire for  contact  with  our Creator...
with the divine.

These  characteristics  all  come  together  resulting  in  diverse
cultures.  Our  social  need  and  limitations  force  us  to  come
together. Our internal conflicts, our design in God's image and
our fallen state, show itself in selfishness and social turmoil.
Our openness to the world leads us to come up with unique
and diverse solutions as to  how we can work  together  and
survive together.  It is fair to say that God has created us to be
cultural beings. 

Ministerial Reflection

Genesis  11 describes the story of  the Tower of  Babel.  One
might think that God's creating of multiple languages, creating
confusion, was a punishment. However, it could be seen as a
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means to an end. God desired that people were geographically
diverse  (scattered  over  the  earth)  and  vocationally  diverse
(working on many different things, not just all on one thing), so
God  made  them  linguistically  diverse.  It  seems  quite
reasonable to suggest that God's desire is for cultural diversity.

Acts 2 shows Christ's message proclaimed in diverse human
languages, and Revelation 9 shows Jesus being worshiped in
'every language.' 

When ministering to a person of a different language or culture,
it is not our job to remove them from that language and culture.
If God was the author of linguistic and cultural diversity, and
joyously accepts the worship of people from all languages and
cultural groups, our goal should be to help the person know
and worship  God within  his  own culture and language.  The
goal of this book is to help people as ministers or missionaries
understand other cultures (as well as their own) so as to be
effective. 

Discussion

Why, as ministers and missionaries, would it be beneficial to
understand  different  cultures?  How  might  it  enhance  one's
work?

Some argue that since humans are fallen beings, cultures must
be inherently flawed and sinful. Is this correct or not? 
Is it possible for Christians to live without a culture? 

Or if all Christians are supposed to share the same culture...
which one?
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Chapter 2
Some Cultural Concepts

The Individual and Culture1

      Figure 3:  Human “Trinity”

Every  person  has  three  areas  of  his  or  her  personality/
behavior.  
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A.  That part of us which is like ALL OTHERS.  This is our
HUMANITY.  There  are  things  about  each  of  us  which
make it  clear that we are human, rather than a toad, a
tree, or an exclamation point. Some things clearly identify
all of us as human.

B.   That  part  of  us which is  like  NO OTHERS. This  is  our
INDIVIDUALITY. Each of us are ultimately identifiable as
different humans. Each of us may look or act or sound like
someone else.  But  even identical  twins  ultimately  have
characteristics  that  clearly  show that  each is  unique —
individual. 

C.  That part of us which is like SOME OTHERS. This is our
CULTURAL IDENTITY.  While  we  are  all  alike  in  some
ways,  and  completely  unique  in  others,  there  are
characteristics about ourselves--  how we think, act,  and
feel,  that connect us to some people and not to others.
This involves our cultural groupings.

Every person on earth has all three areas. These are always in
conflict,  and  provide  pressures  regarding  our  thoughts  and
actions. 

Concept #1.  Le Chatelier's Principle

“Le  Chatelier's  Principle”  is  not  a  term  commonly  used  by
anthropologists or sociologists. It  is more commonly used to
describe  chemical  processes  or  social  systems  that  are  in
equilibrium, but the concept is important in cultures as well.
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Figure 4.  Culture as a Tube of Toothpaste

The principle is this: When a system that is at equilibrium has a
stressor (pressure) placed on it, the system will move in such a
way as to relieve that stress. Suppose a system is a tube of
toothpaste, and the stressor is a sledgehammer. The system
will react to try to relieve that stress. If the cap is off of the tube,
the  toothpaste  will  try,  first  of  all,  to  come  out  through  the
opening... the path of least resistance.  In that system there is
a planned relief for the stress.  If the cap is screwed tight onto
the tube, the system will  still  try to relieve the stress. In this
case  there  is  no  planned  relief.  The  toothpaste  will  almost
certainly come out — perhaps bursting a seam of the tube or
forcing the cap off the tube. Some cultures have built-in ways
to deal with stressors, while others do not. 

In a culture, pressures can come internally or externally. The
pressures can come from the humanity of people, the cultural
identity of the people, or the individuality of its members. 
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1.  Pressure from our humanity. Jainists seek a very high level
of asceticism, seeking to harm no living thing. But all people
need  food,  and  this  leads  to  difficulties  in  living  by  these
standards.  Shakers  taught  complete  celibacy,  but  humanity
would  die  out  without  sex,  and  most  people  have  a  strong
sexual drive. These characteristics mold or limit the cultures
they are in.

2.  Pressure to conform to a culture. This comes both internally
and  externally.  Internally,  we want  to  be  a  part  of  an  “US”,
which tends to then force the concept of “THEM”. Externally,
the surrounding community sets limits on individuality and sets
up social constraints to achieve it. For example, people in a
church might be expected to act a certain way, dress a certain
way, and maybe even vote in elections a certain way based on
internal  church community  pressures.  However,  stereotyping
from outside of the church may place pressure on the church
community as well.    

3.  Pressure from our individuality. We all in some way seek to
express our uniqueness. Sometimes this means trying to be
totally  unique  —  different.  More  often,  rebelling  involves
embracing a different culture or a sub-culture. From my own
personal situation, I grew up with friends who really enjoyed
listening  to  Heavy Metal  music.  Because of  this,  at  least  in
part, I became a fan of Classical music, along with Jazz, and
Bluegrass. The reason was that I enjoyed being “contrarian” –
being  different.  Some  will  seek  to  meet  the  cultural
expectations placed on them (internal to the culture or external
to it). Others will revolt... seek to be different.

The fact that a stressor will result in change is anticipated, but
the actual result is sometimes surprising.
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Concept #2.  Stereotyping

Stereotyping  is  when  an  individual  is  judged  based  on  the
cultural  group of which the individual is a member. Figure 5
attempts to show graphically what stereotyping is. In this, there
is  a  failure  to  identify  the  individuality  of  the  person.  The
individuality and cultural identity are confused. As noted before,
no one exactly fits into a culture she is in. Each person is an
individual — a unique creation of God who will diverge in some
ways from his or her cultural group.

Figure 5:  Stereotyping

Consider Figure 6. It could indicate two cultures that coexist in
one society. One person, shown as an “X,” lives in that society.
Person X is near the center of the Culture A curve, meaning
that the behavior of the person has much in common with the
normative behavior of members of Culture A. Person X is near
the lower end of Culture B meaning that the behavior of the
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person is fairly uncommon to Culture B. So suppose you meet
this person (“X”). Can you immediately ascertain which culture
the  person  is  in?  No  —  not,  at  least,  based  on  this  one
characteristic.

For example, in Egypt, there is a Muslim majority and a
Coptic  minority.  The  Muslims  are  thought  of  as  non-
drinkers (of alcohol) and the Christians are thought of as
drinkers. If you met two at a restaurant in Cairo and one
was drinking alcohol and one wasn't, you could not say
with confidence the cultural identity of either one based
on  this  one  specific  trait.  In  fact,  many  Muslims  drink
alcohol and many Christians don't. 

Figure 6.  Two Cultures in One Society

Concept #3.  Monoculturalism

Monoculturalism is the belief that one's own culture is the only
culture. It can be shown in Figure 7. When one has experience
with only one culture, one lacks understanding of the potential
for social diversity. Therefore, it is difficult for the individual to
discern the difference between what is characteristic of being
human  and  what  may  vary  from  one  culture  to  another.
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Monoculturalism may be less common today than it was in the
past. This is because of greater interaction between cultures
due to improvements in transportation and communication. But
monocultural  beliefs  can still  persist.  In  part  this  is  because
people tend to listen and believe those with whom they agree
or  have  cultural  affinity.  Two groups can interact  on  a  daily
basis, and yet their effect on each other culturally can be quite
small.

Figure 7:  Monoculturalism

When I was young living in the United States, I was told
that  teenage  rebellion  was  a  normal  part  of  being
human. It  was not until  years later that I  learned that
many cultures do not have teenage rebellion, at least
not as a norm. In agrarian societies where wealth and
opportunities  are  tied  to  the  family  land,  teenagers
typically  do  not  feel  motivated  to  rebel  against  their
family and community elders. Success and wealth are
tied to working with the system, not against it.
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A monocultural viewpoint can leave a person greatly confused
when faced with people who are different in other cultures. 

An interesting example of monoculturalism can be found in the
movie, “The Truman Show.” The main character was brought
up in  an elaborate “reality  show.”  He was born into  a huge
artificial “world” where everyone but him are actors. He readily
accepts the strange world he is in without question (until some
strange occurrences he could not reconcile with his reality led
him to doubt the “realness” of the culture he lived in.) Mike and
Christof, who are involved in the show, discuss this:

But  perhaps  that  movie  does  not  go  far  enough.  Perhaps
things  are  more  like  The  Matrix,  where  a  monocultural
viewpoint is so self-evident and pervasive, that only the most
extreme evidence  will  challenge  the  cultural  paradigm each
perceives.2

Concept #4.  Ethnocentrism 

Ethnocentrism is the belief  that one's culture is right and all
other  cultures  are  wrong.  There  are  similarities  to
monoculturalism,  but  monoculturalism  is  based  on  lack  of
relevant  exposure  to  other  cultures,  while  ethnocentrism  is
commonly based on a limited understanding and appreciation
of other cultures.

28

Mike:  Christof, let me ask you, why do you think that
Truman has never come close to discovering the true
nature of his world until now? 

Christof: We accept the reality of the world with which
we're presented. It's as simple as that. 



Truthfully,  most  people  are  somewhat  ethnocentric.  Being
raised in a culture, there is a tendency to link to that culture
and its beliefs on an emotional level. For example, a person
who was raised up eating with chopsticks may feel superior to
one who uses spoons and forks, and vice versa. Both may feel
superior  to  one who uses his  fingers  for  eating,  and again,
ethnocentric  feelings  may  occur  in  reverse  as  well.  It  often
takes  a  special  effort  to  understand  other  cultures  and
appreciate their differences.

Concept #5.  Ethno-exoticism

Exoticism is an opposite attitude to ethnocentrism. For some,
there is the belief that one's own culture is bad, and another
culture, or all other cultures, are better. Exoticism is similar to
ethnocentrism,  however,  in  that  it  is  commonly  based  on a
superficial understanding of other cultures.  

Many  people  in  Western  cultures  think  that  Muslims are  all
violent  people,  and Buddhists  are  peace-loving  people.  The
American view of Muslims is ethnocentric, while ethno-exotic
for  Buddhists.  Both  views  are  based  on  a  limited/flawed
perspective. Living in a Muslim culture one finds that there are
many Muslims who are peaceful  (along with  those who are
not); and living in a Buddhist culture, one finds there are many
Buddhists  who  are  violent  alongside  those  who  are  peace-
loving.  Distance  and  ignorance  obscure  cultures,  leading  to
misunderstandings and stereotypes.

Concept #6. Relativism

Relativism is in many ways the opposite of ethnocentrism and,
to a lesser extent, exoticism. Both ethnocentrism and exoticism
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presume  tacitly  the  appropriateness  of  making  broad
judgments about cultures. The opposite extreme is relativism.
This  assumes that  one  can  make  no  real  judgments  about
other  cultures.  Many  feel  that  if  one  is  involved  in  cultural
anthropology,  one  should  not  cast  judgments  on  others.  Of
course, the belief  that one should not make judgments is in
itself a cultural judgment. It is perhaps better to say that one
should  be  slow  to  make  judgments.  One  should  seek  to
understand first. 

When one is too quick to judge, one's mind is closed to
learning. When one refuses to judge (discern what is good

versus what is bad), one's mind is closed to the 
possibilities of transformation.

Theological Reflection

The  book  of  Jonah  describes  challenging  cross-cultural
interactions.  One  could  argue  that  there  are  actually  four
stories —  one story per chapter. 

Chapter 1 has God telling Jonah to go to share His message to
a  foreign  (pagan)  culture,  and  ends  with  people  from  a
(different) foreign culture worshiping God. Chapter 2 has Jonah
in the sea creature praying to God and repenting and ends
with him restored to land. Chapter 3 has God telling Jonah to
go to share His message to a foreign culture, and ends with
people of that same culture repenting of their sins before God.
Chapter 4 has Jonah sulking that God has shown mercy to a
cultural group that he (as an Israelite) hated. It ends with God
explaining in illustration and word that He cares for the people
and animals in that location. 
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The book of Jonah challenges ethnocentrism: God cares for all
peoples... not just Israel. But God does not support relativism.
There is right and wrong and God is the ultimate standard of
that — with the Ninevites, with the Phoenician sailors, and with
an Israelite prophet of God.

Ministerial Reflection

Genesis 12:1-3 is called the Abrahamic Covenant.  Verses 2
and  3  describe  Abraham's  descendants  and  blessing.  God
would bless Abraham's descendants and they were to bless
others.3 

We commonly think of Israel's relationship with the surrounding
peoples in terms of animosity and conflict. Yet this was not the
intention.  Jonah  suggests  a  bit  of  a  corrective  to  such
ethnocentrism.  Leviticus  commanded  the  Israelites  to  show
care  and hospitality  to  strangers  and aliens  (those of  other
cultures  living  among  them).  Occasional  glimpses  of  how
things are meant to be are seen in the Old Testament. Elisha
and Naaman, and Psalm 68, are two examples, but primary
fulfillment is with us, as (according to Paul) those grafted in as
Abraham's seed.

Jesus'  call  for  us  in  the  Great  Commandment  links  the
Abrahamic Covenant with the Great Commission. We are to
demonstrate God's love, serving as a blessing to all nations.
While we often think of the Good News (Gospel) as being a
New Testament concept, the Abrahamic Covenant in Genesis
12 was equally to be seen as good news to the whole world —
the intent of God to bless all nations.

Discussion
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1.   Terms like  “prejudice,”  “discrimination,”  and “racism”  are
related  to  the  concepts  of  stereotyping  and  ethnocentrism.
Prejudice is judging (pre-judging in a typically negative fashion)
a person or group without good knowledge. Discrimination is to
act  against  a  person  or  group  because  of  one's  prejudiced
opinions.  Racism  is  a  general  term  of  prejudice  and
discrimination based on the race or nationality of a person. 

Have  you  experienced  PDR  (prejudice,  discrimination,  or
racism)? How did it make you feel? How did you handle it?

How would you minister in a place where you experience PDR
from the people? How would you minister to people that you
have negative feelings for based on PDR?  

2.  Jesus said, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.” Does that mean
that relativism (accepting all cultural characteristics as equally
valid,  without  judging)  is  Biblical,  or  is  there  a  place  for
evaluating right and wrong in another culture? 
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Chapter 3  
Metaphors for Culture

A metaphor  is  a  literary  device  that  generally  connects  the
abstract with the concrete. In this chapter several metaphors
will be used to help understand the abstract concept, “culture,”
and some other related concepts.

Metaphor #1.  The River1  

Imagine that you are walking along the bank of a river. You
look into the river... but you have difficulty seeing much beyond
the surface. Sure, you can see the surface of the river. You can
see the ripples on the surface. But below is rather obscured.
Reflections  of  light  off  of  the  surface  obscure  the  view.
Refraction of light as it is affected by the water and the ripples
on the surface distort objects below. Finally, sediments in the
water absorb light and make it murky, further making it difficult
to  see below the surface.  To see clearly  what  is  below the
surface, one really needs to get into the water.

Now, imagine that you are not looking at a river, but looking at
a  culture.  You  are  an  outsider  to  a  culture.  You  have  no
problem  seeing  the  surface  of  that  culture.  Such  surface
characteristics may be what people in the culture wear, how
they  sound,  what  they  eat,  and  so  forth.  However,  deeper
issues within the culture are hard to see and are distorted.
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Figure 8.  The Cultural River

As an outsider, it is hard to understand their values and family
systems. It is difficult to see clearly their aspirations, their fears,
or  their  adaptive  mechanisms.  To really  understand  what  is
going on in the culture, one needs to immerse oneself in that
culture. 

Suppose you were visiting a country like Thailand. As you are
walking along, a bald man wearing an orange robe comes up
to you with a silent greeting and a bowl  held in front of him
with both hands. This superficial behavior would seem strange.
Perhaps  reading  a  tour  book  or  a  website  might  provide
information that the man is a Buddhist monk, “begging” for his
meal. But it would take far more than reading an article to gain
an understanding of how the Buddhism and Buddhist monks
are  intertwined  with  the  culture  of  Thailand.  A  superficial
observation is simply not enough to provide a clear picture of
the culture and people. 
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Returning to the river metaphor, suppose you want to jump into
the river. Perhaps it is a warm day, and the cool water appears
inviting. When you jump into the water, especially if the river
has a cold source, there is an initial shock to your system. In
part, this is because one's body has already adapted to the air
along the  bank  of  the  river.  But  diving  in,  the  difference of
temperature, combined with the differences in conductive and
convective  cooling  of  the  flowing  water  startles  your  body.
However, within a few minutes, your body has adapted, and
the  water  now  feels  comfortable...  perhaps  even  more
comfortable than being out of the water.

Imagine  now  that  you  are  not  jumping  into  a  river,  but
“immersing” yourself in a new culture. Very often there is an
immediate “shock” in the experience. You were well adapted in
behavior and language to the culture you were in...  but now
you are disoriented. The language is different, the routines are
different,  and  the  social  connections  are  different.  The
disorientation associated with this is called Culture Shock. 

In  time,  however,  you  will  hopefully  adjust.  You  learn  the
language enough for basic communication, you learn how to
eat,  maneuver,  and  deal  with  various  social  activities.  You
might even get to the point that you would rather stay in this
new culture.  The  process of  adapting  to  the  new culture  is
called Acculturation. More on acculturation will be covered in
Chapter 4.   

Metaphor #2.  The Duck

Let's  stay  with  the  river  metaphor  but  add  animals.  Which
animal would understand the river best? That is, which animal
would  have  the  highest  level  of  experience-based
understanding of the characteristics of water in the river?
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The first  animal  to consider  would be a  Fish.  A fish should
have a pretty strong understanding of the water and the river
since the fish spends all of its time in that environment. While
that makes sense, there are limits. A fish doesn't have much to
compare to. It has no experience of land except the mud and
rocks at the bottom of the river. It has no experience of the air
except the tiny amount of contact it may have at the surface of
the river. There is a saying that goes,  “If you want to know
about water, do NOT ask a fish.” And that makes sense.  A
fish would have a hard time explaining water since it doesn't
have much of anything to compare it to. We tend to understand
things by comparing them to other things.

The second animal to consider is a Cat. Most cats don't really
care for the water. They will swim if they they have no choice.
They will drink water if they can find a quiet pool. But for the
most  part,  cats  (with  the  exception  of  tigers)  generally  stay
away from all but the edges of rivers. Their understanding of
the river is superficial. They can taste the water of the river and
can  see  the  surface  of  the  river.  They  may  see  distorted
images of fish swimming below, but not much else. Cats have
a limited understanding of rivers.

The third animal to consider is a  Duck. Ducks live in several
environments.  Ducks make their  nests on land or, for  some
species, in trees. They often walk on land. They fly in the air.
They  also  swim on the  surface of  the  river.  Many  types  of
ducks also dive. They dive into the river and swim underwater
to get food. 

A duck has a considerable advantage over the fish and the cat.
The fish may know a lot about rivers but lacks the knowledge
of other environments to effectively explain or even understand
the  characteristics.  The  cat  has  only  a  superficial
understanding of the river. But a duck knows the surface of the
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river  intimately,  and the  environment  underwater  reasonably
well, although less than a fish. However, its advantage over the
fish is in its considerable knowledge of other environments to
which it can compare the river.

Let's bring this back to culture. Suppose we have two cultures:
Culture  A and  Culture  B.  Suppose  we  want  to  know about
Culture B. Who would know Culture B the best? 

A fish corresponds to someone who has only lived in Culture B.
He knows a lot about his own culture, but very little of other
cultures.  He  is  a  Monocultural individual.  As  noted  in  a
previous chapter, a person who is monocultural  is limited in
understanding his own culture because he  lacks knowledge of
other cultures for comparison. He does not know what makes
his own culture different from others because he doesn't know
what  is  unique  to  his  culture  and  what  is  common  to  all
humanity.  One  can  describe  him  as  having  an  Emic
perspective. “Emic” means that he has the perspective of an
cultural  insider.  That  perspective  has  both  positive  and
negative aspects for understanding. 

A cat corresponds to someone who lives in Culture A, but looks
in  on  Culture  B  This  is  an  Etic  perspective,  or  outsider
perspective. This perspective gives opportunity for comparison
between cultures A and B, but the perspective is hampered by
the superficiality of the understanding of Culture B.

A  duck  corresponds  to  someone  from  Culture  A  (etic
perspective) who also has considerable experience in Culture
B. The cross-cultural perspective involving intentional crossing
of cultural bounds to learn another culture is methodologically
described as “participant-observation.” That means that one
is actively involved in culture B (participant) but doing so as
one from an outside culture (observer). The goal is that one
has the understanding of diverse cultures for comparison —
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something lacking in a strictly emic perspective. It the time  one
should also have a deeper understanding of the new culture —
something lacking in an etic perspective. 

Metaphor #3.  Glasses

Culture  can  be  viewed  as  glasses  that  one  wears.  In  the
definition  given  earlier,  culture  interprets  experiences.  It  is
rather like wearing a pair of glasses. Real glasses may distort
the image seen or the shading or the color. Cultures, likewise,
influence how we “see” the world around us. 

Figure 9.  Cultural Glasses

Figure 9 shows three pairs of “cultural glasses.” One interprets
the symbol above as an infinity, a second as the number eight,
and a third as a pair of rings. Note that all three are equally
valid. The image is certainly an “infinity symbol” but it is also an
“eight”  that  is  on its  side,  as well  as two rings touching.  All
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three  interpretations  could  be  viewed  as  being  correct...  at
least from their own cultural perspectives. However, from the
perspective of the “infinity symbol” culture, the perspectives of
the  “eight”  culture  and  the  “rings”  culture  may  be  seen  as
distortions.

Suppose  Beth  and Gerald  both  see  a  small  group  of
people quietly in front of a statue of the Virgin Mary. Beth
might  look at  this  scene in disgust  thinking to herself,
“How horrible, they are worshiping an idol!” On the other
hand,  Gerald  may view the  same scene and think  to
himself,  “Isn't  that  nice,  they  are  venerating  a  great
example  of  faith.”  Which  person  is  correct?  Perhaps
Beth, perhaps Gerald, perhaps neither. As an outsider,
each  can  only  see  the  action,  not  the  thoughts  or
motivations of the participants. Because of this, Beth and
Gerald are forced to interpret the cultural behavior they
are viewing through the “lenses” of their own respective
cultures.

Metaphor #4. The “Cultural” Onion2

An  onion  is  a  strange  metaphor  for  culture.  But  onions
(focusing on the bulbs) are alive, and cultures are alive. Onions
grow and change as do cultures. That in itself does not justify
relating onions with cultures. However, cut open an onion and
one will  see layers. To get to the inner layers, one must go
through the outer layers. Unless the onion is cut open, all one
can see is the outermost covering of the onion. 

The onion looks considerably like a model  developed by G.
Linwood  Barney  on  the  Layers  of  Culture  (Figure  10).  The
outermost layer is material artifacts and observable behavior.
In other words, an outsider to a culture will only see this layer.
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An outsider will see the material artifacts. Artifacts are simply
the material products that are made by the culture. Anything
that  is  manufactured  in  a  culture  can  be  described  as  a
material artifact. So an outsider can easily see the houses that
families live in, the vehicles used for transportation, the utensils
used for cooking and eating, the furniture and clothing utilized
by  people  in  the  culture.  Additionally,  the  Observable
Behavior is also accessible to an outsider. An outsider can see
how the people eat, how they get from point A to point B, what
they do for entertainment or competition, and so forth.  

Figure 10.  Levels of Culture

The  next  layer  in  is  institutions.  Institutions are  abstract
concepts so they cannot be directly seen. For example, one
cannot SEE government. One can see government buildings.
One can see people vote or enforce laws. Likewise with the
institution  of  education,  one  can  see  school  buildings  and
children taking notes in the classroom, but one cannot see the
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institution  itself.  Institutions  cannot  be  directly  seen  but,
because of their direct effect on artifacts and behavior, they are
still  easier  for  the  outsider  to  identify  than  some  other
characteristics of culture. 

The  next  layer  in  from  Institutions  is  Values and  Beliefs.
Culture, as noted in an earlier chapter, is shared knowledge in
a community. Included in this is the underlying values or beliefs
in  the  culture.  Education,  government,  family,  industry,  and
other institutions don't just happen out of nothing. They flow
out of the beliefs and values of the culture. For example, if one
culture has universal  education, another  has school  only for
males or perhaps for the rich, and a third has education that is
family-based, these follow the beliefs/values of each individual
culture.  This  layer  is  very  hard  to  see  from outside  of  the
culture. One really needs to spend time in the culture to identify
values.  

The  innermost  layer  is  Worldview.  More  on  worldview  will
come in  a  later  chapter.  However,  in  an  earlier  chapter  the
response to  stubbing one's  toe  was discussed.  One person
may  believe  it  is  God's  will,  another  bad  karma,  while  yet
another bad luck. One might see this at the belief and values
level. But perhaps worldview would be more accurate. This is
because the belief regarding causation (why do things happen)
is so fundamental that it affects nearly all areas of culture.  

Theological Reflection

Read Philippians 2 and John 1. Both of these describe Jesus
leaving the culture of Heaven and adapting to the culture of
humans on earth. The term for this is the “incarnation” (the en-
fleshment) of God.  
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Incarnational ministry is the term used to describe the idea of
a missionary entering a new culture as a “baby.” That is, they
must  enter  as  one  who  knows  nothing  and  must  learn
everything, just like a baby.  

The Gospels of Matthew and Luke describe Jesus coming into
the world as a baby. Luke 2:52 describes Jesus as learning
and growing to adulthood. The acculturation of Jesus into the
society  was  so  successful  that  He  was  identified  as  a
Nazarene – a native of Galilee. He so successfully fit into the
culture that at the time He was to be arrested, Judas, one of
His disciples, was needed to identify Him... to single Him out
from all of the other Galileans in the group.

If we are to be sent as Jesus was sent (John 20:21), hen when
we enter a new culture, we should seek to connect with that
culture,  becoming  acculturated  in  this  setting  and  gradually
understanding the culture as both an insider and an outsider. 

Ministerial Reflection

Sherwood Lingenfelter and Marvin Mayer3 have suggested a
concept, the 150% Man. Jesus was fully God and fully Human.
He  was  perfectly  enculturated  in  Heaven,  and  perfectly
enculturated into Judean society in the first century. One could
consider Jesus, being 100% Divine and 100% Human as the
“200% Man.” 

One  can  take  this  concept  and  apply  it  to  missionaries.
Suppose  a  missionary  raised  in  culture  A (for  example,  the
Philippines) goes to minister in culture B (for example, Chad).
The moment he sets his feet on the soil of Chad, he is 100%
enculturated in the Philippines, and 0% acculturated in Chad. 
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As time goes on, exposure to culture B causes a change. The
missionary starts to be acculturated, or more comfortable in the
new  culture.  Perhaps  after  many  years,  that  missionary
becomes 75% acculturated to Chad (Culture B). Not bad. It is
probably  unrealistic  to  think  that  a  missionary  will  do  much
better than this. Most likely the missionary will always be – to
some extent – an outsider. 

A duck may be comfortable in the water, but it is still on some
level an outsider. The same is true of a missionary. However,
as  the  missionary  becomes more  comfortable  in  Culture  B,
some of  his  comfort  with  Culture  A will  decline.  He  will  no
longer completely fit into Culture A. Perhaps his enculturation
in Culture A goes from 100% to 75% —  still quite comfortable
in his home culture, but now a bit of an outsider as well. For
such  a  person,  75%  Culture  A and  75%  Culture  B  makes
150%. Lingenfelter and Mayer suggest that 200% may be true
for Jesus, but unrealistic for us. A 150% man would be quite
likely to be successful in two different cultures.  

Questions

Describe the culture(s) you were raised in.

Do you have any experience in other cultures? If yes, how has 
your experience with other cultures helped you (or hurt you?) 
in understanding your home culture?

Discussion
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Some argue that  Christians should not be involved in yoga,
because it is tied to Hinduism. Some Hindus, in fact, argue that
yoga is inseparably tied to Hindu ideology. Conversely, some
Christians suggest that one can use yoga as an exercise, but
completely ignore the Hindu beliefs. Yet others may suggest
that  one  can  do  yoga  as  a  Christian  and  can  thoughtfully
incorporate aspects of the underlying Hindu ideology that is not
in contradiction to Christian beliefs. What do you think?

<These  types  of  questions  can  be  applied  to  a  number  of
similar things such as local festivals, rites of passage, dietary
habits and more. It is wise to think these things through, after
doing proper research.>
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Chapter 4
Acculturation

When two cultures meet (that is, people from two cultures meet
and interact), there are tensions that develop. This is because
the values and expectations of  people  are  different  so  their
interactions don't feel natural or comfortable. Consider the two
following figures (11 and 12).

Figure  11  describes  someone  from  a  “hot  culture  group”
(cultures that are commonly from tropical regions of the world),
coming to stay at the home of a family from a “cold culture
group.”1 The cold culture  family  feels  that  they are  showing
hospitality by giving their guest freedom and personal space in
their  home. The hot  culture visitor,  on the other hand,  sees
such behavior as demonstration that the family is distancing
itself from him. He feels unwelcome.  

A cold culture visitor to a family in a hot culture may experience
an opposite situation, as indicated in Figure 12. The family see
hospitality in integrating the visitor into their “society” of family
and friends. Investing time in the visitor shows care. On the
other hand, the cold culture visitor may prefer a less hands-on
hosting —  preferring more freedom and free time. What may
be seen as friendly by one may be considered stifling by the
other.  Of  course,  in  both  cases,  individual  preferences  may
differ from the cultural norms.
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Figure 11. Cultural Interaction A
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Figure 12. Cultural Interaction B
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What happens in these situations? Typically, there is a process
of  learning  about  each  other.  Hopefully,  in  time,  a  mutually
agreed upon relationship is worked out. The visitor hopefully
becomes acculturated in the new location. On the other hand,
the  hosting  family/culture will,  hopefully,  learn to  understand
and adjust to their guest as well.
 

Acculturation

Acculturation is  the  process  of  learning  or  acquiring  a  2nd

culture.  This  is  in  contrast  to  Enculturation,  which  typically
refers to the process of learning one's first culture (the culture
one is born into). 

Level Information Mode Interpretation
1 Awareness of 

superficial or very 
visible cultural traits ; 
stereotypes

Tourism, 
textbooks

Unbelievable: 
weird, exotic

2 Awareness of 
significant and subtle 
cultural traits that 
contrast markedly with
one’s own.

Culture-
conflict 
situations

Unbelievable, 
frustrating, 
irritating

3 Awareness of the 
meanings of the 
cultural traits that 
contrast sharply with 
one’s own.

Intellectual 
analysis

Believable: I 
understand 
cognitively

4 Awareness of how 
another culture feels 
from the standpoint of 
the insider.

Cultural 
immersion; 
living the 
culture

Believable: I 
understand 
affectively

Table 1.  Levels of Acculturation
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For the purposes of this chapter, two aspects of acculturation
will  be  considered.  These  are  Levels  of  Acculturation,  and
Strategies of Acculturation .

Levels of Acculturation  2

Table  1  shows  four  levels  of  acculturation,  or  a  visitor's
understanding of a second culture. 

Level 1 could be described as the Honeymoon Period. During
this period, one's understanding of a new culture is superficial.
It is perhaps exotic, exciting, or weird. The strange unfamiliar
food is interesting and the way people talk in an indecipherable
gibberish is quite entertaining.   For example,  if  one goes to
Bangkok,  one  can  be  initially  entranced  with  the  elaborate
pagodas and food.

Level 2 is where culture shock starts to show itself. Perhaps at
first  it  is  rather  exciting that  all  of  the road signs and store
fronts  have  writing  on  them  that  one  cannot  read.  But
eventually,  it  is  frustrating not  being able to  read and know
where one is, how to buy things, and how much things cost.
The food that was so interesting before is not like the food one
is used to and one dreams of the food one's mom used to
make. Habits of others that were odd and delightful are starting
to  become  grating,  and  don't  “make  sense.”   Returning  to
Bangkok, the charm of Bangkok can quickly wear off as one
begins to struggle with the language barrier  and traffic,  and
one  sees the  pervasiveness of  the  sex trade as  one walks
around in the evening.

Level 3 is when culture shock has worn off and one has started
to understand why things are different. One now has a more
subtle understanding of how things work in the culture and why
they work the way they do. One may still  be frustrated that
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people do not  show up on time for  meetings,  but  one now
understands why that is and how to adjust oneself to it. 

Level  4 is  when  one  has  gone  beyond  an  intellectual
understanding,  to  feeling.  At  this  level  one  is  broadly
acculturated.  Things make sense.  One feels “local”  in many
ways  and,  in  all  probability,  some  aspects  of  one's  home
culture now seem... strange. 

People of course do not necessarily move through these levels
smoothly. Some never get comfortable with the new culture  –
staying in level 2. Some may appreciate certain aspects of a
culture at level 4 (such as food) while still being at level 2 in
others (such as the traffic). 

Strategies of Acculturation  3

Not all people follow the same strategy when they enter a new
culture.  They  may  intentionally  or  unintentionally  choose  a
specific direction. Figure 14 describes four basic strategies. It
can apply  to  an individual  entering  a  new culture,  or  it  can
describe  two  cultures  (typically  a  dominant  culture  with  a
secondary culture).

Assimilation is  a  common  strategy.  When  a  person  from a
former  culture  enters  a  new culture,  he  seeks  as  much  as
possible to embrace the new culture and to leave behind the
old culture. 

Integration is a strategy of seeking to incorporate (or integrate)
aspects of one's old culture with aspects of one's new culture
(Recall the description of the 150% man).
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Separation is a strategy of holding onto one's old culture while
rejecting the new culture, although living surrounded by people
in the new culture.

Marginalization arguably is not so much a strategy but a failure
of strategy. Marginalization is a failure to assimilate (acquire
functional  competence  of  the  new culture),  and  a  failure  to
separate (retain functional competence from the old culture).
Such groups have difficulty. As an individual, the person does
not find a place “to fit in.” If  the marginalization is a smaller
culture within a larger culture, the group may lose cohesion,
leading to “cultural extinction” or endure with various societal
problems. 

Figure 13.  Strategies of Acculturation

With the exception of Marginalization, these strategies may all
be valid. My ancestors came from Sweden and moved to the
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United States. They intentionally chose to assimilate, leaving
behind  nearly  all  aspects  of  their  own  Swedish  culture,  to
become Americans. That was their own choice. Some groups
intentionally  separate  themselves  as  a  cultural  or  religious
enclave. Amish (old order Mennonites) move to new locations
while maintaining most of their own culture while living in the
vicinity of very different cultures. Others try to find a balance,
integrating what they treasure from their original culture while
still seeking to fit in with the new culture. 

For  missionaries,  integration  would  normally  be  the  best
choice.  A  missionary  should  learn  to  be  competent  and
comfortable in a new culture, yet they still have to interact with
people  from  their  home  culture.  They  need  to  have
competence in two cultures. Thus they need to integrate or be
bi-cultural.

Theological Reflection

The early church grew to a large extent through two bi-cultural
groups. One was the Hellenistic Jews. These were Jews who
had  been  strongly  influenced  by  Greek  culture  (Hellenism).
Hellenistic  Jews  sought  to  retain  their  Jewish  faith  while
integrating  with  the  Hellenistic  culture  around  them.  Antioch
was, to a large extent, a church of Hellenistic Jews and proved
far  more  missional  than  the  church of  Jerusalem,  a  church
primarily comprised of Hebraic (monocultural) Jews. 

The  second  group  were  the  “God  fearers.”  These  were
Gentiles  who  had  a  great  respect  for  the  Jewish  faith  and
Jewish ethics. They incorporated a number of the beliefs and
practices of the Jewish religion, but were not willing to go the
full distance of becoming proselytes (assimilated). 
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Both groups appeared to be quicker to accept a faith that did
not  force  them to  conform to  one  specific  culture.  In  many
ways, the first century church was Integrationist. According to
Paul,  in  Christ  there are no Jew nor  Gentile,  no Greek nor
Barbarian. This is not a denial of cultural differences, but rather
a break-down of rigid cultural barriers. 

Does this hold relevance for us today? What role may bi-
cultural individuals have today in ministry and missions?

  

Ministerial Reflection 

To be effective cross-culturally, one should have at least a level
3 acculturation. It may not be realistic to achieve level 4 in all
areas,  but  one  should  at  least,  mentally,  understand  why
others are different. Consider the following: 

I was raised in the United States and in the US fish is served to
hungry people with their heads removed (the heads of the fish,
not the people). Moving to the Philippines, fish are served with
their heads very much attached to the rest of the body. This
was  at  first  an  interesting  and curious,  odd behavior  to  me
(Level 1). But over time, it began to annoy me. If one takes the
time to remove the scales from a fish, and the entrails, why not
take a few brief seconds more to remove the head (Level 2)? 

My children helped me change my view as they enjoyed the
fish heads, eyes and brains and all. I realized over time that
there is a lot of food value in fish heads, and it  only makes
sense for a frugal family to take advantage of it and not waste
them (Level 3). I still struggle with level 4. I no longer find it
strange  to  be  served  fish  heads,  and,  in  fact,  now  find  it
strange  that  Americans  reject  this.  I  think,  ultimately,  it  all
comes from the fact that Americans don't like to eat food that is
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staring at them. I now see throwing away so much of the value
from fish as an unacceptable waste, but I still don't like fish to
stare at me while I eat them.

Level 1 and Level 2 are based on levels of ignorance. Effective
ministry really needs Level 3 or 4.

Discussion

1.  Consider the quote by Jose Rizal:  “Ang hindi magmahal
sa sariling wika ay masahol pa sa malansang isda.”  (One
who does not love his own language is worse than a stinky
fish.) Proverbs (salawikain) typically are quickly forgotten in a
culture unless they “resonate” with the culture or identify an
important  cultural  truth.  What  underlying  beliefs  and  values
does this proverb suggest?

What other proverbs can you think of in your culture? What do
they mean? Why are they important in your culture?

2.  In the United States, the schools years ago described the
US as the “melting pot” of  cultures. This suggested that the
ideal  was  that  people  from  different  countries  and  cultures
would come to the US and be assimilated into a new culture,
losing the distinct features of their old culture. 

In  recent  years,  the  schools  in  the  US have changed  their
metaphor. They describe the US as a “salad bowl” of cultures.
That is, the ideal now is that people from different countries
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and cultures come to the US and join society, integrated into
the nation without losing their distinctive cultural traits.

Each country has a different ideal as to how people in different
cultures fit into the society/nation. How about in your nation?
What about your church?  What do you think?
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Chapter 5
Studying Cultures

Cultural Anthropology involves the study of cultures. There are
a number of ways that a culture can be studied. Cultures can
be studied quantitatively, with surveys and statistics. However,
cultures  are  more  often  studied  qualitatively.  Qualitative
analysis  seeks  to  describe  something  utilizing  words  rather
than numbers.

There are a number of types of qualitative analysis. Five major
ones are shown in Table 2.  Note that there are two types of
studies  commonly  used  for  studying  phenomena.
Phenomenology  seeks  to  discover  the  “essence”  of  a
phenomenon.  For  example,  what  is  the  essence  of  the
experience  of  dying?  Grounded  theory,  on  the  other  hand,
looks  at  a  phenomenon  (such  as  opening  a  restaurant)  to
develop a model.

Type of Qualitative Analysis Object of Study

Biography Person (1 or a few)

Case Study Event (1 or a few)

Ethnography/Ethnology Culture (1 or a few)

Phenomenology Phenomenon

Grounded Theory Phenomenon

Table 2.  Types of Qualitative Analysis1
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For looking at cultures, two primary qualitative forms of study
are most useful. These are Ethnography/Ethnology and Case
Study.  Commonly,  Ethnography  is  used  to  describe  studies
that focus on one culture, while Ethnology is used to compare
two  or  more  cultures  (these  designations  are  not  always
consistent). For the purposes of this book, ethnographies and
Case  Studies,  with  Rapid  Assessment  as  a  special  type  of
Ethnography, will be covered.

Ethnography

Ethnography is  the process of  discovering and describing a
culture.  It  can be used to  study  a  culture,  sub-culture,  or
micro-culture2  

The difference between a culture and sub-culture is somewhat
arbitrary. The Philippines may be said to have a culture. But
within that larger culture, each region, city, or barangay might
be said  to  have a culture,  or  sub-culture.  A culture  or  sub-
culture is meant to describe a people who are distinctive 24
hours a day. A micro-culture, on the other hand, is a cultural
group that  is  distinct  less  than 24 hours  a  day. Consider  a
micro-culture of taxi drivers or of bank tellers. They have very
distinct  cultural  characteristics  (jargon,  schedule,  social
interactions, and social  map), but only part  of  the day. After
work,  they  go  home  and  lose  their  distinctive  features  with
respect to the surrounding community.

Doing Ethnographic Research

The first step of ethnographic research is to choose a group to
study. One's school assignment, or ministry location may drive
the choice.  However, if there is a choice, some choices are
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better  than others.  Primarily,  a  group should  be accessible.
This means that it is close enough to observe and participate in
their activities. There should also be at least one person in the
culture who is willing to give access to the group, or is himself
willing to act as a primary informant. Terms like “gatekeeper”
or “man of peace” or “champion” get used for individuals such
as this. 

One  needs  to  determine  the  goal(s)  or  output(s)  of  the
research.  It  is  not  realistic  to  attempt  to  fully  understand  a
culture.  Therefore,  one  must  narrow  the  goal  to  a  specific
question or topic. However, related to that topic, one may seek
to:

-Come up with a map of the group. (What are their 
places of importance?)

-Make a chronological chart. (How do they spend their 
time?)

-Learn the spoken language (or “folk language”)
-Learn the group's felt needs, values/beliefs about 

reality.

Next  is  to  consider  the  tools  one  has  for  studying.  Literary
research can be valuable as part  of  the preparation for  the
research. However, it should never replace direct observation
and interviews. Observation while participating (thus the term
“participant  observation”)  in  the  culture  is  key  as  well.  For
example, if one is studying jeepney drivers in a community...
one  should  ride  some jeepneys:  noting  the  routes,  the  key
points, the procedures, etiquette, written and unwritten rules,
and more. 
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Type of
Interview 

Description

Structured Carefully written questions that are
carefully followed in the interview.

Semi-structured Questions are written down but are not
strictly followed, allowing exploration and

adjustments in the interview.

Unstructured The goals of the interview are clearly
defined, but questions are not written down

beforehand.

Informal Chitchat. No specific goals. More for
building rapport and getting a sense of the

interviewee's interests and concerns.

Table 3. Types of Interviews3

Next  is  the  actual  research phase.  Interviews are especially
critical since they allow the researcher to gain direct insights
and perceptions from the insiders of the culture. Different types
of interviews may be done depending on the situation. For key
leaders  in  the  community,  semi-structured  interviews  are
probably the best.  Unstructured interviews may be appropriate
for regular community members, and for talks that occur during
community  walk-through  and  other  chance  conversations.
Additionally,  one  can  have  conversations  with  groups,  not
simply interviews. These can be done as normal interviews, or
as a focus group. 

How to Write Ethnography? - Tips 

There are various ways to write an ethnography report.  For
those who are doing research for formal academic work, there
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is likely to be a predetermined format.  In ministry, the format is
more  relaxed  but  should  still  have  a  structure  that  aids
understanding  the  culture,  the  concerns,  and  the  answers.
Before writing, you should be aware of your audience or the
target group of readers. Write from the reader’s point of view, if
you want them to understand what you are trying to convey.

The first section of an ethnography should be an introduction to
your study. If you are studying a particular group, you need to
mention  the  problems faced by  the  group.  You should  also
enumerate the questions for which you planned to get answers
or solutions. 

When you are researching a particular issue of a community or
group, you should consider mentioning the various opinions of
experts on this matter. You could also include the points on
which they have not commented.

The next section describes the methodology of your research.
That is, you will  have to mention how, when and where you
had collected your information. You should also describe your
informants and the various interviews you have conducted as
part of your study, while still maintaining confidentiality.

The following section is, perhaps, the most important. This is
the section that describes and analyzes the findings. The focus
is  on  the  relationship  between  your  research  work  and  the
original problems you had mentioned in the introduction pages.
 
The final section is the conclusions, where you give a summary
of your research. One may  also describe the potential uses of
this information, and areas of need for further study. 
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Case Study

Case studies study a particular  event.  As a form of  cultural
research, case studies can be useful or not, depending on how
typical  a  certain  case  is  to  a  culture's  experience.   If  it  is
atypical,  a  single  event  may  not  be  particularly  instructive
regarding the culture. However, a case may involve multiple
events that are related. For example, film-showings in a local
culture may be considered a case, so the case may actually
include multiple events: for example, five film-showing events
in that culture.

Additionally,  case  studies  can  be  quite  valuable  as  an
educational device. Much of how we think is based on our own
personal  experiences.  Since our  own experiences are  often
culturally limited, our understanding of how we should respond
in culturally diverse situations is limited. Case studies can be
used  to  place  ourselves  in  a  new  situation  before  such  a
circumstance actually occurs.

Here is a simple example.  NOTE: This is a completely made
up example. Many of the best examples, however, are based
on real situations.

Joylyn  is  a  Filipina  missionary  serving  in  Zambia.
Leading a home Bible study with several women, one
accepts Christ into her heart. When Joylyn brought the
woman to the church she works with to be baptized,
they refused to baptize her. The woman is the second
wife in a polygynous family. The church believes that for
her to be a baptized member she must either leave her
husband, or the husband must get rid of the other wife.
Of course, the woman did not want to leave. Besides, if
she left,  she would have no status in the community,
would be condemned by her family, and would probably
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lose her children. The church leaders believe she is still
actively “living in sin.” The broader community believes
the church is trying to destroy a family.

Joylyn is asked by the pastor of the church to sit down
with herself and the young convert. Joylyn has to decide
what to say. Finally she speaks...

This is where the reader needs to consider some options, pick
a  response,  and  then  justify  it  biblically,  ethically,  and
practically. In this case, for those from a culture that condemns
polygamous relationships, it  is easy to attack this situation...
but biblically, ethically, and practically, is it better to break up a
family or maintain the status quo? Should polygamous families
be  considered  GOOD?   BAD?   ENCOURAGED?
DISCOURAGED? ACCEPTABLE BUT UNDESIRABLE?  

Rapid Assessment

Rapid Assessment is often known as Rapid Rural Assessment
(RRA). For research in urban communities, one could use the
term Rapid Urban Assessment (RUA).  Rapid Assessment is
used  primarily  for  community  development  work.  It  is
mentioned here because it  can also be a quick way to gain
insight into the community one is seeking to do ministry in. The
focus is on:

 Felt needs (fears/concerns) and real needs

 Community assets

Rapid  Assessment  is  especially  good  for  ministry  in  the
Philippines  because  of  the  barangay  (neighborhood
government)  system.  It  provides  clear  “gatekeepers”  to  the
community, and a good set of initial informants. Commonly a
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Rapid Assessment can be done in one day. Also note that this
is quite similar to a Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA). The
difference  is  that  the  community  actively  participates  in  the
research, analysis and reporting.

Pick  a  community.  Identify  the  gatekeeper(s).  This  is  the
person or persons who can give you access to the community.
If one is doing an RA of a Philippine barangay, it is probably
the barangay captain. Ask permission to do an assessment,
and ask help in accessing information. Information would come
from interview of  key  players  such  as  kagawads  (barangay
workers),  BHW  (barangay  health  worker),  and  the
Socioeconomic  Profile  (SEP).  Focus  on  assets  of  the
community and the fears/concerns of the community. Create a
physical  map of the community, and do a walk-through with
informal interviews with residents. 

Theological Reflection

In  Numbers  chapter  13,  “spies”  were  sent  into  Canaan  to
scope  out  the  land.  You  may  recall  that  in  Numbers,  God
punished  the  Israelites  because  of  the  response  of  the
Israelites  to  the  research.  Some  might  argue  that  such
research was wrong, perhaps even evil.  Perhaps sending in
people to check out the land and people demonstrated a lack
of faith on their part.

The problem, however, appeared to be the confusion about the
purpose  of  the  mission,  rather  than  the  mission  itself.  The
purpose  of  the  mission  was  to  determine  HOW they  would
enter and take over the land. However, ten of the twelve spies
decided  that  their  mission  was  to  determine  IF they  would
enter and take over the land. On the other hand, it is possible
that the ten spies were following a pattern that  had already
been set  in  the Exodus:  whine and complain  to get  God to
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solve  the  problem  without  much  human  effort.  Either  way,
clearly, understanding the purpose of research is important. 

In Joshua, two spies (researchers) were sent into Canaan, and
for them, they clearly understood their mission. They explored
to learn how best to take the land. Although God did at times
do miraculous works for Israel to assist their taking over the
land, there is no suggestion that research, of itself, counters
divine  work.  In  fact,  the  Gibeonites  fooled  Israel,  in  part,
because  of  the  Israelites'  lack  of  diligence  to  research  this
group.

Jesus sent His disciples ahead of Him to scope out potential
villages to minister in, for example, in Luke 10. In this case, the
question of the research wasn't so much HOW, but IF. Villages
that  had a “man of  peace”  or  gatekeeper  to the community
willing to help, and had a positive response to the ministry of
the disciples, would be visited by Jesus. 

Researching a place is important, as well as understanding the
goal of the research.

Ministerial Reflection

Appendix  A  provides  a  checklist  for  a  Community  Rapid
Assessment. The format and plan of attack can vary, but this
provides  a  useful  list.   This  information  from  a  Rapid
Assessment is generally utilized to understand the needs and
potentially ways to minister in a community.
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First  of  all,  one  can  use  the  data  collected  to  determine
“SWOT.”

             Community Strengths
               Community Weaknesses
               Community Opportunities
               Community Threats

Consider what can be done in partnership with the community
(or “men of peace” in the community for change). Consider a
plan to help the community utilizing SMART.

Specific goals
Measurable goals
Attainable goals
Realistic goals
Time-bounded goals

What  might  God  be  doing  in  the  community,  or  is
seeking to do in the community?

Discussion 

It seems (you may agree or disagree with this) that Christians
spend a lot  of  time discussing what non-Christians think,  or
reading Christian books about what non-Christians think, rather
than actually asking them what they think. If you agree with this
statement, why do you think this is so? If you disagree, do you
research non-Christians or  non-Christian  groups yourself,  or
rely on others? 
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Assignment  

Option 1:  Find a community and do an RA focusing on felt
needs or felt fears in the community. Come up with potential
solutions to the problems, based on the data collected.

Option 2:  Find a micro-culture and do an ethnography based
on some question you have about the group, or some concern
that they have (or you think they have). 
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Chapter 6
Families and Kinship1

There  are  many  types  of  social  groupings.  Outside  of  the
individual,  the most  universal  social  entity  is  the family. The
family is extremely difficult  to define...  at least in a way that
applies  to  all  cultures.  There  are  three  common,  if  not
completely universal, qualities:   

 Members. A group  of  individuals  built  around  either
(mother + child) or (mother + father + child). 

 Location. Usually the group shares a common domicile
or  place of living.

 Bonds. Usually,  members  share  bonds  of  “familial”
warmth/love.

Families  vary  in  composition  and  structure  from  culture  to
culture,  but  are  relatively  similar  in  function.  They  produce
babies, rear children, and provide mutual support for members.

Family composition
 
Families  are  normally  related  by  blood  or  by  formal  pact.
Formal pacts can include marriage or adoption.  One form of
family  is  called  the  Nuclear  Family.  It  classically  includes
husband and wife and children. An Extended Family includes
the  nuclear  family  but  also  more  distant  relatives,  such  as
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grandparents,  aunts  and  uncles,  and  cousins.  Communal
Families can exist where a larger group is considered to be all
one  family  regardless  of  strict  rules  of  blood  relationship.
Kibbutzim  (communal  farming  groups  in  Israel)  as  well  as
some small  tribes or  bands,  or  small  tightly  bound religious
communities  may  identify  themselves  as  being  all  of  one
family.  

Additionally, clans are people groups that identify themselves
as sharing a common familial  lineage.  Members of  the clan
identify themselves as related in some sense. Many traditional
cultures  associate clans with  totems,  physical  symbols  that
are  considered  to  have  special  powers  associated  with  the
group.

Finally, in many cultures, ancestors are identified as being very
active in the family, despite being dead. Many families have
shrines in  the  home to  honor  the  ancestors,  or  to  appease
them. They are often seen as having an active role in guiding
and protecting the family.  

Sex

Humans can be categorized in numerous ways:  ethnicity  or
race, age, nationality, occupation, and so forth. However, the
most  universal  and (commonly  felt)  important  designation  is
sex. Humans were created Male or Female. While for most of
us it goes without saying, it may be helpful to be reminded that
male  and female  (men and women)  have more  in  common
than  different.  This  can  be  demonstrated  biologically  and
psychologically. From a Biblical  standpoint we see this point
emphasized in the Creation story in Genesis 1 and 2. In it:

 God made man and woman both, separate from other
creation.
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 Both  man and woman are  seen  as  created in  God's
image.

 Both man and woman are to rule over creation.

The  two  sexes  were  created,  according  to  Genesis  1,  for
procreation  and  in  Genesis  2,  additionally  for  help  and
companionship. Men and women are equal before God in the
creation. Some seek to see male priority because of his prior
creation. However, it  seems more likely that the story of the
creation of Eve out of Adam's rib is supposed to demonstrate
unity. After all,  it  is  pretty  self-evident  that  man comes from
woman, as seen in the birthing process. However, the creation
story  shows  that  woman  also  comes  from  man.  Each  are
intertwined from the beginning.  

Sexual  roles are based on biology, psychology, and culture.
Biologically, women have some roles that are directly tied to
the ability to bear children and feed infants. Men, typically of
larger size and greater physical strength, then take on more of
a  protector  and  provider  role  in  the  family  or  community
environment.  Psychologically, leadership roles are commonly
given to (or taken by) those who are stronger or bigger or have
a  desire  to  lead/rule.  Because  of  this,  male  leadership  in
cultures is more common (but not universal). Pregnancy, child-
bearing, and infant feeding tends to tie women to the home
more than men, so it is not surprising that caring for the home
is  often  seen  more  as  a  role  for  women  than  men.
Psychological  reasons  are  not  universal,  as  compared  to
physical reasons, and so there can be variation in this. 

Each culture has variations in sex roles. Some cultures, such
as in parts of the Middle East may have women's roles as very
passive and even hidden. In other cultures, such as the Garo
tribe  in  Northeast  India,  women  have  a  prominent  role  in
leadership. 
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In the Cordilleras, in the Philippines, women commonly take
care  of  the  finances  for  the  family.  When  American
missionaries  came  to  the  Philippines,  many  of  them  were
bothered by this since they felt that handling finances was a
male role.  They probably felt  that since money is  a  form of
power, whoever handled the money had the power. American
missionaries commonly came from a sub-culture where women
had limited formal authority. The conflict was often couched in
Biblical terms, but in reality it was simply a clash of cultures. In
the  cultures  of  the  Bible,  both  men  and  women  handled
finances,  and  there  appear  to  be  no  supra-cultural  rules
regarding who handles finances. This is a common problem...
cultural  clashes commonly get relabeled as Biblical  or moral
clashes. Or put in another way, instead of “We do things this
way because it is Biblical,” things become “It must be Biblical,
because this is the way we do it.”2 That is not to say that all
gender roles are based on culture. However, it is difficult often
to know when the Bible is being descriptive culturally or supra-
culturally,  and when it  is  being  culturally  prescriptive,  again,
culturally or supra-culturally.  

Although cultures vary wildly, sexual intercourse and relations
between the sexes are heavily regulated. Even cultures that
appear to be very open or even libertine when it comes to sex
often have surprisingly  complex and subtle  taboos.  Cultures
that appear to be very strict in terms of sexual behavior may
allow certain actions that would be  unthinkable in another. For
example, In many shame-based cultures, a man impregnating
a woman due to rape may not only not go unpunished, but the
man and woman may be required, or strongly encouraged, to
marry! Marriage as “punishment” for rape would be considered
a cultural evil in many Western nations that are in many other
ways more open regarding sexual  behavior.   Some cultures
allow casual physical contact between the sexes and consider
taboo sexually provocative language,  while other cultures may
be the opposite.
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In most cultures, it is generally considered the role of men to
teach boys to be men, and the role of women to teach girls to
be women. Many cultures have complex and important  Rites
of Passage for boys to become considered as men and girls
as women. Such rites may be quite formal. The bar mitzvah for
boys or a debut for girls would be examples of this.  On the
other  hand  it  can  be  less  formally  acknowledged,  such  as
getting a driver's license in some cultures. This is not to say
that  women  have  no  role  in  training  up  boys,  nor  men  in
training  up  girls.  After  all,  the  culture  is  perpetuated
successfully  through  ensuring  all  members  of  society
understand their roles. 

Marriage 

Families are normally built around a sexual contract, known as
marriage. Or put another way, sex is often established within
the family contract know as marriage. Even in “modern society”
where there is a breakdown of formal government marriage,
many will still commit to each other in socially significant ways,
even if not legally binding.

Marriage  provides  a  blessing  and community  affirmation  for
sexual relations, and provides a stable foundation for a family.
It  also  commonly  has  religious  significance.  However,
marriages vary greatly from one culture to another. It is beyond
the scope of this book to list all of the possible permutations.
Here are a few. 

 Monogamous marriages in families are where there is
one male and one female in a marriage contract.
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 Polygamous marriages involve more than two in  the
marriage  covenant.  There  are  three  basic  forms  of
polygamy. Polygyny involves one male with more than
one female.  Polyandry involves one female with more
than one male.  Group or  Conjoint marriages involve
both two or more males and two or more females.

 In recent years there has been a growth of recognition
in some cultures of formal union (civil union or marriage)
of homosexual couples-- male with male, or female with
female.

 A couple of other useful terms describe who may be eligible to
marry whom.
 

 Endogamy.  Potential  marriage partners must  be from
the same band, clan, tribe, or other recognized group.
For example, in the Bible, Israelites were not supposed
to marry those of other races. In caste systems, one is
supposed to marry within one's own caste.  

 Exogamy.  Potential  marriage  partners  must  be  from
different  bands,  clans,  tribes,  totems,  or  other
recognized  groups.  Sometimes  the  groups  that  are
acceptable are narrowly defined, and sometimes not.

Regardless  of  whether  endogamy  or  exogamy  is  practiced,
most or all cultures have some prohibitions on incest, although
what constitutes incest may vary from culture to culture. 

Since marriages are often driven by both family and community
rules and customs, in many cultures, marriages are arranged
by parents or by other members of the family or community. In
some cultures, marriages are left in the hands of the potential
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couple. In many cases, however, the practice is more complex.
Consider  the  Biblical  story  of  the  marriage  of  Isaac  and
Rebekah. Abraham gave instruction to Isaac as to where to get
a wife (endogamy). An intermediary is sent to the place. The
intermediary  sees  a  good  potential  spouse,  determines  her
eligibility,  and  then  begins  negotiations  with  the  father.  The
father agrees but still leaves the final decision in the hands of
his daughter. 

Marriage creates a new nuclear family, extends an extended
family, and has major impact on the social ties within one or
more communities. Marriage then is a major rite of passage in
most  societies,  and  in  many  cultures,  a  person  is  not
considered to truly be an adult until he or she is married. As
such, it is not a trivial matter. Many cultures have  courtship
procedures to  demonstrate  interest,  intention,  and
competence to marry. In some cultures these procedures are
quite  flexible,  while  in  others they can be quite  regimented.
Equally,  the  marriage ceremony  itself  can  vary  greatly  from
culture to culture. Some can be quite elaborate and cover a
considerable length of time. Others may be little more than a
declaration of marriage along with coming together sexually.

Family Structures

Most cultures consider children to be a blessing and even an
evidence of divine favor. A barren marriage is often seen as a
sad or even cursed marriage. Children, unlike most young in
the Animal Kingdom, are mostly helpless for the first years of
their lives. They are dependent on parents, and commonly a
whole web of members of the extended family and community.
Families  are  often  very  structurally  complex,  especially  in
extended  families.  The various  roles  and relationships  once
again go well beyond this text. However, two broad terms are
used to describe basic power structures in the family. 
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 Patriarchal. The authority in the family is centered on
the father or elder male. 

 Matriarchal. The authority in the family is centered on
the mother or elder female. 

Since each child has both a mother and a father, and each
parent normally comes from a different family, different cultures
must identify which family the child is considered to be part of.:
the father's family, or the mother's, or both.   To help explain
this,  consider  John,  and  what  grandparent  John  would  be
considered to descend from. 

 Patrilineal. The descent of family is based on the father.
This means a child is considered to be descending from
the family of the father, but not the family of the mother.
Traditional  Jewish families  track  their  families  through
the father. John descends from his paternal grandfather.

 Matrilineal. The  descent  of  family  is  based  on  the
mother.  This  means  a  child  is  considered  to  be
descending from the family of the mother. Traditionally,
the  Karen  tribe  in  Myanmar  were  matrilineal.  John
descends from his maternal grandmother.

 Bilateral.  A child is considered to be related to both the
mother's and the father's family. In the US, for example,
the child takes the family name of the father, but is still
seen as part  of  both the father's and mother's family.
John  is  considered  to  have  descended  from  all  four
grandparents.

 Double  (or Dual) descent. In some cultures, the child
may be seen to be from both of the parent's families but
in different ways. For example, the Ashanti tribe see the
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child as descending from the mother's family “by blood”
and the father's family “by spirit.”3 Often this is tied to
complicated rules about which clan a person can seek a
spouse in. John is considered to have descended from
his maternal grandmother and his paternal grandfather.

Matrilineal descent has the advantage in that one can be quite
confident who the mother of a child is. For patrilineal descent,
the father or father's family must accept that the child is part of
their family. It is understandable that although the Jews trace
families  through  the  fathers,  “Jewishness”  is  determined
through the mothers.

Unilineal (patrilineal or matrilineal) kinship has the advantage
of simpler kinship relationships, clearly defining who is part of
what  clan or family. Bilateral kinship is more flexible but the
family commonly has a weaker role because lineage is less
critical.  For example, suppose that one is part  of the “Smith
clan” in a unilineal system. That is one's clan and no other. But
in a bilateral kinship system, a member of the Smiths may also
be a member of the Browns (since his mother was a Brown). At
the grandparent level, the Smith is part of four groups:  Smith,
Brown,  Coleman,  and  Toida.  One  is  part  of  a  big  web  of
relations so this person's “Smith-ness” is less important than if
their sole identity is tied to being a Smith.

Theological Reflection
 

The Bible describes the establishment of the family in Genesis
1:21. The Shema describes a key role of family, to educate
children. 

Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Love the
LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and
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with all your strength. These commandments that I give you
today are to be on your hearts. Impress them on your children.
Talk about  them when you sit  at  home and when you walk
along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie
them  as  symbols  on  your  hands  and  bind  them  on  your
foreheads. Write them on the door frames of your houses and
on your gates.   

-Deuteronomy 6:4-9 (NIV)

The passage describes the importance of educating children.
However, the context suggests that the primary responsibility is
that of the family. The focus on training up “your” children and
in  homes  points  to  the  family.  The  training  should  not  be
assumed to be just by the parents, but the entire family unit.
 
The Bible identifies the family symbolically with our relationship
with God. 

 The church is described as the bride of Christ.

 Christians are described as children of God.

 A term for being saved is “adopted”

There  are  more,  but  the  value  of  this  symbology  might  be
identified in  more  than one way. The family  should help  us
understand the mysterious transformation we have in how we
relate to God. Additionally, having some understanding of our
new state with God, perhaps, can help us gain some insight
how we are to relate as families. 

Ministerial Reflection
 

There is always a question about what a family is supposed to
be. In the New Testament, a monogamous family is ideal. In
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the Old Testament, it is less clear. Some passages (such as
the Genesis 1 passage) seems to suggest monogamy as ideal.
However, polygamy was allowed (although the OT shows little
to no evidence that polygamy created healthy families). 

To what extent do the Jewish and Greek cultures define what is
an ideal or at least permissible for a family today? If a culture is
polygamous, do Christians have to break up such families and
create monogamous families? Must families be patriarchal? In
some  cultures,  children  and  adults  do  not  share  the  same
domicile. Is that wrong or not?
 
Let's  take  this  further.  In  many  cultures,  a  marriage  is
considered  to  be  “valid”  if  it  is  recognized  by  families,  by
religious institution, and by government. Do marriages have to
have all three? If a marriage was confirmed between families
and  religion,  but  never  certified  by  the  government,  is  that
acceptable or not? If  someone has only a civil  marriage (no
religious institution involved), is that valid or not. What if family
was not involved (an “elopement”)... is that valid? What about
divorce  (whether  legal,  or  common-law,  or  “annulment”)?
Should divorce be recognized?  Or should these be reversed
(seeking, perhaps, to restore members to loveless, unfaithful,
or abusive marriages). 

Why does this matter? In any church, a wide variety of families
will exist... and in a cross-cultural situation even more unusual
families will  exist. It is wise to carefully think through how to
respond--- lovingly, biblically, and cautiously.
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Discussion

1.  Chapter 5 has a case study regarding Joylyn. Read it and
think about it. Each person write down at least five (5) different
possible responses (more if you want). Then put all the options
on the board, and discuss them. Delete and add and modify as
necessary. The group does not have to narrow it down to one
option.  There  may be more  than one potentially  acceptable
option. Or there may be genuine disagreement in the group.
That is okay. Respect those who disagree.

2.  Some families in Southeast Asia have “shrines” for dead
family members. Often, there will  be food offerings, incense,
and rituals associated with these shrines. Some consider these
to  be  idolatrous  and  describe  the  practice  as  “ancestor
worship.” Others say the practice is not worship, seeing it as
simply a form of veneration or honoring ancestors (a benign, or
even commendable, practice). Others suggest that one really
needs to understand the underlying beliefs and assumptions
before making a judgment. Discuss this.  How might one find
out  what  people  think  and  believe  when  honoring  (or
worshiping?) ancestors in this way?
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3.   Some argue that  the  Bible  ordains  the  subordination  or
submission of  adult  women to adult  men. Some see that  in
terms of the Curse in Genesis 3, while others suggest while
others don't see it in terms of a temporary curse, but a more
eternal ideal. However, both are uncertain. The argument could
be made that the Bible describes how a godly life is to be lived
out in a patriarchal society such as Ancient Israel or Greece,
rather than mandating a patriarchal society. The argument can
find support in strong statements in the Bible that challenge the
presuppositions  common  in  many  patriarchal  societies.  The
Bible notes that males and females are both equally created in
God's image, and that male and female don't really matter in
the church. While priests were to be male, prophets, apostles,
and deacons could be male or female (whether pastors had to
be male based on the Bible is still being argued about today).
Discuss.  Does  a  matriarchal  society  have  to  become
patriarchal to be Christian? 
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Chapter 7
Ethnicity and Race

Ethnicity  is  linked  in  many  people's  minds  to  culture.  But
commonly this is not the case. Still, this is commonly assumed.
Quoting Paul Hiebert:

“A great deal of anthropological reasoning rests on the
assumption that cultures are separate entities that can be
clearly  distinguished from one another. In other words,
that  sharp  boundaries  separate  them.  Moreover,  a
particular  culture  is  often  associated  with  a  particular
group or race of people and a particular language.”1  

Ethnicity  is  a  group identification typically  based on birth  or
lineage. However, ethnicity is more than group identification, it
is also self-identification. One commonly chooses what one's
ethnicity  is.  In  recent  years  in  the  United  States,  there has
been  a  large  increase  of  those  who  identify  as  “Native
American.”  This  is  not  due,  primarily,  to  a high birth  rate  of
Native Americans. Rather it is largely due to a great increase in
those who now seek to identify themselves ethnically as Native
Americans. At one time, being Native American (or “American
Indian”) was stigmatized in the broader society, but in recent
years, there has been a more positive view of this ethnicity. In
bilateral  kinship  systems,  one  is  related  to  many  different
people,  often  of  different  tribes,  clans,  ethnic  groups,  and
races, so one can choose which one to identify with. 
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Another  example  of  the  flexibility  of  ethnicity  is  my  own
situation. If I am in the United States, and someone asks about
my ethnic background, I will say that I am Swedish, although I
have never been to Sweden. That is because a majority of my
ancestors came from Sweden. However, I also have ancestors
who are English or Scotch-Irish. So I have some freedom in
this area. On the other hand, when I am in the Philippines, I will
say that my ethnicity is “American.” Although this may really be
a nationality (national citizenship), in the Philippines, the term
usually means American of European lineage. A similar thing
happens  in  the  Philippines  where  in-country,  people  will
desribe themselves as Tagalog, Cebuano, Ibaloi, or whatever.
Outside the Philippines, they will typically describe themselves
as Filipino. So ethnicity means that one can claim to be part of
a  certain  ethnic  group  by  lineage  (or  sometimes  through
adoption or marriage), and share certain common values and
traits. 

Cultural  groups,  language  groups,  and  ethnic  groups  can
overlap  considerably.  One cultural  group may  contain  many
language and ethnic groups. One language group may have
many cultures and ethnic groups within it.  One ethnic group
may have many cultural groups and language groups in it. 

So why  worry  about  ethnicity  at  all?  In  missions,  one must
contextualize  for  culture  and  translate  for  language.  One
theoretically should not have to account for ethnicity. However,
for many people, ethnicity is a major part of their self-identity,
as  well  as  a  major  part  of  how  they  judge  other  people.
Therefore, it cannot be ignored. One aspect of ethnicity is race.
We will look at that now.

Race

Race, in common usage, is often used for larger ethnic groups.
For example, at the beginning of the 20 th century, there was the
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belief that there were five races of man, each one defined by a
color:  White, Black, Yellow, Red, and Brown.2   Others defined
humans as being part of the Mongoloid, Negroid, or Caucasoid
races. In more recent years, some race designations of been
put forth from physical anthropology based on the belief that all
humans originated in Africa.3 Race typically has been based on
looks or region of ancestral origin. 

In the late 1800s and into the early 1900s “Race Science” was
an accepted field of study that sought to understand race in
terms of evolution of mankind, and in terms of certain qualities.
Some races were deemed to be more intelligent or stronger or
otherwise.  Not  surprisingly,  those  studying  races  tended  to
work from the hypothesis that their own race was superior to
the others, at least in the characteristics that they valued most.
Essentially,  race  science  often  became  little  more  than  an
attempt to justify prejudices, ethnocentrism, and stereotypes.
With  the  horrors  of  World  War  II  driven,  in  part,  by  racial
hatred,  racial  “science”  has  lost  much  of  its  status  as  a
legitimate area of inquiry. Still, like ethnicity in general, race is
seen by many people as an important part of their own self-
identity as well as a way to judge, or prejudge, others. From
this, much in the way of wars and general hatred continue, in
part, because of persistent attitudes about ethnicity and race.4 

Some of the concerns of race science are still being looked at
in Physical Anthropology. However, Physical Anthropology tells
us that, generally, we are all about the same in genetics and
physical  structure.  Race,  for  the  most  part,  is  mostly  “skin
deep.”  For  Cultural  Anthropology,  race  is  still  a  concern.
Cultural  Anthropology  deals  with  issues  of  culture,  and  this
includes racial attitudes and stereotyping. 

Considering that race is essentially an artificial construct, it is
tempting to think it doesn't matter. Arguably, it shouldn't matter.
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But it does affect us as individuals and how societies function.
This leads to the next topic.

Racism

When  we  speak  of  racism,  we  are  not  speaking  simply  of
“race” but of ethnic identity. In societies, groups are set up and
valued  hierarchally.  In  the  Philippines  in  the  18th century---
there were several major groups. Among these were Blancos
(Spaniards born either in Spain or in the Philippines), Mestizos
(“mixed  blood”  of  various  forms),  Indios  (Fully  native  in
ancestry  to  the  Philippine  archipelago,  who  are  of  Malayo-
Polynesian  descent  and  Christianized),  Igorot  (Cordilleran
Animists), Sanglay (pure-blooded Chinese), Negrito (Ayta and
other dark-skinned native tribes), and Moros (Muslims from the
Southern Philippines). In the colonial period,these groups were
taxed differently, and were valued differently. The designations
acted as a sort of racial caste system (see the next chapter).  

In  the  United  States,  formalized  racism  occurred  originally
between  those  of  European  descent  and  those  of  African
descent, and native populations.The end of slavery (which was
based partly, but importantly, on race) in the United States, did
not end formal racism. It continued in parts of the country with
what are called “Jim Crow Laws”--- laws that gave preferential
treatment  and  separation  of  “whites”  over  “blacks”  in  some
regions in the US. As other racial/ethnic groups came into the
United States, things got more confusing.  

I will use a more personal example here. My father-in-law is
Filipino. Both he and his brother moved to the United States in
the early 1960s. They did not fit into the traditional American
binary of “white” and  “black.” Living in a part of the country that
had these Jim Crow Laws, my father-in-law soon found that he
was give preferential treatment in terms of where he could sit
on buses, where he could eat in restaurants, and what public
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restrooms  and  water  fountains  he  could  use.  On  the  other
hand, his brother, who was a little darker in complexion, found
himself treated unfavorably by these laws.
 
Of course, racism can be an individual thing. In fact, it can be
argued  that  everyone  is  a  racist  in  some  form.  Humans
categorize other humans---  placing them into little imaginary
groups. It is a short-cut. We meet a stranger but we want to
know whether to trust them or steer clear of them. So we start
categorizing them by their  clothes, gender, appearance, and
evidence of affluence. This happens extremely fast. Seconds
later we start making judgments based on their behavior, their
language,  and  their  accent.  Unfortunately,  many  of  the
judgments are not well-founded, but are based on prejudices
formed through ones upbringing, social interaction, and media. 

An individual may comfort himself in saying, “Oh, I am not a
racist. One of my best friends is black,” or “I have no animosity
against Muslims. I often eat at the Pakistani restaurant in my
neighborhood.”  At  first,  these  sound  like  reasonable
arguments. However, it has been noted that in pre-World War II
Germany, German animosity to Jews was very high, despite
the  fact  that  many  of  these  same people  actually  liked  the
Jews who lived in their own neighborhoods. It was as if they
were saying, “Jews are bad, but 'our Jews' are okay despite
being Jews.”  In these cases the tendency to be prejudiced is
not undone by specific cases.  

While  individual  racism  is  important,  as  is  the  factors  that
cause  this  to  develop,  in  cultural  anthropology  the  bigger
concern  is  institutional  (or  systemic)  racism.  A  good
definition for institutional racism is:

"The collective failure of an organization to provide an
appropriate  and  professional  service  to  people
because of their colour, culture, or ethnic origin. It can
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be  seen  or  detected  in  processes,  attitudes  and
behaviour  that  amount  to  discrimination  through
prejudice,  ignorance,  thoughtlessness,  and  racist
stereotyping  which  disadvantage  minority  ethnic
people."5

I am considered to be part of a racially mixed marriage. I was
married legally in a state in the US that 30 years earlier would
not  have  allowed  us  to  marry.  They  had  laws  against
miscegenation--- ““marriage or sexual relations between a man
and woman of different races.”6 This, much like the example of
my father-in-law and his brother, is an example of institutional
racism. In this case the institution of marriage was permitted or
rejected based on the race of the two individuals. In a sense,
the law against mixed marriage effectively sought to create a
caste system (again, covered in the next chapter). However,
having mixed race individuals makes racism more difficult in
some  ways.  One  might  theorize  that  because  of  this,  the
stronger  the  racist  views  of  the  person,  the  stronger  their
opposition to racially mixed families.  In the US, until 1960, in
the  national  census,  people  could  not  choose  their  own
ethnicity. Census takers marked down their race based on how
they looked. However, even until  2000, individuals could not
mark  down  more  than  one  ethnicity.  Today,  these  limited
categories  of  ethnicity  are  used  to  shape  policy.  It  can  be
justifiably argued whether having ethnicity on the census helps
to solve problems of institutional racism or perpetuates it.7

Governments  have  not  been  the  only  ones  to  do  this.
Missionaries  were  the  products  of  their  time  as  well  as
Missionary boards.  Often,  they sought  to do better  than the
people around them.  Consider this quote from Ruth Tucker:

It was the nineteenth-century intellectuals of high society
who viewed black Africans (and other races as well) “as
inherently inferior—many rungs below Caucasians on the
ethnologists’  evolutionary  ladder.  Missionaries,  on  the
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other hand, were ridiculed in scholarly journals for their
shallow thinking in  regard to  race,  and most  educated
Englishmen  would  have  agreed  with  Mary  Kingsley
(whose  Africa  travelogue  was  widely  circulated)  when
she criticized missionaries for their ‘difficulty in regarding
the Africans as anything but a Man and a Brother’ and
their  belief  in  ‘the  spiritual  equality  of  all  colors  of
Christians.’”8

What has been talked about so far is generally overt racism.
That is, the racism is expressed overtly in spoken word, or pen
to paper. However, much racism is more subtle. Again, let me
use a personal example from the United States. When I was
young,  I  was  raised  up  in  a  community  that  lacked  racial
diversity. There were a number of identifiable ethnicities, but all
of them would fit into two of what Americans would describe as
races.   One was “White”  or  American of  European descent
(around 99%). The rest were “Native American” (around 1%).
While I come from a part of the US that was not all that racially
diverse,  I  still  found  it  odd that  there  were  NO other  racial
groups in our community. One day I  asked my father  about
this.  He  told  me  that  the  realtors,  who  sold  houses  in  our
community,  had  a  certain  belief  (presumably  reinforced  by
some of the members of the community) that if  any of them
sold a house to someone of another race in our community,
they would cease to get any more business there. To the best
of  my  knowledge  my  dad  was  speaking  honestly,  but  not
approvingly,  of  this  situation.  This  would  be  a  more  covert.
There were no laws on the books enforcing this. There were no
statements put into newspapers or the evening news. It was a
cultural  norm  enforced  by  whisper  and  tacit  agreement.
Happily, this situation has not continued. There are now other
ethnicities represented in the community in which I was raised.
But this leads to another issue that is worth noting in this short
chapter--- tokenism.
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Tokenism is  the  practice  of  having  one  or  more
representatives  of  a  minority  group  given  a  position  of
influence/power,  in  an  attempt  to  deflect  charges  of
discrimination or racism or societal bias. This may show itself
in many ways-- individually and corporately. An example from a
previous  page  relates  where  a  person  denies  being  racist
against “blacks” by noting that he has a good friend who is
black. In that section it was argued that the person may have
prejudice against a group but may see qualities in individuals
that overcome those prejudices. On the other hand, another
reason  could  be  to  have  a  token  friendship.   Perhaps  that
person decides to be friendly with someone of a different race,
or  ethnicity,  or  sexual  preference/orientation,  or  something
else, so that one one can charge them with being racist,  or
sexist, or homophobic, or Islamophobic or more. Or perhaps a
person may hire  someone of  a  different  race.  This  may be
done to protect against charges of others about not being hired
due to their race.

Corporately, Tokenism can happen a lot. In some settings it is
done quite openly. Governmental bureau or cabinet positions
are often filled expressly to appear diverse. Is this bad? Not
necessarily. It provides diversity and representation. However,
it can also be used to excuse systemic racism--- “Our public
housing  policy  cannot  be  racist.  The  cabinet  secretary
overseeing  the  policy  is  Black  (or  Asian,  or  Hindu,  or  …).
Looking ahead to the next  chapter,  Society C in Figure 15
shows a caste society where one caste has power over the
other.  One  will  note,  however,  that  some  members  of  the
disempowered  caste  have  greater  power/position  within  the
society than many (even) most of the dominating caste. This
condition actually helps the dominant caste.

Consider  the  situation  of  Malaysia,  that  has  laws  that  give
favorable  status  to  Malays  (and  indirectly  to  Muslims)  over
other  ethnicities.  This  does  not  mean  that  all  Malays  have
higher status than all Chinese and Indian citizens of Malaysia.
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In fact, there are many Chinese and Indian citizens of great
wealth and power. In fact, the existence of a small number of
successful  and  powerful  Chinese  or  Indians  there  actually
helps  ensure  the  continuance  of  racist  policies.  The
government  can   point  to  such  individuals  to  make  the
argument  that  their  policies  are  not  racist  (or  religiously
biased). 
  

Theological Reflection 

Historically,  the  term  “race”  was  originally  tied  to  language
groups  but  with  anthropology  and  biological  evolutionary
theories of the 1800s, it moved towards being related to the
idea of sub-species. This can be rightfully challenged biblically
But it can be challenged scientifically as well. The differences
between the so-called races (however  they are defined) are
minuscule The greatest differences are tied to melanin and hair
texture.  Under  the  skin  differences  of  race  pretty  much
disappear. 

The Book of Genesis tells us that all humans share common
ancestors  (Adam  and  Eve,  as  well  as  Noah  and  family).
Diverging lineage starts with the three sons of Noah: Shem,
Ham, and Japheth.  Some have tried to link race to Shem,
Ham, and Japheth, making three races; but generally this is
problematic.  However, it  is  in Genesis 11, with the Tower of
Babel story, where the idea of ethnic identity has its birth. In
this story, all people shared a common location, language, and
group  identity.  God  confused  their  languages  and  they
scattered  throughout  the  world.  This  describes  the
development of different language groups, and the impetus for
diverging cultural groups and ethnic identities. 

If this is the start of the area of ethnic identity, where does it
end? Revelation 5:9-10 says, regarding Christ, 
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“You  are  worthy  to  take  the  scroll  and  to  open  its  seals,
because you were slain, and with your blood you purchased
men to God from every tribe and language and people and
nation. You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to
serve our God, and they will reign on the earth.”  

This  shows  the  gathering  of  those  from all  different  ethnic,
national,  and  language  groups  to  one  kingdom under  God.
This does not necessarily mean there will cease to be ethnic
distinctives,  for  example.  Rather,  it  suggests  that  if  such
differences persist,  they  have no bearing  on God's  love for
them,  and  presumably  no  bearing  anymore  on  man's
prejudices.  Racial  and  ethnic  designations  may  persist  in
heaven, but not racism or ethnocentrism.

The Bible seems to show God as one who appreciates variety
in  His  creation  and  in  His  people.  God's  kingdom includes
people of all  races, tribes, and ethnic groups. Much like the
ideal of church, God's kingdom exists with unity in diversity.

Ministerial Reflection 

Ethnicity has often been a challenge to Christian missions. In
some cases this has been due to poor theology. Some have
tried to suggest that  certain races or ethnicities were lesser
beings, suggesting that God had created a cursed pre-Adamic
people, or a cursed line of Cain, or a cursed line of Ham, or
even a cursed line of Jews. Others have gone in a different
direction, identifying themselves as being a favored race in the
sight  of  God.  British-Israelism  sought  to  see  British  (or
sometimes  “white”  Americans)  as  descending  from  the  so-
called “lost tribes of Israel.” Others have tried to do similarly.
Sadly,  both  practices  become  little  more  than  a  cynical
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justification for stereotyping, or discriminating, or not sharing
God's love cross-culturally or cross-ethnically. 

Many Christians have also attempted to apply the Jewish rules
regarding prohibition of  exogamy (marrying non-Israelites) to
their  own  ethnic  situation.  There  is  no  obvious  Biblical
justification for  this,  but  this  showed itself  in rules regarding
miscegenation.  This  was  especially  challenging  for  single
missionaries working in other cultures. Of course, the goal of
sending single missionaries to a different part of the world was
not for them to start a family, nor should it be. But while cross-
cultural  or  cross-ethnic  marriages  and  families  can  be  a
challenge, especially when dealing with prejudices in one or
both  cultures,  they  can  also  serve  as  a  bi-cultural  bridge.
Prohibition of miscegenation helped perpetuate the idea that
Christianity is a religion of foreigners. By comparison, Islamic
merchants in Southeast Asia commonly would marry into non-
Islamic  groups.  Doing  so,  helped  make  Islam  seem  less
foreign  than  Christianity,  despite  Islam's  tendency  in  other
areas not to contextualize much across cultures. 

One other area where ethnicity affects missions is in a strange
misinterpretation of Scripture. Jesus, as He was telling people
at  the  “last  days.”  In  Matthew 24:14,  Jesus  said,  “And  the
gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a
testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.” 

This verse has led to a whole missiological industry. The term
nations  here  is  “ethne”  has  become  defined  in  terms  of
ethnicity, and is often now described as “people group.” Some
missiologists have given an interpretation of Matthew 24:14 to
mean something like, “And the gospel of the kingdom will be
preached  to  the  whole  world  so  that  when  each  identified
people  group  has  received  the  Gospel  in  a  form  that  is
intelligible to them, I (Christ) will return.”
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There are problems with this interpretation. 

 Most obviously, it is not what the text says. The passage
just  says  that  before  the  end  of  history,  Christ's
message  will  spread  throughout  the  world.  Anything
more than that is reading into the passage.

 There  is  no  way  to  determine  how  many  ethnic
groupings or “people groups” there are. While some try
to  come  up  with  a  number,  there  are  no  clear  lines
between  many  ethnic  groups.  While  coming  up  with
different people groups and “unreached people groups”
may be useful for missions strategy and metrics, it is ill-
advised  to  link  such  terms  to  terms  in  the  Bible.
Relatedly, the term “ethne” has a number of meanings in
Classic and Koine Greek… none of which could be said
to  precisely  correspond  to  today's  notion  of  people
group.

 The  misinterpretation  of  this  verse  has  led  to  poor
mission  strategy. While  Jesus said that  we are to  be
always faithful in our work because we don't know the
day or hour of our master's return (Matthew 24:36), the
interpretation of this verse has led people to think that
not only can one speed up Christ's return, but that this
should also affect one's methodology. So while Christian
history has shown the great value of holistic missions,
demonstrating God's love through both proclamation of
God's  word,  and  through  social  action/ministry,  the
imminence  (or  potential  near  imminence)  of  Christ's
return meant that one should focus only on proclamation
of  the Gospel.  But  that  is not  consistent  with Christ's
ministry.  Focusing  on  “quick  conversions”  rather  than
holistic  transformation  doesn't  make  much  sense  in
long-term strategy based on the practices of Jesus. 
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Discussion

What do you consider to be your own ethnicity? If you have
more  than  one  ethnicity  that  you  could  reasonably  choose
from, why do you choose to identify with one, and not identify
with others?

What  ethnic  groups  exist  where  you  live  or  where  you
minister? What challenges are there in trying to reach out to
these  groups?  Are  there  groups  there  with  favored  status?
Unfavored?
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Chapter 8
Groups in Cultures1

“No man is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the
continent, a part of the main;”   -John Donne

Cultures are social  entities. They are group-creating entities.
They help define US versus THEM. Many social groupings are
established by God. Among these are:

 Family/Clan (Genesis 1:21)

 Civil Government (Genesis 11)

 Languages/Cultural Groups (Genesis 11)

 Religious Governance (Leviticus; Timothy/Titus)

 Church (Acts 1-2)

 Ministry Groups (Jesus and disciples, Paul/Barnabas)

Social  groupings  are  driven  by  our  humanity  and  our
relationship with God.2  

1.   Psychological.  We have a social  drive.  Dogs are  pack
animals… but foxes are not. Cats are loners mostly, but lions
are  not.  Humans  are  social.  The  true  loner  is  rare,  and
generally considered unhealthy. There is a greater truth to the
statement  of  God in  Genesis  “It  is  not  good for  man to  be
alone.”  Humans  do  not  do  very  well  isolated  from  other
humans. Both the need and desire for companionship appears
to be part of our humanity.
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2.   Physical. Our  humanness  forces  us  to  create  social
groupings. Babies cannot survive without a caregiver. We take
13-18 years  (or  more)  to  reach a  level  of  self-sufficiency. A
single  parent  with  no  other  support  system  around  cannot
typically  care  for  a  single child.  It  generally  requires  two or
more  adults,  and  probably  an  extended  grouping.   Sexual
union is a social activity between two that is absolutely critical
for the continuation of the species.

3.  Spiritual. As noted in the previous chapter, our relationship
with  God is  compared to a marriage.  The church is  like an
extended or  communal  family.  Additionally,  Peter  (in  I  Peter
2:9)  describes  the  church  in  terms  of  social  groupings--  a
chosen  people,  royal  priesthood,  and  holy  nation, The
description  of  heaven  seems  to  be  a  place  where  the
hindrances to social relationships are broken down. One can
say that sin is self-centeredness, while repudiation of sin is the
start of restoration of community.

Figure 14.  Social Classes in a Society
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Classes and Castes

A  Society,  a  complex  interaction  of  people  in  a  broader
interdependent regional structure, is made up of many groups.
Two types worth noting are classes and castes.   Figure 14
shows a way of looking at a society with different economic
classes of people. The smallest group would normally be those
considered rich.  The rich,  typically, rule  and work by choice
more  than  necessity.  The  largest  group  would  normally  be
those considered poor. The poor are typically able to earn or
collect enough to survive but not much more. In between the
poor and the rich is the middle class. The middle class needs
to work to survive, but also have the economic power to do
more  than  just  survive.  Below  the  poor  are  those  of  great
poverty, the destitute. The destitute are on the edge of lacking
the basic  needs  to  survive.  Poverty  and wealth  are  relative
terms.  A person  may  be  wealthy  within  the  context  of  one
society, but be considered poor within another. However, since
wealth is a form of power, to have wealth means to have power
to  change  things  within  the  society.  Therefore,  the  various
classes still tend to correspond fairly well in different societies. 

For example, in one society a “rich” person may be a wealthy
businessman, and serve as a CEO of several corporations. In
another society, a person may have a large herd of cattle and
be viewed as a tribal elder. Although very different in actual
wealth,  their  role and power within their  respective societies
are rather similar.

Classes can vary in a society. Some societies have a large
middle class while in another it may be small. Some societies
may have a large number of destitute; others a much smaller
number. The first two diagrams in Figure 15 show how different
societies have all of the same classes but different ratios. 
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Figure 15.  Varieties of Societies

Classes are not considered to be rigid. For example, a person
may be born poor, but over time move to the middle class or
even to the rich. Or it may happen the other way, with a rich
person becoming destitute. However,  Castes are different in
that one is not supposed to be able to move between castes.
Castes can exist in different forms:

 Racial  groups. Some  societies  have  more  than  one
racial group. In some cases these two groups are kept
separate either by formal legislation (such as Apartheid
in South Africa or “Jim Crow” laws in the United States)
or by commonly agreed upon practices by members of
the society. 

 Religious  groups. In  some  societies,  religious  groups
are  kept  separate  and one is  not  really  supposed to
cross  religious (and social)  boundaries.  This  may  not
be,  strictly  speaking,  a  caste  system,  since  most
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societies allow for rules of exclusion (excommunication
from a religious “caste”) or rites of proselytes (allowing a
person  to  join  a  different  religion).  In  some  Muslim
countries, one is allowed to shift  from being part  of a
non-Muslim group to be part of a Muslim group, but one
is  not  allowed,  either  socially  or  legally,  to  shift  from
Muslim to non-Muslim. 

 Parentage. In many societies, there is a “noble” caste.
One is born into it and one cannot gain or lose one's
status as a nobleman. In some societies, particularly in
the past, one can be born into slavery because one's
parents are slaves. In both of these cases, there can be
special circumstances where the barrier between castes
could be breached. One could, in some societies, marry
into nobility. In slaving societies, there could be special
circumstances  where  one  could  become  a  slave,  or
cease  to  be  a  slave  (through  manumission  or
emancipation).  On  the  other  hand,  some  societies
maintain  rigid  separation  between  castes  and  do  not
allow  any  movement  between  castes.  This  includes
traditional Indian culture..

Often one caste is considered “superior” over another, but the
caste of an individual  does not necessarily define the class.
One can be a nobleman and be very poor. One can be from a
“despised” racial group in a society and yet be among the rich.
The third image in Figure 15 shows a society with two castes
(one dominant and one subordinate).   

Government

Societies  provide  a  structure  that  allows  individuals  and
families to exist together with relative harmony. The institution
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that  takes  primary  responsibility  for  maintaining  stability  in
society is the government. 

Some societies are described as “stateless.” Bands and Tribes
are  terms often  used for  these.  Bands are  typically  groups
under 500 in number and nomadic. Such groups lack a formal
governance. Commonly, there are one or more leaders. Such
leadership  forms  naturally  due  to  charisma  or  identified
competence.  However,  their  influence  is  limited  and  people
have the ability to obey or disobey. Bands today are rare, at
least in the classic anthropological sense. However, aspects of
bands may exist within many larger societies (such as urban
gangs).  Tribes are similar to bands, but are normally larger,
and  sedentary  (not  nomadic).  They  typically  lack  a  strong
governmental  hierarchy,  and  are  made  up  of  smaller,  local
entities such as Clans.

Larger groupings need a stronger system of governance and
enforcement  of  rules.  These  are  political  states.  There  are
several  categories  of  these.  One  type  is  chiefdom.  Some
would describe chiefdoms as tribes. The difference is in the
complexity of government. These larger tribes have a political
hierarchy with one or more overall leaders (chiefs). Power can
be concentrated in the hands of one. In other chiefdoms, there
may be a separation of civil and military leaders (peace chiefs
and war chiefs) or between civil and religious leaders. In larger
societies, a similar structure may be described as a monarchy
(“government  of  one”).  Terms such  as  king  or  emperor  are
commonly  used  in  monarchies,  although  any  centralized
dictatorship  could  be  described  as  a  monarchy.  Some
monarchies deal with the issue of succession through heredity
(family).  Others  may  be  determined  through  other  means
including the vote of  clan leaders.  Today, the dominant  top-
level government structure is nation-state. In fact, bands and
tribes  would  normally  be  thought  of  as  existing  within  the
structure of nation-states (whether or not these smaller groups
recognize the nation-state over them.) 
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Status and Role

Every society, culture, or group has members that have status
and role. Status is a position within the structure. Role refers
to the expected action of the person based on his or her status.
In a tribal group, one person may be viewed as the leader (or
chief). That is his status. His role would be perhaps, to make
top-level decisions for the tribe, decide complex disagreements
among members of the tribe, and allocate authority and goods
to clan leaders. 

Another person in the tribe may be a girl in a specific clan and
family.  The  description  defines  the  status,  and  that  status
defines her role. She is likely to be expected to care for the
younger siblings, get water for the household, and assist with
the cooking. She may also be expected to respect the authority
of her parents, as well as the clan and tribal leadership, and to
eventually marry someone in a different clan. Of course, status
and  roles  are  not  just  for  tribal  groups.  They  apply  the
churches,  communities,  civic organizations,   families,  and in
fact all social groups.

Status may be Ascribed or Achieved. Ascribed means that the
community has placed that status on a person because of the
place that he or she happens to reside in the community, rather
than through accomplishments. Such ascribed status may be
tied to one's gender, age, ancestry, and the social class and
caste of one's parents. Achieved means that the status was in
some  way  earned.  This  may  include  success  that  comes
through  hard  work,  educational  achievements,  and  political
savvy.  Ascribed  status,  of  course,  means  that  there  is  an
ascribed role for the individual.  And achieved status means,
likewise, that there is a corresponding achieved role.
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A challenge for individuals in cultures is to remember that while
one may be understood by others in terms of status and role,
these  do  not  define  the  individual.  As  noted  before,  one's
cultural identity is but one part of being a person and his or her
self-identity. One is also a human and an individual, specially
made by God. Status and role may, in many ways, define one's
“outer life,” how one is perceived and related to in the outside
world, but one's inner life – one's essence as a unique creation
of  God  –  is  not  defined  by  something  so  fickle  as  the
surrounding culture.  

Although all cultures have both ascribed and achieved statuses
and roles, they don't always treat them as equally important.
Consider two men, John from the United States, and Juan from
the Philippines. Both have achieved a fair amount of success
and  are  each  asked  to  talk  about  themselves  to  those
interested. Each wants to impress his respective audience. 

Figure 16.  Status and Role

John (from the United States) stands up and tells the
story of how he was born into a poor simple family. They
had  very  little  and  found  it  difficult  to  get  by.  John,
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however,  believed  in  hard  work  and  determination.
Despite the difficulties of his upbringing, he excelled in
school, got a scholarship to go to college, did well, and
was able to leverage his training to start a business that
has become greatly successful.

John focuses on achieved status. He worked hard and
wants  to  be  recognized  for  that  hard  work.  As  such,  he
downplays the role of his family, and any ascribed role given
him due to his family or community. He focuses on the  poverty
of  his  childhood,  and  how  he  worked  and  struggled  to
overcome that low ascribed status to achieve greatness.

Juan (from the Philippines) stands up and speaks to his
respective  audience.  He  describes  himself  as  being
brought up in a very honorable, respected family with a
very  important  role  in  its  community,  and  in  fact  the
Philippines  as  a  whole.  With  such  a  strong  pedigree
behind him, it is hardly surprising that he was able to get
a quality education, as his parents expected him to do,
and then develop a successful business, bringing great
pride to his family and home community. 

Juan focuses on ascribed status. He sees success as nice, but
feels  that  such  success should  be evidence of  an  ascribed
status  of  being  part  of  an  honorable  and  respected  family.
Achievement  is  secondary,  so  he  emphasizes  his  family's
respected  status  in  the  community,  and  his  parents'
expectation that he carry on the family tradition of greatness. 

Some  cultures  take  ascribed  status  as  being  FAR  more
important  than  achieved  status.  In  traditional  Indian  culture,
one's birth (caste) defines one's status and role. One of the
(many)  understandings  of  the  term  “dharma”  from  Hindu
thought  is  that  success  in  one's  life  comes  from  living
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according  to  one's  proper  ascribed  place.  To  fail  to  live
according to one's ascribed place is to, in some sense, fail as a
human  being.  This  can  lead  to  a  lot  of  tension  in  the
community.  For  example,  many  Muslim  communities  will
respond negatively (even harshly) if one raised up in a Muslim
home and community is baptized into the Christian faith. The
ascribed role has been violated and that challenges the fabric
of the community (“ummah”). 

However, even societies that describe themselves as “open”
are  challenged  when  an  ascribed  role  is  challenged.
Challenging  roles  is  not  necessarily  wrong,  but  one  should
know when and why one is doing it. For example, a missionary
may be ascribed the status of “Christian” in a community. That
might seem very appropriate. However, in that community the
roles associated with the status of “Christian” might be highly
negative – a carnal, trouble-making, outsider. A missionary, in
demonstrating true Christian love and genuine concern for the
people,  will  challenge their  view of  both the missionary  and
their understanding of what a Christian is. It is not necessarily
wrong to violate ascribed roles, but one should be aware that
one is doing it… and why (or whether) it is beneficial to do so.

Simplex and Multiplex Relationships

Any group exists as a complex structural web of relationships. 
Some relationships involve one having a higher status than the
other.  Among these:

 Parent-Child

 Employer-Employee

 Elder-Youth

 Religious leader-Religious adherent
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 Political leader-Citizen

Other relationships do not inherently have unequal status. 
Some of these include:

 Friends

 Classmates

 Work Colleagues

 Fellow students

 Churchmates

 Neighbors

Suppose there are two people with the fairly uninspiring names
of  “A”  and  “B”.   If  there  is  only  one  thing  that  defines  the
connection  between  the  two,  they  may  be  said  to  have  a
“simplex role relationship.” For example, one may be a boss
and the other an employee, and they interact on no other level
than that.  They don't  know each other  in  any other  setting,
such  as  neighborhood,  church,  or  social  club.  If,  however,
there are multiple ways that “A” and “B” connect, they may be
said to have a “multiplex role relationship.”

In Table 4, two people, this time named “Paul” and “Roland”,
have three major defined roles between the two. One of the
roles is equal (friends) while the other two would be considered
unequal.  In  one,  “Paul”  has  a  higher  status  than  “Roland,”
while in the other, “Roland” has a higher status than “Paul.”
This is not uncommon. Multiplex role relationships can make
things challenging for  individuals  – especially  for  those who
have difficulty in switching roles. “Paul” needs to learn to be a
leader in one setting with respect to “Roland”, and a follower in
another. 
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“Paul” “Roland” Relationship 

Pastor Church Member Unequal

Friend Friend Equal

Barangay
Resident

Barangay
Captain

Unequal

Table 4. Multiplex Role Relationship Example

It  is  quite  possible  that  Simplex  Role  Relationships  never,
strictly  speaking,  exist  on a broad scale.  However,  they are
more common in large urban communities. Figure 17 shows a
“web” of simplex role relationships. Consider Marife.
 

Marife lives in a large city in the Philippines. In the early
morning, as she gets ready for work, various vendors
come by selling puto, pan de sal, taho, and more. She
sometimes buys from them but she knows them in no
other  relationship  than  vendor  and  customer.  She
walks out of the door and waves at a neighbor. They
are friendly enough but interact on no other level than
neighbors  sharing the  same community. She rides a
tricycle to work. Again, the tricycle drivers she knows
on no other level than as drivers. At work, she works for
her  boss  and has coworkers.  She likes  the  job  well
enough, but really does not interact with them outside
of work. Her friends are people she has connected with
over  the  years,  but  the relationships  are only  social.
She does not  work  with  them,  or  live  near  them,  or
have professional connections with them. 
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Figure 17. Simplex Role Relationships

 
Again, a society that only exists with simplex role relationships
probably never fully exists, but in urban settings, this is much
more common. In small communities, people often connect on
several  levels.  They  may  be  neighbors,  attend  the  same
church, do business with each other, and so forth.  Figure 18
shows a  network  of  multiplex  relationships. In  such  a  web,
some will have no relationship with each other at all, such as
“1” and “2.” Some, such as “Self” and “3,” have multiplex role
relationships.  Sometimes,  unusual  relationships  can  occur.
Consider the triangular relationship of “Self” with “1” and “5.”
“Self” has a higher status than “5,” who has a higher status
than “1,” who, in turn, has a higher status than “Self.” 
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Figure 18. Multiplex Role Relationships

This may seem strange, but people can be involved in many
organized structures and may be higher in one structure and
lower  in  another.  Even within  one church,  these things can
happen.  The  pastor  of  the  church may  have  a  subordinate
position on the church council. The head of the church council
is in a Sunday School class under a third person who serves
as teacher. That teacher is subordinate to the pastor who is
the spiritual leader of the church.
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Types of Groups for Research 

There are three basic types of grouping, pertaining to research:
1.  Statistical.  This is normally etic. It is used by outsiders to
study  members  of  a  community,  but  the  people  within  the
cultural grouping don’t really use it themselves. For example:
people who own motorcycles. Or children who eat balut. 

2.  Societal.  This is normally emic. It is used and recognized
by  insiders.  Engineers.  Farmers.  Senior  Citizens.  However,
these groups do not necessarily have any social connections
with each other.

These first two “groupings” would not be defined as a group in
Group Dynamics,   Statistical  and  Societal  “groups”  (better
labeled  as  “aggregates”)  can  be  useful  in  anthropological
research and statistical analysis. 

In group dynamics, groups are:    

2 or more INTERDEPENDENT individuals who
INFLUENCE one another through SOCIAL

INTERACTION.3

3.  Social. This type of group involves people who interact with
each  other.  A  church.  A  family.  A  neighborhood.  A  civic
organization.

NOTE:  Groups could fit into any of the three categories
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depending on the opinion of individuals and the specific
culture. Left-handedness may be a statistical grouping to
some (not something that has any particular significance
to the insider.) Or it could be societal… for those who find
meaning in the characteristic. It can even be the basis for
a social grouping.

Theological Reflections

Some  suggest  that  “the  local  church  is  the  only  divinely
ordained institution.” Yet at the beginning of the chapter is a list
of several institutions or groupings that appear to be “ordained”
by God. God (as Triune) is a social being, and created Man as
a social being. It seems reasonable to suspect that if Man (a
social being) is created to glorify God, other social groups are
not irrelevant to God.  

Look  at  a  Biblical  passage  that  was  noted  previously,
Revelation 7:9-10:

After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude
that no one could count, from every nation, tribe, people and
language,  standing before the throne and before the Lamb.
They  were  wearing  white  robes  and  were  holding  palm
branches in their hands. And they cried out in a loud voice:

“Salvation belongs to our God,
who sits on the throne,

and to the Lamb.”

The  passage  notes  that  those  faithful  to  God  have  unity
(wearing white robes, holding palm branches, and shouting in
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unison),  yet  even  in  heaven  they  still  have  recognizable
diversity. It is entirely possible that they are crying aloud the
same message but in different languages.  

Christians  often  struggle  with  the  Biblical  teachings  on
submission. Often the struggle is the role that culture has on
shading interpretation of this issue. The Bible's teachings on
submission  to  God  are  relatively  straightforward.  However,
submission of humans to other humans is far more nuanced.
Some cultures, such as those highly influenced by traditional
Confucian or Feudal thinking, seek to remove the ambiguities
on submission in the Bible, and see submission as only uni-
directional and without qualification. On the other hand, some
cultures are highly individualistic and balk at the very concept
of submission.  

The  Bible  was  written  to  provide  ethical  guidance  to  real
people  in  real  cultures  and  societies.  As  such,  it  is  not
surprising that the Bible does not teach unqualified unilateral
submission, on one hand, nor a rejection of submission on the
other hand. Real societies don't work well at either extreme.
Every  culture  needs  to  struggle  with  how  it  deals  with
intragroup  and  intergroup  relationships  in  its  application  of
Biblical ethics.

Ministerial Reflection 

Evangelicals often focus on individualism –  individual salvation
and “personal relationship” with God. However, the Bible also
describes nations being judged, and people worshiping God in
terms of tribes and tongues. Additionally, missionaries find that
in  many  places,  the  decision  to  follow Christ  is  done  as  a
group. While it may be true that each individual has to accept
Christ by faith, it can't be denied the power and importance of
the social bonds. Ministry should not be limited to individuals.
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The bonds that connect these individuals are important. Ideally,
the bonds are preserved in most cases not only for the social
health of the new Christian, but to ensure that the new believer
has positive impact in their society. It is NOT then ideal to lead
a person to Christ and then try to pull her away from her other
social relationships. We need believers in those cultures and
sub-cultures. We don't need believers removed from impacting
those groups.

Assignment

Describe  your  own  culture/sub-culture.  Describe  yourself  in
terms of grouping and role within your culture/sub-culture.

What  group  designations  may  be  helpful  in  a  non-Christian
(and perhaps hostile) cultural setting? What designations may
not be helpful?
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Chapter 9
Language and Communication 

There are thousands of  living languages in the world today.
Language is intimately tied to culture and to how people think
and  interrelate.  For  anthropologists,  language  is  normally
thought of in terms of verbal language, not written language.
Most cultures have a language that is seen as associated with
it.  However,  in  most  cultures  there  are  multiple  languages
utilized depending on the circumstances. Consider an example
from the Philippines. 

Take an Ibaloi community. A member of such a community is
likely to know at least four languages:

 Heart Language. This is the language that the person
is typically most comfortable with. It is normally taught
and used in the home. It is the language of the person's
childhood even if it is not the language used primarily as
an adult.  For  this  example,  the heart  language would
probably be Ibaloi.

 Trade Language. This is the language that is used for
dealing with people in the broader region... people that
do not speak the heart language of the person, but may
have  regular  interactions.  In  the  example  above  the
trade language would typically be Ilokano.
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 Official/National Language. In most countries, there is
a  language  that  is  considered  the  official  language.
Even  if  not,  there  are  languages  that  are  taught  in
schools,  and  required  for  government  business  and
official or national business. For the example here, the
two official languages are English and Pilipino.

There are some other terms that are worth knowing when it
comes to language.

 Pidgin/creole.  Often  when  there  are  two  strong
languages  in  an  area,  people  will  start  mixing  the
languages producing something that partly synthesizes
the language. Chabacano is a well-known creole in the
Philippines.  Papiamento,  the  language  of  the  Dutch
Antilles, is a creole of several languages. Taglish could
be  described  as  a  pidgin.  Technically,  a  pidgin  is  a
simplified language allowing people of two very different
languages to communicate with each other. 

Historically, these “languages” are often looked down upon. In
fact, the term “chabacano” comes from the Spanish word for
“vulgar” or “poor taste.” Yet, there is really nothing inherently
low-class  in  these.  They  provide  a  bridge  between  two
languages,  classes or  cultures.  Over  time they can become
recognized  as  an  important  form  of  communication  Some
examples  include  Haitian  Creole,  New  Guinean  Pidgin,  or
English (originally a creole of Germanic and Latin languages).

 Dialect. This can be thought of as a sub-language, like
a sub-culture relates to a culture. We often act like two
different languages are completely independent of each
other. However, very often, two different languages will
share common words and structures. 
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Suppose “Alfred” is fully (100%) competent in language A, and
no (0%)  training  or  experience  with  language  B,  one might
suspect that Alfred will have no comprehension if he tried to
converse  with  Karen  who  only  speaks  and  understands
language B. However, it is likely that they would soon find that
they comprehend each other on some minimum level. Perhaps
they have 15% mutual comprehensibility. These are definitely
two separate languages. But suppose there was 80% mutual
comprehensibility between the two. In such a case, rather than
describing them as separate languages, we might say they are
not  separate  languages,  but  separate  dialects.  Sometimes
dialects  will  continue  to  drift  apart  and  become  separate
languages.

Note 1: There is no strict borderline between language and 
dialect. The level of comprehension between two forms of 
communication (whether one calls such forms as languages or 
dialects) can range from close to 0% to close to 100%.

Note  2:  It  is  traditional  to  call  the various languages in  the
Philippines as “Dialects” regardless of how different they are
from each  other.  However,  many  or  most  of  the  dozens  of
languages  in  the  Philippines  would  fit  the  definition  of
language. 
 

 Slang. There are some terms that are commonly used
but  have not been recognized as part  of  the “official”
language.  Such  terms are  described  as  slang.  Slang
constantly changes. Sometimes slang fades away into
obscurity.  Sometimes,  it  is  formally  recognized  and
welcomed into the official language. In English, the term
“fax” (both as a noun and a verb coming from the term
“facsimile”)  has  in  recent  years  been  accepted  into
English dictionaries as an “official” word. However, the
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word “ain't” (a non-conjugated contraction meaning “am
not,” “is not,” or “are not”) has been used for hundreds
of  years,  but  is still  considered “improper English,”  or
slang.

 Jargon. There are words or phrases that are used by a
specific  sub-culture  or  micro-culture.  Sometimes,  the
terms  developed  because  of  special  needs  of  the
members.  Sometimes,  the  terms  are  developed
intentionally  so  that  they  are  not  understood  by
outsiders.  Professional  groups  (medical  doctors  and
lawyers) commonly use jargon for both reasons.

Hopefully,  you see  that  language  is  complicated.  It  is  quite
amazing that we are able to communicate with each other at
all. Spoken language is aided by the cultural closeness of two
people  and  the  relational  closeness.  The  greater  the
commonality of the two people communicating, the more likely
that  good  communication  will  occur  rather  than
miscommunication. 

Additionally, communication is aided by visual cues. Tone of
voice, facial expressions, and body language greatly improve
communication.  That  is  why  face-to-face  communication  is
more likely  to  be successful  than communication  by  phone,
and communication by phone is more likely to be successful
than texting.  Speaking face to face, talking on a telephone,
and  texting  are  three  different  channels for  communicating.
The  different  channels  for  communication  have  advantages
and disadvantages.

Communication Theory
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There  are  different  models  and  theories  regarding
communication. Here, we will look at perhaps the most well-
known model:  the Cybernetic Model for Communication.1 

Figure  19  is  a  visual  diagram  of  the  cybernetic  model  of
communication. It  is called “cybernetic” because it  nicely fits
communication done utilizing electronic devices such as phone
systems.

Figure 19.  Cybernetic Model of Communication

For a telephone, the Sender speaks into the mouthpiece of a
phone.  The  acoustic  sounds  of  the  speaker  are  converted
(Encoded)  into  electrical  signals,  whether  analog  or  digital.
The message, now in the form of electrical (or electromagnetic)
pulses, travels through the telephone lines and switches, and
airwaves  (the  Channel).  At  the other  end the  phone of  the
Recipient the  pulse  signal  is  converted  (Decoded)  into
acoustic sounds that the recipient hopefully understands. The
Context of the communication is the phone system. Noise is
disruptions to the communication. It could be electrical static in
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the  lines  or  disruptive sounds at  either  the  sender's  end or
recipient's end. Finally, Feedback is the attempt made by the
recipient  to  ensure  that  good  communication  has  occurred.
This may involve clarification and verification.

Now, let's change the situation of two people from two different
cultures conversing face to face. 

Context: The place where the two people meet. 
Sender: Mind of Person A in Culture A.
Encoding: The translation of an idea in Person A's

mind into spoken language.
Channel: Air between the two people. 
Decoding: The translation of the spoken language,

heard as an idea in Person B's mind.
Receiver: Mind of Person B in Culture B.
Noise: Environmental factors that result in 

problems in communicating, such as  
background sounds.

Feedback: Attempts to clarify the communication 
to ensure that the message is 
understood.

So what are some problems in communication between two
cultures? First, there is commonly a difference in the encoding
and the decoding. The problems of encoding and decoding can
have many causes, but two common ones are language and
culture.  Differences  in  the  language  cause  problems  in  the
mental mapping, leading to mistranslation/ miscommunication.
Additionally,  differences  in  culture  can  also  lead  to
miscommunication. Since culture is a collection of symbols, as
is language, one realizes language is an aspect of culture, not
separate. A language difference can be thought of as a cultural
difference, and vice versa. 
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Second,  noise can be seen in  terms of  cultural  differences.
Cultural  differences  in  style  of  communication  can  hamper
understanding.  Some  cultures  are  more  direct  in
communication  while  others  are  more  indirect.  Some prefer
formal  communication  with  emphasis  on  terms  of  respect,
while  others  are  more  informal.  Some  are  emotionally  or
visually expressive, while others are more restrained. 

Third,  cultural  differences  in  the  preferred  channel  for
communication  can  hamper  understanding.  Some  cultures
prefer  literate  communication  (writing)  while  others  prefer
verbal  communication.  In  fact,  some  cultures  are  illiterate.
Some  are especially attuned to visual forms of communication
such as acting or drama. Choosing the right channel for the
message may be critical to avoid miscommunication.

Theological Reflection

Consider three Scriptures in the Bible. The first is Genesis 11--
the Tower of Babel. The second is Acts 2-- Pentecost. The third
is Revelation 4 and 5. The first  showed God “confusing the
languages” initiating the development of different languages. At
first reading the story seems to show different languages as a
form of divine punishment. Yet the purpose seems to be not so
much a punishment but the means to God's goal that people
would fill the whole earth. 

Pentecost shows God revealing his message to the people in
their  own languages.  The 120 disciples  were  able  to  share
God's message of hope in languages that they did not know.
But people at the Pentecost festival knew these languages...
presumably in their own heart languages. 
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The  book  of  Revelation  pictures  heaven  filled  with  people
worshiping God from every “tribe and tongue.” Some people
picture a mass of people looking and sounding the same, but
the key elements here are that they are diverse in language
and culture,  but united in worship of one God. 

The multiplicity  of  languages (and cultures)  was initiated  by
God. God's message is translatable to other languages, and is
meant to be translated. God is glorified and worshiped in all
languages. 

Ministerial Reflection

A friend of ours had lived in the United States for decades, but
had grown up in Japan. My wife shared the Gospel with her, in
English. Our friend stated that she understood it here (pointing
to her head) but  did  not  understand it  here (pointing to her
heart).  Some  time  later,  we  met  a  Christian  who  was
Japanese. We got the two of them together and within just a
few minutes of the two speaking, our friend became a follower
of Christ.  As you might suspect,  the difference was that the
Gospel  was  presented  in  her  heart  language...  utilizing  the
words, concepts, idioms that deeply connected to her. 

Ministry tends to be most effective in the heart language of the
hearer.  Additionally,  Christianity  is  commonly  best  in  the
vernacular.  Vernacular  means  the  language  of  the  common
people. There is often a fascination with the idea of formal or
“sacred language” be it Hebrew, Greek, Latin, or “King James”
English.  But  the  Bible  was  written  in  the  common  spoken
languages  of  the  people  it  was  originally  addressed  to.
Perhaps it is best to think of one's heart language as a sacred
language.  There  is  a  strong  correlation  between  successful
missions and the Bible being translated into the language of
the common people in a culture. 
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Discussion

The Bible is now most commonly shared in written form. This
has  led  to  a  huge  amount  of  work  in  translation,  and
developing writing for illiterate groups. This is a commendable
work of Christian missions. In more recent times, some groups
have focused on sharing the Bible to illiterate peoples through
verbal, rather than written, means (such as Chronological Bible
Storytelling). It has the advantage of working with the preferred
channel of the people. Today, even in literate societies, many
prefer  to  learn  through  means  other  than  the  written  word.
Discuss how important it is for the Bible to be translated into
different language groups. Also discuss other means that the
Bible is brought to groups other than the translated word. What
are the advantages and disadvantages of these?

Lamin Sanneh2 has written about religious translation versus
religious  diffusion.  Christianity  is  viewed  as  culturally
translatable  because the  Bible's  message  is  sacred,  not  its
language.  Likewise there is  no sacred culture.  So the Bible
should be translated into the languages of the people, and the
Christian faith should be contextualized into the culture of the
people.  Islam  generally  teaches  that  the  Quran  is  not
translatable. The text (in 7th century Arabic) is sacred. Likewise
there is the tendency to idealize ancient Arabic cultural traits,
seeking  to  diffuse  that  culture,  replacing  local  cultures.
Missionaries  are  often  tempted  to  diffuse  Christianity  rather
than translate it. Why?
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Assignment

Consider  the  EGIDS  (Expanded  Graded  Intergenerational
Disruption Scale)3

Level Label Description Ministerial 
Uses

0 International “Lingua Franca” used for 
communication between nations and 
regions.

Broad usage

1 National Used in education, work, mass 
media, and government at the 
national level

Broad usage

2 Provincial Used in education, work, mass 
media, and government within 
administrative region.

Broad usage

3 While 
Community

Commonly used in work and mass 
media, though it lacks 'official' status.

Broad usage

4 Educational In vigorous use. Also exists in 
standardized form sustained by the 
educational system.

Broad usage 
Increase 
literacy

5 Developing In vigorous use. Also used in 
standardized form by some... but not 
widespread.

Disciple 
Expand 
literary usage

6A Vigorous Used by the community (all ages) but
is under threat.

Disciple 
Increase 
orality

6B Threatened Used by the community (all ages) but
is losing users.

Disciple 
Revitalize oral
language

7 Shifting Understood and spoken by adults, 
but is not being transferred to the 
next generation 

Disciple 
Revitalize oral
language

8A Moribund Only remaining speakers are elderly. Heritage. 
Revitalize oral
language

8B Nearly 
Extinct

All remaining fluent spakers are 
elderly with little opportunity to use 
the language.

Heritage
Revitalize oral
language
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9 Dormant Not used for communication except a
few words perhaps. Has role in ethnic
identity and heritage.

Heritage

10A Extinct Not used for communication or 
cultural identity. Documentation 
exists.

Probably none

10B Forgotten Not used for communication or 
cultural identity. Inadequate 
documentation exists.

None

Table 5.   EGIDS Ministry Chart 

Consider  the  languages  you  are  connected  with,  heart
language,  national  language,  adopted  language,  miniterial
culture language. Where do each fit into EGIDS. 

How might you modify your ministry work based on this table?
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Chapter 10
Social Controls

The power  of  culture  is  the  power  of  habit.  How does  this
develop?   Parents  and  other  members  of  a  community
influence the next generation. One version of Bronfenbrenner's
Human Ecological Model is shown in Figure 20. The innermost
circle is a child. The outermost circle can be thought of as the
overall  societal  structure,  institutions  and  culture  the  child
resides  in.  The  greatest  influences,  however,  are  the  circle
(micro-system) closest to the child.    

A child is influenced and educated to conform to established
norms within the culture through:

 Active teaching 

 Modeling (passive teaching)

 Rewarding and punishing 

Social Control may be maintained through force of law. That is,
a  society  may  have  formal  rules  in  place  and  formal
mechanisms to maintain and enforce these rules. When a rule
is broken by a member of the society, the system is initiated to
ascertain  whether  a  violation  has  occurred.  If  a  violation  is
determined,  punishment  will  be  dealt  out.  Typically,  such
punishment is not so much to “punish” or “get revenge” on the
violator.  Neither  is  it  usually  focused  on  rehabilitation...
although that is often a hopeful outcome. The main reason is a
warning to others in the society, and an implicit  “reward” for
those who follow the rules. 
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Figure 20.   Bronfenbrenner's Human Ecological Model1

But most social control is maintained without applying formal
rules and punishments. A lot of it  is taught implicitly through
modeling and stories – making clear what is acceptable and
what is not. Violators are not necessarily punished legally, but
are stigmatized. Those who follow the rules are often rewarded
in either direct or indirect ways. 

Three  common  tools  for  indirect  pressure  to  conform  to
societal norms, according to Augsberger,2  include:
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Anxiety: Global controls  (feeling of general inadequacy)

Shame: External controls (recognition of a 
failure to meet external expectations)

Guilt: Internal controls. (recognition of a failure to meet 
internal expectations)

Many talk about shame-based societies versus guilt-based 
societies. A few things need to be understood in this regard, 
however: 

Figure 21.   Social Motivator Triangle

1.   It  is  a  myth  to  say  that  there  are  totally  anxiety-based
cultures, shame-based cultures, and guilt-based cultures, but
most cultures emphasize one form of control over the others..
Figure 21 shows this in terms of a spectrum with each vertex
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expressing an extreme. No culture is really at a vertex such as
all  shame/honor,  with  no  guilt/forgiveness  or  fear/power
components. Also a culture is not monolithic but has a range of
views.  The  shapes  inside  the  triangle  illustrate  different
cultures.

2.   All  three  processes  occur  in  each  person,  group,  and
culture but to varying degrees.

3.  The negative view given to shame by Western theorists,
therapists, and theologians betrays a bias that both blinds one
to the wisdom of other cultures and blocks one’s own potential
growth.

4. Much of Western theology is built around guilt. The focus is
on sin in terms of breaking of laws and being justified by God.
But  there  is  just  as  much,  biblically,  regarding  shame  and
honor.  There is much in the Bible on fear and power as well.
More on this in the Theological Reflection.

5.  Fear, Guilt,  and Shame are not simply about the feeling
after a misdeed. They have a preventative quality to them as
well.  For  example,  shame  may  be  seen  in  terms  of  both
Discretion (before a possible misdeed) and Disgrace (after a
misdeed).

Religion and Societal Control

Religion has an important role in most cultures when it comes
to societal  controls.  Actually, in many cultures, religion is so
intimately tied to the culture that it is difficult to separate the
religious aspects from the non-religious aspects. 
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Ethics.  Religion commonly provides a standard for defining
what is right and what is wrong. There may be civil laws that
are different from the ethics established by the religion, but the
religion still guides what is seen as acceptable in the culture
and what is not. Ethics commonly fall into one of three broad
categories:

 Deontological  Ethics.  Right  versus  Wrong.  A set  of
rules that must be kept.

 Teleological Ethics. Good versus Evil. The end justifies
(or is at least is more important than) the means.

 Contextual Ethics. Fit versus Unfit. The means justifies
(or at least is more important than) the end. 

Biblical Ethics is often seen as being deontological, but there
are aspects of all three categories in the Bible. 

Beyond  formal  ethics,  however,  religion  often  provides  the
myths  and  rituals  that  guide  the  normal  and  acceptable
behaviors in a culture. Here, the term “myth” does not refer to
“old stories that are not true,” but rather “stories that are used
by  a  culture  to  reinforce  cultural  values.”  Typically,  myths
support cultural values that are at the core of the culture's self-
identification – such as who they are as a people and what
their  role  is.  For  values  that  are  not  as  central,  the  term
“apologue”  or  “fable”  or  “folk  tale”  may  be  used.  A classic
European folktale, Little Red Riding Hood, was told to children
not  just  for  entertainment,  but  to  ensure  to  teach them the
dangers of the outside world.3
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Ethics are driven by religion, but also by culture. Actually, one
cannot  separate  religion  from culture.  They  are  intertwined.
Ethics are typically tied to cultural value priorities. Cultures that
focus  on  the  individual  as  of  primary  importance,  will  have
values such as individual rights, justice, and free will that will
drive  the  ethics.  Cultures  that  emphasize  societal  hierarchy
and stability, will have duty, submission, and interdependence
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Long ago there was a man, his wife, and two sons. The
sons were twins. Sadly, the man passed away leaving his
wife as a poor widow. The boys were now picked on at
school for being orphans, for in that village, to lack a father
was to be seen as orphaned.

The village regularly had celebrations, and in line with the
culture of  their  people,  there would be feasting as each
were given shares of the meat for their families. This share
was known to them as “watwat.” The boys, coming from a
family that was seen as disgraced, were given the poorest
portions---  chicken feet,  pig  hooves,  and other  meatless
portions.

One  day,  the  elders  of  the  village  came to  the  widows
home to  do a house blessing,  to  protect  the  household
from harm. The elders sacrificed a chicken in line with the
prescribed  ritual  of  blessing.  Afterwards,  the  family  was
expected to cook the chicken, and serve it with the watwat
for a feast--- a way of saying thanks for the elders' service
for the family.  When the widow brought out the food for the
meal,  the  elders  were,  at  first,  unhappy  with  the  meal,
assuming  that  the  poor  quality  evidenced  a  lack  of
gratitude.  However,  the  widow  explained  that  she  was
giving the best of what the family had because of the share
of food, the watwat, they received. 

The  elders  began  to  discuss  the  matter  among
themselves.  It  is  not  right,  they  reasoned  that  some  of
given the choicest meats as watwat, while others only poor
scraps.  It  was  agreed  from  that  day  forward  that   the
watwat would be given to all members of their community
without partiality.4



driving much of the ethics. Cultures that emphasize the divine,
will give primacy to sacred order, natural order, and sanctity.
These  ethical  categories  (Ethics  of  Autonomy,  Ethics  of
Community,  and Ethics  of  Divinity)  interact  with  each  other.
While  different  cultures  may  emphasize  one  of  these
categories, these cultures will  commonly have aspects of all
three, with individual ethical values being drawn from different
categories, or a mixture of categories. Consider the story  in
the  box  on  the  previous  page.  It  is  loosely  based  on  a
Kankana-ey story.

The  story  is  typical  of  many  of  the  ethical  stories  of  the
Kankana-ey. It is considered an example of “Inayan,” a term
that  describes  the  ethical  system  of  the  people.  The  term
implies that certain things should be done for peace between
people, as well as with spirits, ancestors, and God. Inayan then
describe  an  ethical  system  that  is  primarily  driven  by  the
categories of Community and Divinity.

Theological Reflection 

Western theology has often focused on Law and Guilt. The key
metaphor for it is legal – justification, and the key Protestant
dictum is “Justification by Faith.” Evangelism methods that are
done commonly focus on guilt, law, justification. The Romans
Road  follows  this  pattern.  Most  evangelistic  methods  are
committed to convincing a person that he/she is a sinner (and
guilty of punishment) before moving them toward the idea of
justification and forgiveness. 

Pentecostal  or  Charismatic  theologies  address  concerns  of
fear  and  power.  So  among  Protestants,  there  are  major
theologies for guilt-focused cultures and fear-focused cultures.
However,  there  is  little  development  of  theology  for  shame-
focused cultures. This is in fact rather strange, since the Bible
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has so much to say in the area of Shame and Honor.5 Consider
two verses:

“He raises up the poor from the dust; he lifts the
needy from the ash heap, to make them sit  with
princes and inherit a seat of honor.” 1 Sam 2:7-8 
“So then you are no longer strangers and aliens,
but  you  are  citizens  with  the  saints  and  also
members of the household of God” Eph. 2:19

                                                                                      

These are two of many passages that describe God taking a
person from a position of shame/disgrace and move them to a
position of honor/grace.

Recall the Prodigal Son. People often focus on the fact that the
younger son was guilty of pride, selfishness, and disobedience
regarding his father, and then the father forgave him. That is a
perfectly appropriate, but limited, understanding. Yet the hearer
in 1st century times would have seen it in terms much greater
than a violation of family rules.  The son behaved shamelessly
and  shamed his  father.  This  could  be viewed as  subjective
shame. Then the son's situation slowly devolved to the point
where he was feeding pigs while he himself was starving. This
is a more objectively shameful state. Returning to his father, he
received  grace.  The  son  was  not  only  forgiven,  but  was
restored to the family and given a celebration with him as the
guest of honor. This is objective honor.

If JUSTIFICATION (declared not guilty in court) is a powerful
metaphor  for  the  guilt-focused  side  of  salvation,  then
ADOPTION (made a family member) is a powerful metaphor
for  the  shame-focused  side  of  salvation.  Frankly,  the  term
SALVATION is also a metaphor (move from a place of danger
to a place of safety) and relates to the anxiety-focused side of
redemption.   
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The chapter here has focused more on shame and honor, but
anxiety is also an important theme in the Bible. Psalm 23, for
example,  is  an  allegory  built  on  an  answer  to  an  anxiety-
focused view.

Ministerial Reflection 

Consider the major motivators again. Each one is tied to a fear,
and each of these has an answer through the grace of God.
Consider  anxiety.  Anxiety  is  essentially  fear  of  punishment.
Through Christ, one who is fearful of punishment from God (or
gods) can have peace with God. 

Motivator Fear Grace

Anxiety Punishment Release/ Peace
with God

Shame Alienation Reconciliation/
Honor

Guilt Condemnation Forgiveness/
Freedom

Table 6. Social Motivators 

Evangelistic methods commonly come from Western countries
where guilt, and fear of condemnation is the focus. In fact, the
gospel presentation usually starts with seeking to convince the
person that they are guilty and worthy of condemnation, and
then  speaking  of  forgiveness.  But  some  cultures  are  more
concerned  about  shame  or  anxiety.  Should  one  seek  to
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convince  a  person  to  feel  guilty,  or  work  from  what  their
specific motivator is?

Guilt,  Shame, and Anxiety are all  valid theological concepts,
and are all valid in sharing the Gospel.  

Discussion 

1.  How might a gospel presentation built on shame and honor
differ from one built on guilt and justification? 

2.  Is God's message to a person in culture A exactly the same 
as His message to culture B? Should it be the same, or should 
it be different?
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CHAPTER 11
THE NATURAL AND SPIRIT WORLDS

Historically, there is almost a universal acceptance that “we are
not  alone.”  There  is  a  world  of  beings that  we cannot  see.
Among those we cannot see are those who might be described
as gods. This view remains strong despite challenges. Even
among  “naturalists”  (those  that  believe  that  nothing  exists
outside of the visible universe and its governing, natural, laws),
many believe in benevolent alien races and other beings that
have similar qualities to gods, angels, and demons, but without
being “otherworldly.” It is worth looking at different viewpoints
with regards to the natural and spirit worlds.

Anthropologists  used  to  believe  that  Early  Man  were
polytheists  and  that  monotheism  is  an  evolutionary
development,   perhaps  going  through  stages  of  pantheism,
panentheism,  dualism,  and  such.  Thus,  monotheism  is  the
pinnacle religious viewpoint. Others suggest that monotheism
started first. The Bible supports the idea that monotheism was
the original faith, but  polytheism came soon after. Regardless,
the  evolutionary  model  of  religion  development  has  been
rightfully challenged in recent years. 

Part  of  the  difficulty  regarding  polytheism,  belief  in  many
gods, versus monotheism, belief in one god (God), is that the
labels  are  oversimplified.  Polytheists  and  monotheists
commonly  have fairly  similar  ideas  of  the  spirit  world.  Both
believe in many beings there. Sometimes the difference is that
polytheists  call  some beings “gods”  that  monotheists  do not
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(such as angels, demons, djinn, and avatars). Among Hindus,
it Is considered respectful to give great religious gurus the title
“Bhagavan,” the title for God, so some differences are more
about labels than real differences. Still, it is somewhat useful to
separate between those who believe in many gods, and those
who believe in one god/God. 

Additionally, there are many who are henotheists. Henotheists
believe in the existence of many gods, but only worship one,
treating that one as their personal God. Many cultures have a
pantheon of gods, in which one god is viewed as supreme and
others  are  subordinate.  Often  the  people  will  seek  to
communicate with or appease a “lesser” god (such as Baal or
Ashtoreth,  rather  than  El,  in  the  ancient  Phoenician  faith).
Finally, many Monotheists will at times act like polytheists by
also seeking help from lesser beings (angels or dead saints)
rather than from God. Labels can get complicated.

There  are  many  different  flavors  of  theism,  from  atheism
(closed and open), agnosticism (closed, open, and “ignostic”),
pantheism,  panentheism,  polytheism,  henotheism,  tritheism,
dualism, monotheism (deist, unitarian, modalist, binitarian, and
trinitarian)  to name a few.1  Pantheism is  the belief  that  all
things  are  God,  and God is  all  things.  While  this  might  be
overly  simplistic,  it  does separate  it  from a  similar  concept,
Panentheism. It believes that God is IN all things, not being all
things.  Additionally, many people may not  fit  into the official
categories of their religion. For example, many folk Christians
are dualists, seeing the world as a battlefield between God and
Satan. Rather than go into all of these, it is worthwhile to come
away with the recognition of the importance of understanding a
person's view of the world and the world beyond, rather than
make  broad  brush  assumptions,  oversimplifications,  and
labels.
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Levels of Answers

Hiebert  has noted that people seek solutions to problems at
different  levels.  Two can be termed as  “High Religion,”  and
“Low Religion” invoking the supernatural.  Adding the natural
world, one has three levels. Hiebert speaks of the “excluded
middle,”  referring to  the  absence of  low religion  in  much of
Western theological thought. In the Western worldview, there is
a  tendency  to  see  Religion  focusing  on  otherworldly  issues
such as God and salvation, and Good versus Evil. Other things
are pretty much viewed as issues of the Natural world. So, for
example, to deal with sin, one would go to the church. But to
deal with sickness, one would go to a medical professional. To
be assured of spiritual redemption, one might go to a pastor,
but to be assured what the weather would be like next week,
one would go to a meteorologist.

Cultures generally agree in a High Religion world and a Natural
world.  Even  atheists  would  agree  that  there  is  an  area  of
God(s),  heaven,  formal  religion,  and  doctrines,  even  if  they
only  believe  in  them  as  concepts,  not  as  real  or  relevant.
Cultures agree there is a world of natural explanations. Things
live  and  die  by  food  and  water,  get  injured  by  sticks  and
stones,  and  are  warmed  and  cooled  by  the  sun  and  the
passing of  the seasons.   These are all  seen as tied to  the
natural  realm.  However,  in  most  cultures,  there  is  a  middle
ground that addresses everyday life issues where the unseen
realm  interacts  directly  with  the  natural  world.  This  level  is
concerned with how religion deals with daily problems such as
good and bad luck,  health,  fertility,  and more.  In  this  West,
beliefs in this area would often be described as “Superstition.”
This term is normally meant to be pejorative – that is, it judges
these beliefs to be false, and people who believe such things,
the “Superstitious,” to be ignorant or unenlightened. Of course,
it is wise not to be too quick to pass judgment.
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High Religion Supernatural and 
Otherworldly

Cosmic beings and formal 
religion. Formal religions. 
Formal Doctrines. 
Salvation. Ethics.

Low Religion Supernatural and 
“This worldly”

“Superstitions,” magic, 
astrology, spirit beings that
are “with us.” 

Natural
Realm

Natural (Seen) 
world and “This 
worldly”

Physical objects. Physical 
forces. Humans, animals, 
plants, etc.

Table 7.  Levels of Answers2

The challenge is when someone from a Western (or perhaps
Modernist)  mindset  interacts  with  others  from  other  views,
especially when it comes to this Middle zone... or Low Religion.
These challenges can come in many ways.

 A sick  person  comes  to  a  missionary  for  prayer  of
healing.

 A missionary  is  asked to  pray  over  an automobile  or
house or business to ensure that no evil befalls it.

 A missionary is asked to avoid doing certain things so
as not to anger spirits or bring “bad luck.” 

A missionary, or anyone, in fact, in ministry should decide what
is  BAD,  what  is  GOOD,  and  what  is...  ACCEPTABLE.  For
example,  if  asked to  bless an automobile,  the owner of  the
automobile may believe that a prayer will ward off evil spirits
and bad luck. Should the minister:

 Support such beliefs and do a prayer of blessing?

 Refuse to do a prayer on the personal belief that such
beliefs should be opposed?
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 Pray but be clear what one's own beliefs are?

 Pray while  being open-minded about  what  the prayer
may do or not do? 

 Assimilate  (uncritically  perhaps)  the  beliefs  of  the
people?

Frankly, it is doubtful that the missionary has special access to
God that makes his or her prayer more powerful than any other
(but most missionaries are willing to that particular superstition
go uncorrected). 

It  is outside of the scope of this book to judge such beliefs.
Extremes,  giving  spiritual  explanations  to  everything  that
happens  or,  conversely,  giving  natural  explanations  for
everything both appear to be unbiblical. The Bible recognizes
High Religion, Low Religion, and the Natural World.  

The one option that appears to be clearly unacceptable is to
exclude the middle... low or folk religion beliefs. Ignoring these
beliefs  will  typically  drive  new believers  back to  old  religion
solutions  for  day-to-day  problems.  The  result  is  young
believers  who  have  a  thin  veneer  of  doctrine  and  perhaps
ethics  of  Christianity.  Underneath  that,  however,  is  the  old
religion  that  is  practiced on a  daily  basis  to  deal  with  daily
problems.

One viable option is that there is no single answer... no single
way that God must always act with regard to levels of answers
in  different  cultures.  God is  after  all  a  thinking  being,  not  a
concept. As such, His behavior may depend on need. God may
relate  to  a  culture  that  is  fear-dominated  differently  than  a
culture that guilt or shame dominated. Paul seems to suggest
this:
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"For indeed Jews ask for signs and Greeks search for wisdom;
but we preach Christ crucified, to Jews a stumbling block and
to Gentiles foolishness, but to those who are the called, both
Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of
God.”
                                                -I Corinthians 1:22-24 

The passage suggests two things.  The message of God will
challenge cultures. The message is a stumbling-block to Jews
who are seeking powerful  signs,  and foolishness to  Greeks
seeking  divine  wisdom.  On  the  other  hand  in  Christ  Jews
experience  the  power  of  God  and  Greeks  experience  the
wisdom of God.  Certainly, Paul was willing to contextualize his
message based on the culture of the audience. One might say
that  God's  message  is  the  same  in  all  cultures,  but  that
message may be contextualized in each culture with different
answers and different activities. 

Realms of Reality

Consider Figure 22. Christians (especially Western Christians)
often describe the world as existing in two realms. These are
the Realm of  the Universe,  and the Realm of  Heaven/God.
However,  in  many  cultures  there  are  other  viewpoints.  In
traditional Philippine culture, for example, there are arguably
three  realms.  There  is  a  supernatural  world  and  a  natural
world.  There  is  also  an  unseen  realm  and  a  seen  realm.
However, there is overlap. There is a realm that is unseen, but
still associated with this world. So there can be aswang, bulol,
anito,  ghosts,  and  territorial  spirits.3 Additionally,  in  some
cultures,  there  can  be  otherworldly  beings  that  still  have
physical  bodies,  such  as  avatars.  This  provides  another
possible realm. 
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Figure 22.  Realms of Reality

Paul Hiebert compares in more detail  the different realms of
reality of American thought and Indian thought. The differences
are great. A Christian can look at the Indian view and say that it
is not in line with the Bible. However, one should be careful in
being too quick to say that the American view (or any cultural
view for  that  matter)  is completely  in line with  the Bible.  All
such cultural views should be understood sympathetically, and
yet still critically.4 

Theological Reflection

Some have noted that many views that are seen as Christian
are  actually  drawn  from  specific  cultures  rather  than  from
God's  revelation.  Greek  philosophical  thought  commonly
divides  reality  into  a  Perfect  Spirit  realm  and  an  Imperfect
Material realm. This view can  have value in certain circles, but
the  Bible  describes  a  lot  of  interactions  between  the  spirit
realm and natural realm that challenge this simple model. The
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incarnation and resurrection of Jesus, divine God in physical
form and substance, challenges the Greek ideal. In the Bible,
physical  illnesses may have natural  or  supernatural  causes.
Jesus healed miraculously, yet described a godly person (the
“good  Samaritan”)  as  one  who  uses  natural  cures  for  an
injured  person  (wine  to  disinfect,  oil  to  soothe  and  protect,
bandages  to  bind  and  protect,  and  rest  for  restoration).
Blessings, curses, demons, and angels appear to have some
level of power in the natural realm. However, the fallen nature
of the world appears to be a more common source of sorrows,
and that humans — selfish, sinful humans — appear to be their
own worst enemies. 

The  world  the  Bible  describes  may  not  fit  a  classical
philosophical Greek worldview, to say nothing of a Naturalist
(rejecting  all  supernatural)  worldview.  However,  worldviews
that  tend  to  see  all  human  conflicts  as  in  fact  caused  by
demons or spirits, may have also drifted too far away from the
Bible.  Perhaps  Figure  22  describes  the  Biblical  view  better
than the extremes of Naturalism and Spiritualism.

Ministerial Reflection

There is a story, probably true but perhaps not, of a tribe in
Africa,  a  wonderful  people  who  lived  in  villages  that  were
immaculately cared for. Sadly, they were a fearful people. The
were  afraid  of  the  spirit  world  —  or  more  accurately,  the
unseen beings, evil spirits, that dwell in this world. 

Christian  missionaries  came  along  and,  without  directly
challenging  the  truth  of  their  beliefs  (it  is  hard  to  prove  or
disprove what one cannot see) declared that those who follow
Christ, who are children of the King, have no cause for fear
from any  lesser  being  — whether  from heaven,  or  hell,  or
earth.  This  was  joyous  news,  and  after  considerable
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discussion,  the  tribal  village  as  a  whole  decided  that  they
would reject their own animistic faith, and follow Christ.  

It was wonderful to see this tribe going from a state of fear to
one  of  peace  and  joy.  However,  a  strange  thing  started  to
happen.  The village,  that  once was so beautifully  cared for,
began  to  look  worse  and  worse,  and  garbage  began  to
accumulate on open areas that were once clear of all refuse.
Garbage  and  containers  that  had  become  filled  with  water
became breeding grounds for flies and mosquitoes that carry
diseases. This concerned the missionaries, so they began to
investigate.

They discovered that the way the tribe maintained its village
was directly related to their religious beliefs. The tribe believed
that evil spirits were all around them. Their hiding places were
commonly in garbage or other items that get strewn about--
much like a hermit crab will move into any object it can fit in to
make its new home. When the tribe became Christians and
lost  all  fear  for  these  malevolent  beings,  the  tribe  was  no
longer  concerned  about  maintaining  their  village,  so  things
started  to  become messy  and unhygienic.  The  missionaries
had to follow up their conversation to make clear to the tribe
that  the way they cared for  their  village was commendable.
They should continue that practice, but with different motives:
for  example,  good  stewardship  of  God's  beautiful  world,
healthy  pride  in  who they are  as a people,  and health  and
hygiene concerns.

Bad behavior can come from good motives, and good behavior
can come from bad motives. This is part of the reason that it is
important  for  Christian  workers  not  simply  to  focus  only  on
behavior  (on  one  side),  or  on  beliefs  (on  the  other).  In  a
culture, beliefs are integrated with behavior. The goal is not to
have people simply “act Christian.” On the other hand, the goal
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is not simply to get people to declare their faith without helping
them integrate that behavior healthfully with their new belief. 

Further, to place doubt about the beliefs that they have without
helping  them  understand  the  truth  in  a  meaningful  way,  is
actually abusive. In the Philippines and in China (and surely
others),  there  have  been  many  incidents  reported  of  cultic
groups coming into a community after a Christian evangelistic
event. The event occurred and people respond on some level.
Some, perhaps, truly go from a state of darkness to light. More,
most likely, have made a move towards faith, but still don't truly
know what it means to commit themselves to faith in the one
true God. Most, in all  probability, have simply had their prior
beliefs challenged, opening the door for new beliefs at a later
time.  The  cultic  groups  utilized  the  spiritual  chaos  to  draw
people  to  themselves.  Half-changed  can  lead  to  a  worse
condition than before. 

Discussion

Think about the ministerial reflection section, and particularly
the  last  paragraph.  If  one  has  an  opportunity  to  share  the
gospel  with  a  group  of  people,  should  one  wait  until  one
understands  their  cultural  and  needs,  or  do  it  right  away?
Additionally, if one has an opportunity to share the gospel with
a group of people but there will not be anyone to do follow-up
with them after, should one share or wait? These are tough
questions. Talk them through.
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In recent years there has been a growth in Christian circles of
belief in “territorial spirits.” Supposedly, these are demons that
stay  in  certain  places  in  the  world  to  oppose  God's  work.
Charles  Kraft  (a  missiologist)  and Peter  Wagner are among
those who promote this. They argue that one has to do spiritual
warfare (power encounter) against such territorial spirits. The
problem  is  that  this  belief  has  little  to  do  with  the  Bible.
However, this is not to say it is completely anti-Biblical. Some
argue that the beliefs have more to do with Kraft's exposure to
West African animistic beliefs than to sound Biblical theology.
Of course there are some verses in the Bible that may, or may
not, refer to such spirits. How can we know what insights from
a culture are beneficial to our understanding of our faith, and
what things confuse our faith?   
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CHAPTER 12
Religion in Culture

“Religion” is a remarkably difficult term to define. Part of this is
that  there are basic disagreements as to what  a religion is.
Some Christians like to say that “Christianity is not a Religion,
but  a  Relationship.”  Some Muslims say that  “Islam is  not  a
Religion, but an Ideology.” But most, however, would say that
both Christianity and Islam are religions based on structure,
function,  and traditional  understanding of  what  a  religion  is.
Some groups (such as some forms of Buddhism) are atheistic
and  yet  are  considered  religions.  Some  people  describe
themselves as being non-religious, and yet have beliefs and
behaviors  that  seem  to  be  religious,  and  may  even  be
evangelistic in their “non-faith,” even if they are not part of an
organized religion. 

Anthropologist Clifford Geertz sees Religion as “an attempt to
conserve the fund of general human meaning, within which the
individual interprets his or her experiences and organizes day
to day conduct.”1  The challenge here is that this definition is
quite similar to the definition given at the beginning of this book
for culture. For many cultures, in fact, religion is not strongly
differentiated from other aspects of life. The life of the entire
culture may appear to be religious. 

Two broad ways of defining religion is in terms of structure and
function. Definitions that emphasize the structure of religions
look  at  religious  specialists  and  hierarchies,  religious  “holy”
books  and  myths,  religious  rituals,  and  religious  buildings.
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These are important, but limited. Many very religious cultures
have very strong religious beliefs and actions but have minimal
religious structures. In 1832-1833, Charles Darwin was on the
HMS  Beagle  off  the  coast  of  Patagonia  (modern-day
Argentina). He came to the conclusion that the residents there
had no religious impulse. This was far from true, but such a
view was understandable if one viewed religion as most 19th

century  Christians  would  in  terms  of  structure  (buildings,
clergy,  religious  gatherings).2 Structure  can  be  useful  in
understanding a religion but it is limited.

Another  view would  be to  see religion  in  terms of  function.
Religion,  for  example,  provides  meaning  for  the  “big
questions.”

 Why are we here?

 Where did we come from?

 What is my purpose?

 What happens after we die?

 Is there a higher power or ultimate reality?
Additionally, religion can provide interpretation for why things
happen in the past,  and what one can do in the present  to
positively  affect  the  future.  The  big  advantage of  definitions
based on function is that they recognize the religious impulse
in “non-religious,” “anti-religious,” and even atheistic persons. 

A third  view would  be that  religion is  a  religion  if  it  fits  the
traditional  “feel”  of  a  religion.  Some organized groups “feel”
religious.  As  noted  before,  some  forms  of  Buddhism  are
atheistic  but  they  have  characteristics  that  look  like  many
traditional  organized religions (temples,  monasteries,  monks,
etc.) Shintoism and Confucianism could be viewed as more as
ethical systems or systems of appropriate actions; but again,
“feel”  like  religions.  Of  course,  there  are  some  groups  that
people will  disagree on.  Groups such as Scientology or  the
Pythagoreans challenge people's views on what a religion is or
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isn't. Some modern groups (Neopagan or Vampire cults) may
appear  to  be a religion  to  one and a role  playing  group to
another.

For the purposes of this book, religion will not be tightly defined
but  various  aspects  will  be  looked  at  that  fit  into  common
understandings  of  religion,  whether  in  terms  of  structure,
function, or tradition. 

Rituals, Myths, and Symbols

Rituals  are,  in  the broadest  sense,  any repeated pattern of
behavior. However, the term ritual is commonly limited to social
activities  within  a  culture  that  have  specific  significance,
religious or otherwise, to the group. Some like to distinguish
the words “ritual,” “rite,” and ceremony. Since they are so often
used interchangeably and inconsistently, they will be treated as
synonyms  here.  Religious  rituals  put  religious  beliefs  and
stories (myths) into action. 

Some  rituals  are  used  to  describe  important  events  in  a
person's life. These are often called  rites of passage.  They
identify a change of status, celebrate the change, and prepare
the person (or those around) for the change. Such rites include
birth ceremonies, passage to adulthood, marriage ceremonies,
and funeral rites. Some are highly religious and some are not.
Some are formal, such as the Jewish rite of bar mitzvah or bas
mitzvah, while others may informal, such as the American rite
of passage of getting one's driver's license.  

Other rituals have other purposes. Some celebrate a passage
of  time,  such  as  anniversaries,  changes  of  leadership,  and
special days in the harvest cycle. Some rituals are done as a
religious  act...  to  thank  God/gods,  appease  spirits,  bestow
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grace or repulse bad luck.  Some commemorate the past or
express hope for the future. 

Rituals  commonly  also  have  a  strong  social  function.  They
draw people together  and reinforce group unity  and cultural
values. Familiarity of ritual is also comforting individually and
communally.  People  are  calmed  by  familiarity  of  pattern,
promoting homeostasis.

Specific days in the solar or lunar calendar that line up with
important rituals may be described as holidays. Those holidays
that are specially religious in nature may be described as “holy
days” or days specially set apart for religious rituals.   
 
Rituals can be controversial. A dance of celebration may also
seek to appease pagan gods. Should that be opposed as anti-
Christian? Should it be supported as culturally relevant? The
fact  is  that  a ritual  is  a “presentative symbol”  (more on this
later). As such, the act does not mean anything of itself... the
meaning is  bestowed on it  by individuals  or  a  group.  So,  a
dance ritual in itself would not normally be viewed as good or
bad, unless the behavior itself is bad such as human sacrifice,
but is more to be judged (again sympathetically) in terms of
meaning bestowed.

Consider  the  somewhat  secular  ritual  in  many  parts  of  the
world of setting up a Christmas tree. Some note the connection
between  the  activity  and  ancient  Norse  (pagan)  religious
practices. However, no one (almost no one?) associates the
activity with this ancient  religion.  The activity has continued,
but its meaning has been reinterpreted.

A  Symbol is  something  that  represents  something  else.  A
symbol can be a word (or words), a visual image, a gesture, an
activity, or more. A symbol has three components. The first is
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the symbol itself. The second is the referent  That is what the
symbol connects to in the outside world or world of ideas. The
third is the meaning. This is what idea is supposed to be put in
one's mind. Some symbols are  pure symbols in that that do
not have any real similarity to the referent. The word “cat” does
not look (or sound or smell) like the animal it symbolizes. Yet
someone familiar with the symbol will perceive the meaning of
it and picture the animal in his or her mind. Some are iconic
symbols in that they look or sound or in some way remind the
person of  the referent.  The religious symbol  of  the cross  is
iconic. It is supposed to remind one of a physical object used in
ancient  times  for  execution.   However,  the  meaning  that  is
supposed to come up in the mind of the one who sees the
symbol  of  the  cross  is  “Christianity,”  and  not  the  execution
device.   

Two  more  types  of  symbols  are  discursive  symbols and
presentative symbols.  Both are more complicated symbols
with numerous sub-elements. The difference is that discursive
symbols have sub-elements that  each mean something  and
support the overall meaning of the symbol. A graph such as
seen in Figure 1 or 2, would be an example. A painting or a
ballet production would fit more as presentative symbols. While
there are many sub-elements, each part does not necessarily
mean something. Rather it is the integration of such elements
to provide an overall meaning.

A symbol is different from a sign. A Sign is something that is
directly,  causally,  connected  to  what  it  “represents.”  Dark
clouds are a sign of coming rain. A pain in one's chest and left
arm  may  be  a  sign  of  a  heart  attack.  Symbols  are  not
connected  in  this  way.  The  concept  of  “whiteness”  may  be
symbolized with the word “white” for one group, the word “puti”
in another group, and “blanc” in a third. All three groups are
perfectly justified in choosing these symbols for the concept or
can  choose  others.  Symbols  are  only  rightly  or  wrongly
identified  within  a  specific  culture.  Signs  are  supra-cultural
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Bamboo swaying back and forth evidence wind... regardless of
what  culture one is  in  (even regardless of  whether  bamboo
grows in that culture).3

The term  Myth is used many different ways.  In its common
usage, it essentially means “old stories that are not true.” For
others, the term “myth” may have a structural definition, such
as “old stories of gods, beginnings, and/or heroes.” However, a
more  useful  way  to  look  at  myths,  from  a  cultural
anthropological perspective, is their function in a culture. Myths
then are stories to describe and support a culture's beliefs and
values. The term “myth” may then describe stories that are fully
historical  or  fully  fictional,  or  somewhere  in  between.  The
Jewish  story  of  the  exodus  from Egypt  is  a  myth  in  that  it
explains Jewish identity, history, and values. The storming of
the Bastille in French identity or the confrontation of Lapu Lapu
and Magellan in Filipino identity both serve mythic roles. Many
stories have a mythic quality in that they support the religion or
faith  of  a  people.  One can often gain great  insight  into  the
worldview, beliefs,  and  values  of  a  people  by  learning  their
myths. 

If  myth  describes  a  story  that  supports  a  cultural  value,
especially resonating with deep cultural beliefs, then one could
say that a  Parable is a story that challenges cultural values.
Both myth and parable are parts of religions.4 

Primal Religion5

Anthropologists  have  traditionally  been  very  interested  in
“primal” religions, sometimes called animistic religions. These
religions differ in many ways, and it may be inappropriate to
lump  them  together,  but  many  do  share  some  common
elements that are valuable to study.  Of course, some could
argue that it is not valuable to study primal religions since they
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commonly have only a small number of adherents... especially
compared to the “great  religions.”  But  there are reasons for
looking seriously at primal religions. 

 Primal religions have many of the characteristics of the
major  faiths.  Many  of  the  concepts  have  parallels  in
many other cultures.

 Primal  religions  are  on  the  increase  with  growing
interest in neopaganism, and some syncretistic religion
— such as the so called “new age” movement(s). 

 Folk religion (whether it be Folk Christianity, Folk Islam,
Folk  Hinduism,  and  more)  have  elements  of  primal
religions.

 In many parts of the world, traditional primal religion is
still common or even dominant today.

Shaman
There  are  a  number  of  terms  used  for  religious  leaders  in
different  cultures  and  religions.  Among  these  are  priests,
pastors,  rabbis,  and  imams  (and  many  more).  However,
anthropologists  often  use  the  term  “shaman”  (a  term  of
Siberian origin) to describe a person who has access to and
the ability to manipulate the spirit world. The term is especially
applicable to primal religions. A shaman is often viewed as a
bridge or conduit between the world that can be seen and the
world that cannot be seen.
   
Mana
This  term,  of  South  Pacific  origin,  has  many  meanings.
However, anthropologists use it to describe non-physical power
that is advantageous to control. Such power, which could be
described as “spiritual” or “magical” power, is what shamans
seek  to  control.  Such  control  could  be  used  to  protect  the
community, ensure sustenance and productivity, or defeat foes.
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Taboo
This  describes  what  is  forbidden  by  social  convention  or
religious restriction. In the Bible, entry into parts of the temple
and temple grounds would be taboo for certain genders, races,
tribes, or roles. Sometimes, it includes more mundane things
such  as  dietary  restrictions.  Taboos  may  be  supported  by
religious  mandate  (right  versus  wrong),  and  other  times
supported  by  cultural  appropriateness (such as cleanliness
regulations in Jewish culture).

Totems, Fetishes, Idols 

These  three  interconnecting  concepts  overlap  considerably,
but anthropologists commonly find value in separating them. In
general,  these three involve natural  objects,  living things,  or
artifacts  that  have spiritual  significance.  They are,  therefore,
special  things,  in  that  they  are  symbols.  As  symbols,  their
power is in the meaning they are given. 

Totems are tied more to self-identity and social relationships.
For  example,  some societies are broken up into clans,  with
each clan having a totem associated with it. One cannot marry
those within  that  totem (practicing  exogamy).  This  makes it
different from caste where one is expected to marry within the
same caste (endogamy). One is also expected to have certain
taboos  related  to  the  totem,  and  may  be  thought  to  have
certain attributes associated with the totem. 

Fetishes are  objects,  often  worn,  that  are  supposed  to
represent, manipulate, or contain spirits or spiritual power. This
is  often  associated  with  paganism,  or  primal  religions.
However,  many  religions,  including  Christianity  treat  certain
objects in a manner similar to a fetish — such as rosaries,
crucifixes, crosses, or Bibles. Like these Christian objects, a
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fetish is not an idol,  nor is viewed as a god, but is seen to
provide power to the one who holds it.

Idols are similar to fetishes and the two concepts can, indeed,
overlap.  Idols,  however,  generally  involve  more  than  just
power, but also worship. It involves more than spirits, or the
spiritual,  but  god  or  gods  or  the  divine.  An  idol  can  be  a
physical  object  (like a sculpture)  but  normally  the worshiper
understands it as a sacred object representing the god, not the
god itself. However, treating an idol in a dishonoring fashion
would  be  seen  as  tantamount  to  dishonoring  the  god  it
represents.

Sometimes it  is  hard to  separate what is  an idol  and what,
particularly, is a fetish. The Ifugao people have wooden statues
called “bulol.” The are often described as “rice gods” or “house
gods” and some people describe them as objects of worship.
However,  their  purpose is  more  for  blessing  and protection,
and they are often believed to be empowered by an ancestral
spirit. As such, they seem to have a role more akin to  fetishes
than idols. Still, some objects can serve in more than one way.
The “teraphim” or household idols found (such as in Genesis
31)  throughout the Old Testament seem to function as idols
(idols  for  false  gods,  or  in  some  cases  false  worship  to
Yahweh) and as fetishes (sources of spiritual power) in others.
In this case, it is probably best to say that they serve as both.

Idols  represent  things  that  are  believed  to  be  worthy  of
worship. People tend to worship one of the following:

 That which inspires awe.  The sun, moon, and stars
are common objects of idolization. Aspects of the cycle
of  seasons  or  fertility  have  also  become  objects  of
worship.  Today, worship can be practiced, even if  not
often seen as such, of concepts such as “science” or
“beauty.”
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 That which entices. We are enticed by wealth. We are
enticed by power. They draw and seduce us. They can
easily become idols.

 That which we fear. Much of paganism seeks to fight
dangerous spirits, or hold off natural disasters. In fact,
all of us have that tendency to worship what endangers
us. Worship is often thought to appease what we fear.

 That which we trust. This is an obvious response to
what we fear. If  we worship or respond with religious
fervor to what we fear, we equally and similarly respond
to what may protect us from that fear.6

Magic

Magic is often differentiated from Religion, yet there is a lot of
similarity. Instead of focusing on the concept of magic, it may
be more useful to focus on “magical thinking.” People often feel
powerless.  They  cannot  see  the  future;  they  cannot  control
people  around  them,  nature,  or  the  spirit  realm.  But  such
powerlessness  is  difficult  to  accept.  Magical  Thinking  is  the
belief that by saying certain things, or owning certain things, or
doing  certain  rituals,  one  can  manipulate  spiritual  power  or
spiritual  beings  to  give  one  power  and  control.  Bronislav
Malinowski  argued  that  religious  thinking  is  different  from
magical  thinking  in  that,  rather  than  seeking  to  manipulate
spiritual powers, the goal is for spiritual forces to flow through
the worshiper and accomplish what God (or the gods or spirits)
desire.  But  it  is  probably  reasonable  to  say that  magic  and
religion overlap. 

Such thinking may bother religious people, since this means
that a lot of  what religious people do could be described as
part of magical thinking (such as intercessory prayer). In fact,
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though, it is very difficult to come up with a definition of magic
that  clearly  differentiates it  from all  religious activities.  Many
psychologists and anthropologists consider religious beliefs or
religious  thinking  as  a  part  of  magical  thinking.  However,
especially based on Malinowski's definitions, it is perhaps  best
to see magical thinking as a subset of religious thinking. The
desire  for  God  to  forgive  and  to  bless  are  not  wrong  in
themselves,  after  all.   Refer  to Table 7 for  the two ways of
thinking.

Thinking Desire for the
“Spiritual”

Personal Desire

Magical
Thinking

To control the spiritual Power

Religious
Thinking

To be a conduit or tool
for the spiritual   

Service

Table 8.  Religious and Magical Thinking7

One cannot tell  whether a person is having magical thinking
(“doing  magic”)  or  not,  simply  by  observation.  Consider  the
following:

1. Three runners are preparing to race. All three of them
have a religious symbol (such as a cross or crucifix) on
a  chain  around  their  necks.  One  of  them  wears  it
because he thinks it looks nice, another wears it as a
symbol of his faith, and the third wears it hoping it will
give him good luck. In this case, the first did not have
any  religious  motivation  for  wearing  the  symbol.  The
second did it for as a symbol of his faith, and perhaps as
an act of  worship. This is religious thinking. The third
may also be religious, but he was additionally wearing it
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as  a  talisman,  to  manipulate  power/luck  in  his  favor.
This is magical thinking.

2. Four families in Asia have a small “shrine” in their house
where  they  place  fruits  in  front  of  pictures  of  their
ancestors.  One family  does it  to show honor  for their
ancestors  (not  necessarily  religious).  Another  family
may  do  it  because  it  is  culturally  appropriate  (not
religious). A third may do it as evidence of thanksgiving
to  God  (or  gods)  for  their  family  (religious
thinking/worship).  A fourth  may do it  to appease their
ancestors  and  ensure  that  their  family  is  not  cursed
(magical thinking). 

A few terms are useful as it pertains to magic:

 Sympathetic Magic: A lot of what is commonly seen as
magic is sympathetic magic. It is based on the logic that
because there is  a  connection in  some way between
two objects, power can go from one to the other. The
connection  may  involve  similar  appearance,  similar
action, or common proximity or contact. Two basic types
of  Sympathetic  Magic  are  Contagious  Magic  and
Homeopathic Magic.8  

 Contagious Magic:  This is built on the idea that having
a  piece  of  something  can  contain  the  power  of  that
thing.  Wearing one's  “lucky shirt”  hoping that  one will
have good fortune, or shaking hands with a successful
person  on  the  hope  that  his  luck  will  “rub  off”  is
contagious  magic.  In  the  Book  of  Acts,  there  is  the
description of people who sought out pieces of cloth that
had  touched  Paul  to  give  to  the  sick  (Acts  19:12).
Thought  question:   Does  this  mean  that  contagious
magic works or that it is Christian? Or maybe it means
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that  God honors  their  faith  even if  their  methodology
was flawed?

 Homeopathic Magic: Having something that looks like
something  else  or  doing  something  that  is  similar  to
something  else  is  sympathetic  magic.  In  the  Old
Testament  period,  in  neighboring  cultures,  sex  was
sometimes done as part of a religious rite. By doing it, it
was supposed to magically result in fertility of family and
soil. Making paper products in the shape of money or
cars or other items of wealth and then burning them is
used  in  some  cultures  (such  as  traditional  Chinese
culture) to try to gain these items in real life.  In Genesis
30:32 and following, Jacob sought to use homeopathic
magic,  putting  up rods near  the  mating  place for  the
flocks in hopes that the stripes in the vicinity of the flock
will lead to lambs that are striped. (Like the contagious
magic in Acts,  this  action also appears to have been
successful.)

 Incantations.  Words have  been  recognized as  having
power.  Some  see  certain  phrases  or  words  as
controlling  spiritual  entities.  For  example,  the  term
“Abracadabra” a term for “magical”  entertainment was
once a term used to ward off disease. Some Christians
believe that using a phrase like “In Jesus Name, Amen”
can  be  used  to  ensure  their  prayers  are  answered,
much like some other groups may use terms such as
“so mote it  be.”  Incantations are often tied to magical
rituals, elixirs, or other activities.

 Positive and Negative Magic. Positive Magic, or sorcery,
follows  a  “magical  formula”  to  get  what  they  seek.
Negative  Magic,  such  as  “taboo”  is  the  avoidance  of
doing or saying certain things to ensure that bad things
do not occur.
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 Amulets  and  Talismans:  These  are  charms  or  items
often worn for magical purposes. Amulets are to protect
the  person  from  bad  spiritual  forces  or  bad  luck.
Talismans have an opposite purpose. They are to bring
good luck or special power. Amulets and Talismans may
work on homeopathic or contagious magic. Amulets and
talismans are tied to fetishism, described elsewhere.

 Witches  and  Witchcraft:  Some people  describe  those
who  are  involved  in  magic  as  witches,  and  their
behavior  as  witchcraft.  There  are  some  groups  that
actively seek such terms. For example, the Neopagan
religion,  Wicca,  describes  its  magic  practitioners  as
witches.  However,  one  should  be  cautious  in  using
these terms since they can be labeling before analyzing.
Frankly,  just  because  a  group  uses  the  term  “witch”
doesn't mean that they are using the term the same way
it  is  used  in  the  Bible.  Some  people  get  judged  as
witches  because  they  practice  herbal  medicine,  for
example. Labeling local medicine as witchcraft may not
only  be  inaccurate,  but  may  demonstrate  an
ethnocentric  bias  to  Western  medicine.  On  the  other
hand,  some  activities  that  are  thought  of  as  part  of
witchcraft are clearly condemned in the Bible (divination
and  seeking  to  communicate  with  the  dead  are  two
obvious  examples).  One  should  judge  with  godly
discernment.

Theological Reflection 

Is Magic Bad?  Not everyone as Christians would agree in this
area. Some would say that all magic is wrong. The challenge
to  this  viewpoint  is  that  magical  thinking  is,  in  fact,  quite
common in Christian circles, especially, but not limited to, Folk
Christianity. Some will use a crucifix, or Bible or handkerchief
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or other items to seek to compel God's blessings. Some use
special  prayers  (incantations)  to  get  God  to  do  what  they
desire (to use God rather than to be used by God). Some try to
determine the future by searching for numerical “secrets” in the
Bible. It  does appear that certain types of magic are clearly
outside the bounds of  what  is  acceptable.  The Bible  clearly
rejects necromancy (conversing, or seeking to converse, with
the dead) as well as divination (utilizing magic to try to forecast
the future). 

Some try to argue that magic is good if the power is good (God
or  angels  for  example)  or  evil  if  the power  is  evil  (such as
Satan or devils). But is the desire to manipulate good powers
better than the desire to manipulate bad powers? Some would
argue that magic is good if the goal is good (moral) or evil if the
goal is evil (immoral). But does the (intended) ends justify the
means?

Further,  some would  argue that  magic  is  not  “real”  so how
could it be bad? For example, James G. Frazer, while viewing
magic as an unhealthy superstition, would say that magic is
false by definition, because if some magic was found to work,
then it would be relabeled as medicinal, natural, or scientific.9
Still,  even if  one doesn't seek to answer the question of the
ability to manipulate spiritual forces, magic as an action starts
as a heart  desire, commonly fueled by fear and uncertainty.
Christian  ministry  should  seek  to  replace  such  fear  and
uncertainty  with  something  better  —  hopefully  without
replacing  the  magical  thinking  with  a  Christianized  magical
thinking. 
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Ministerial Reflection 

Illness and fear of  death leads to many questions in how a
Christian should act. A good example is when someone has
cancer. What to do? A lot of options come up:

 Classic  “Western”  medicine,  that  uses  chemotherapy
(carefully administered poisons), radiation, or surgery to
attack cancer cells.

 Dietary and “natural” treatments.

 Eastern alternative medical practices

 Herbal medicines

 Faith healing
How does a minister look at these? The last one has magical
elements (seeking to get God, gods, spirits, or otherwise to do
what you want). But that doesn't necessarily make it wrong —
God welcomes petitions to Him. Some of the others may be
seen as “natural” or “non-supernatural” solutions. This likewise
doesn't necessarily mean it  is wrong... God is the creator of
this world,  so healing from His creation is not  necessarily a
denial of God.  Others may use principles that have come from
other  religious traditions.  In  fact,  it  could be argued that  no
treatment can be said to have no religious implications. While
one  should  not  simply  approach  things  from  a  pragmatist
position (if  it  works, it  is okay), one should be careful  about
being to quick to deny use of something that God may be using
for healing.

Discussion

If someone in your church or ministry has cancer, what would
you recommend that they try or not try? What would be your
justification for this? Are there risks to the idea that “whatever
works is okay”?
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Chapter 13
Religiously Pluralistic Societies

Christianity is a religion, but it is not the only religion. In fact,
we are rapidly passing a point where a major culture has only
one  religion  associated  with  it.  While  a  country  may  define
itself  as  “Christian”  or  “Islamic”  or  “Buddhist”  or  “Hindu”  or
“Atheistic,” its people will invariably be religiously diverse. Even
countries that claim to be 100% Islamic do so by denying or
failing to acknowledge the diversity of those within its borders.
How should Christians look at other religions and interact with
adherents to these other religions? 

Communication and Dialogue

One question is how one should talk to, or with, a person of a
different  religion.  Evangelical  Christians  generally  agree that
one should seek conversion of the other person to Christianity,
but the question is how is this best accomplished? Consider
four basic forms of communication as shown in Figure 23. 

This model (Figure 23) looks at  communication as being one-
way (Rolly  speaking to Maria)  or  two-way (Rolly  conversing
with  Maria).  Then,  communication can be further  divided by
purpose — seeking change (Rolly seeking to change Maria's
mind, and vice versa) or seeking understanding (Rolly seeking
to understand or be understood by Maria). Each of these types
have their purpose. However, in a religiously pluralistic society,
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dialogue  is  an  especially  useful  method.  There  are  several
reasons for this, even from an evangelistic standpoint.

Figure 23.  Types of Communication

 Dialogue tends to break down hindrances to conversion.
Argument tends to actually push people farther apart, as
each party becomes more emotionally invested in their
own stances.

 Dialogue leads to better understanding. Teaching seeks
to help the other person understand, but does not allow
much understanding in the opposite direction. 

 Dialogue  leads  to  greater  insight  of  each other.
Preaching generally starts from the assumption that the
other does not have some truth worth hearing. In fact,
probably everyone has something worth knowing.1
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Consider the following passage:

But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared
to  give  an  answer  to  everyone  who  asks  you  to  give  the
reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness
and respect,                 -I Peter 3:15

Although this passage is not necessarily about dialogue (active
2-way conversation for  mutual understanding), it has some of
the  elements  of  dialogue.  First,  it  is  permission-based.  The
conversation is driven by the non-Christian, not the Christian.
Second, it is gentle. It is low-pressure and not confrontational.
Third, it is respectful. Dialogue demands a certain respect of
the other as a person.  

Inter-religious dialogue (IRD) is dealt with more thoroughly in
Chapter 17.

Source of Religions

The fact  that  there are so many different religions begs the
question,  “Where  do  different  religions  come  from?”   As
Christians, this is an important question. There are three broad
views.2

 Other  religions  come  from  God.  (“Praeparatio
Evangelia”... a preparation for the Christian Gospel.)

 Other religions come from Satan. (A trap to draw one
away from God)

 Other religions are created by Man. (A human attempt at
self-understanding and seeking the divine.)
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Before deciding, consider the case of “Handsome Lake.”3 

The Longhouse Religion was founded by Handsome Lake, a
Seneca Chief. The Seneca are a tribe of the Iroquois group in
North America.  In 1799, Handsome Lake was a man of his
times, falling prey to many of the evils (such as alcoholism) in
his  tribe.  Then he had a vision.  In  this  vision,  he was told
(among other things) that there was only one God, and that
the  Seneca  people  must  reject  alcohol  and  other  immoral
behaviors. Based on this revelation, the Longhouse religion
was formed replacing the existing polytheistic system with a
monotheistic  system  that  has  considerable  similarities  to
Christianity,  without  really  being  what  could  ultimately  be
described as Christian.

So  where  did  the  Longhouse  Religion  come from? It  came
from the alleged vision of Handsome Lake. And where did this
vision come from?

View 1:  The vision is from God. 
The vision that Handsome Lake had was not necessarily false.
It pointed to one God and away from sin and addiction. It is
possible to imagine that the vision actually came from God, but
it was limited... preparing the way for the Gospel of Christ. Or
perhaps it was distorted somewhat by Handsome Lake. Today,
close  to  75%  of  the  Seneca  are  Christian  and  25%  are
Longhouse Religion. So the argument could be made that the
vision  of  Handsome  Lake  started  the  move  from  the  old
polytheistic faith to Christianity.

With this view, one could imagine that the “revelations” of such
founders  of  “reformist”  faith  movements  such  as
Zoroastrianism, Islam, and Sikhism came from God but were
distorted  or  limited  by  the  limitations  of  fallen  humans  to
understand the divine.
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View 2: The vision is from Satan. 
Even though there were commendable things about the vision
of Handsome Lake, it ultimately was not Christian and steered
people, some at least, from the Christian Faith. The polytheistic
faith  of  the  Seneca  was  already  showing  deep  problems.
Christian  missionaries  (such  as  the  Quakers)  were  already
reaching out to some of the Seneca. Therefore, Satan could
have given a vision to “inoculate” as many people as possible
to the Gospel.

Leslie Newbigin points out that 'new converts' (to Christianity)
often surprise missionaries by the horror and fear with which
they reject the forms of their old religion—forms which to the
secularized  Westerner  are  interesting  pieces  of  folklore  and
which to the third-generation successors of the first converts
may come to be prized as part of national culture.”4  These first
generation converts appear to see the evil structure behind the
faith. 

Newbigin also points out that it is often the highest forms of
religions that are most threatened by the Gospel. It was, after
all,  religious  leaders  who  crucified  Christ.  Often  it  is  the
practitioners of folk religion, not the idealized forms of these
religions, who are most receptive to Christianity.

View 3:  The vision came from Man. 
Handsome Lake suffered from the problems in his culture and
his  revelations  were  an  enlightened  response  to  provide
meaning  in  what  was  chaos.  Additionally,  the  fact  that  the
Longhouse Religion holds some interesting similarities to the
Quaker  denomination  of  Christianity  (as  noted  above,  there
were Quaker missionaries working among the Seneca),  one
might  suggest  that  this  new religion  was part  of  Handsome
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Lake’s quest to take what he saw as good in the Christian faith,
while not letting go of what he saw as important in his own
culture. The syncretism would then not be a distorted message
from God, or a trap of Satan, but a very human effort, even
noble effort, to seek the good in human terms and by human
effort.

All  humans are seekers. While the Bible may say that none
seek after God, we all seek something akin to the divine, with
varying degrees of success. All other religions can be viewed
as human attempts to reach Heaven. 

Anderson  sees  all  three  views  as  having  some  merit.  He
believes Satan does use religion to deceive. God does reveal
Himself  and  some  religions  take  such  revelation  and
incorporate it in a distorted fashion. And some religion appears
to simply be an honest but flawed attempt by humans to know
God or the gods. 

It is interesting that Jesus did not condemn the pagan groups
of His time. He saved His condemnation for leaders of the true
faith (Judaism) who, either due to Satan or due to selfishness,
distorted the truth to the people. This might suggest that Jesus
felt  that  the distortion of  revealed Truth (due to human and
perhaps Satanic influences) was far worse than false beliefs
that were built on ignorance of the Truth. For these ignorant
people,  the  Truth  needed  to  be  lovingly  modeled  and
proclaimed.

So  how  might  our  view  (or  views)  in  this  area  affect  our
attitudes when dealing with people of another religion? 

 If an aspect of their faith is from Satan, that aspect, at
least, should be strongly opposed.
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 If  an  aspect  of  their  faith  is  from human aspirations,
perhaps  the  desire  of  the  person  for  divine
transformation,  this  should  be  applauded  (even  if  we
want them to discover the One who can truly transform).

 If an aspect of their faith is from God, perhaps God gave
that to prepare the person for the Gospel of Christ. As
such, one should understand the person's faith to see
what God is revealing.

Who is Saved?

There  are  many  different  views  as  well  as  to  who  can  be
saved.  Figure  24 shows a  spectrum of  views.   The curves
show how many, relatively, are redeemed. The left side has the
least and the right side the most.
 

1. Particularism.  The  leftmost  category  accepts  that
members of only one group will  be redeemed. Within
Christianity it would be that people would have to be a
specific  denomination  to  be  saved.  Everyone  else  is
lost.

2. Exclusivism. This is more open than Particularism, but
still  quite narrow. Rather than salvation limited to one
specific  denomination,  salvation  is  limited  but  more
broadly available. For example, some Christians would
say  that  salvation  is  limited  to  those  who have  gone
through an identifiable “born again experience” or made
a formal  confession of  faith  or  have been baptized a
certain way.
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3. Inclusivism.  This is broader still.  They may say that
Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life, but there may
be some other groups that may be saved by Jesus who
do not know Jesus. Groups that some Christians would
include as potentially saved even if  they do not know
Jesus are OT believers, infants who die, and  individuals
with  severe  mental  disability.  Some  might  add  those
who have never heard the gospel  but respond to the
level  of  truth  they  have.  Some  see  a  “second  way,”
believing that  God provides salvation for Christians in
Christ,  and Jews through,  but not in,  Christ.  As more
groups  get  added,  one  moves  gradually  from  an
inclusivist stance to a more pluralistic stance.
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Figure 24.  Spectrum of Views on Redemption

4. Pluralism. There  are  different  versions  of  this,  but
essentially, it suggests that there are many very diverse
groups  who  may  be  saved.  Some  versions  would
suggest that a Muslim will  be saved by being a good
Muslim, a Hindu will be saved by being a good Hindu,
and a Christian will be saved by being a good Christian.

5.  Universalism. Everyone is, or will eventually be, saved.

Most Evangelicals are generally in the Exclusivist to Inclusivist
range. It is good to determine what your beliefs are. Can you
accept  a  person  as  a  fellow  believer  who  is  not  in  your
denomination? How do you deal  with  a “good”  person from
another religion? 

Theological Reflection

Read Acts Chapter 10. It is a good example of inter-religious
dialogue. It is interesting to note that the learning that occurred
in  the  conversation  between  Cornelius  (a  “god-fearer”)  and
Peter  (an apostle of  Christ)  led to mutual  growth.  Cornelius
became a follower of Christ. Peter, however, also learned that
God truly has made salvation available to all peoples. In the
broader context, it is clear that God used Cornelius as part of
Peter's instruction. 

If God used an unbeliever to train one of Christ's first apostles,
one  should  also  be  open  to  the  possibility  God  may  use
dialogue  with  unbelievers  to  teach  us.  That  being  said,
however, there have been people who have been led astray by
such  conversations.  That  is  why  I  Peter  3:15  is  again
instructive.  To  share  through  inter-religious  dialogue,  one
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needs to revere Christ as Lord (as God and Guide) and to be
prepared (mentally, emotionally, and spiritually).

Ministerial Reflection

Paul,  in  Acts  17,  spoke  at  the  Areopagus  in  Athens.  The
speech did not quote Scripture and did not follow the typical
pattern  of  his  evangelistic  sermons.  In  fact,  what  was
referenced was the belief system of the philosophical leaders
of Athens, and the myths of the people (particularly the story of
Epimenides and the Unknown God). 

Why didn't  Paul  use Scripture? Perhaps it  was because the
people  there  did  not  know Hebrew Scripture  nor  respect  it.
Paul, therefore, started with what they valued and understood.
This means that Paul took the time to learn and understand
their beliefs and culture. And then he moved from what they
understood to what they did not understand (the resurrection,
particularly).

Some argue that  Paul  made a mistake in Athens, since the
Bible said that there were few converts. It is certainly possible
— Paul was far from perfect. However, it seems to have been
a sound strategy in a very difficult place. The fact that he got
any positive response at all in such a difficult location suggests
that his reasoning was sound.    

While less detailed than Athens. We also see who Paul and
Barnabas addressed pagans residing in Derbe and Lystra, as
recorded in Acts 14.  Similar to Athen, the approach centers on
God  the  Universal  Creator.  What  are  your  thougts  on  this
approach?
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Discussion

How  might  one  reach  out  to  people  who  who  have  no
understanding  of  the  Christian  faith  (people  to  whom
referencing the Romans Road has no relevance)? Should we
use the Quran when talking to Muslims? Should we draw from
the Bhagavad Gita when talking to Hindus? If we do, how do
we prepare ourselves for this? Are there any risks?
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Chapter 14
Worldview

Worldview is another challenging term to define well. However,
as one contacts more cultures,  it  does become evident that
there are some root understandings of reality, knowledge, and
knowing.  These  could  be  described  as  metaphysical  and
epistemological understandings within a culture. Still, there is a
lot of disagreement on how to see worldview. For the purpose
of this book, N.T. Wright's view will be utilized. Worldviews are:

"the  basic  stuff  of  human  existence,  the  lens  through
which the world is seen, the blueprint for how one should
live  in  it  and  above all  the sense  of  identity  and  place
which enables human beings to be what they are."1 

One  sees  in  this  definition  the  return  of  the  metaphor  of
glasses  (from  chapter  3).  Worldview  shades,  filters,  and
ultimately interprets  experiences. Wright goes on to note that
worldview does several things:
 
Provides stories through which reality is understood. We are
creatures of stories, not of facts. 
Questions our humanity. Who are we and where do we come
from? What is wrong? What is the solution?
Gives culturally meaningful symbols. These symbols may be
material  artifacts  (statues,  temples,  holy  books)  or  events
(Passover, Good Friday, Ramadan). Such symbols have deep
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meanings within one culture while of little (or shallow) meaning
to another. 
Determines  behavior.  This  is  particularly  true  when  such
behavior appears to be habitual, even intuitive, to those within
the culture.  

Kearney  sees  worldview as  foundational  understanding with
regard to  Self (who are “US”), Other (who are “THEM” or
“not us”),  Relationship,  Classification (how is the “seen”
and  “unseen”  world  identified,  classified,  and  labeled),
Causality, Space, and Time.2 

This sounds pretty vague. But consider an example. 

Example #1.  For most Americans, “personal freedom” and the
belief that “the individual is the most important social unit” are
accepted without much thought. If an American is asked, “Why
is  personal  freedom  more  important  than  responsibility  to
community?” or “Why should the desires of the individual be
placed higher than the desires of the family?” it is unlikely that
one would get a well thought out argument. The beliefs are so
deeply rooted for many Americans that they are placed in the
“OF COURSE” section of their minds. That is, they believe it
without taking much consideration that it  might be false...  or
that there might be other equally viable opinions.

Example #2.  Bill and Will are in an art museum looking at a 
painting. 

Will:  This painting is very interesting. For years the artist was
unknown, but it is now known to have been painted by Gottried
Wolfram. 
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Bill: That is very interesting. So before it was determined that
Wolfram painted it, experts were uncertain that there was an
artist who painted it? 

Will:  Don't  be  stupid!  Of  course they knew that  SOMEONE
painted it. They just did not know WHO.

Bill: Hmmm.... I wonder how the experts knew that someone
painted it?

Will: Are  you daft? A painting must have a painter. Everyone
knows that!

Will is expressing a worldview position on causation. A painting
must have a painter, even if the painter is unknown. For most
people,  this  seems  so  obvious  that  it  hardly  needs  to  be
proven. In fact, it really can't be proven. It seems reasonable
that a painting does not just happen without a painter/artist. 

On the other hand, regarding the beginning of the Universe,
there  is  much  less  unanimity.  For  some  people,  it  is  “just
obvious” that creation of the Universe demands the need for a
creator. For another, the postulate that a creator is needed to
explain natural processes is foolishness. These are two very
different  worldviews.  If  one challenges either one as to why
they  are  so  confident  in  their  view,  the  answer  is  not  very
satisfying. Believing in God as Creator is really a foundational
belief  that  is  unprovable  (even  if  there  is  good  supporting
evidence), as is the belief in “no god.”  
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The Onion Revisited

The representation for culture previously illustrated in Figure
10 like an onion has problems.  On the positive side, the image
represents effectively the fact that certain aspects of a culture
are easily seen by an outsider while other parts are hidden. But
there are inadequacies. One is that while certain institutions,
beliefs, and worldviews are unique to each culture, some are
shared  with  other  cultures.  Some  picture  this  model  and
believe  that  each  culture  has  a  specific  “kernel”...  a  unique
worldview that resulted in that culture.  This is a reductionist
viewpoint — the idea that a complex thing (such as a culture)
can be boiled down to one basic idea.

But  different  cultures can have the  same worldview. This  is
because a culture can be affected by many things, not just its
worldview.  It  is  affected  by  the  culture's  history,  the
environmental  factors  of  the  society,  the  technological  and
economic status, and more. For example, two cultures with the
same essential worldview could be quite different if  one has
maintained  physical  isolation  from  its  neighbors  in  a
mountainous area, while another has interacted considerably
with other groups in the lowlands.

This is actually important. There has been a lot of discussion
as  to  whether  there  is  such  a  thing  as  a  “Christian
Worldview.” Earlier  in  this  book,  in  part  supported  by  the
Jerusalem  Council  in  Acts  chapter  15,  the  opinion  was
expressed that  there  is  no single  Christian  Culture.  That  is,
good Christians can live in different cultures and live as good
members of different cultures.   But what about worldview?

First, it must be said that since worldview is poorly defined, it is
hard to dogmatically answer the question whether there is such
a thing as a Christian worldview. That being said, Christianity
at  its  core  is  an  allegiance  to  the  one  true  God,  the
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Creator/Designer of all things, and this demonstrates itself in
faith and obedience to God in His Triune state. This certainly
qualifies as a worldview position since this is not just a belief,
but a core understanding that demonstrates itself in a broad
variety of beliefs and value, ultimately guiding institutions and
behavior,  and  providing  guidance  in  interpreting  experience.
Second,  while  orthodox  Christian  faith  may  provide  a
worldview perspective, good and honest Christians are likely to
have subtle or even considerable differences from each other
in worldview.

A way  to  look  at  Christian  worldview is  not  an  unchanging
point, but a range or a cloud of worldviews. Beyond a certain
point, one has left the realm of Christian worldviews. For those
familiar  with  chaos  theory  (from mathematics  and  physics),
Christian worldviews can be thought of as a fluid changing set
of  points  that  are  constrained  by  “strange  attractors.”3 The
strange attractors provide a range of open possibilities while
still giving real limitations. In Christianity, God as our “ground of
being” and the Holy Bible as His divine revelation provide limits
to worldview, while still giving freedom. The moderate freedom
of  the  Christian  worldviews  and  the  broader  freedom  of
application of such worldviews to specific times and locations
allow Christianity  to  be hugely variable  (translatable)  in  and
through cultures worldwide.

Categories of Worldviews

As  suggested  before,  worldview  is  too  complicated  to  give
simple  labels.  However,  there  are  broad  categories  that
different worldviews might be said to fit into. Here are a few
that might be useful to those in ministry:

1. THUMB-C
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THUMB-C is a mnemonic based on broad categories of 
'great religions.”

 
T Tribal (Animistic... paganistic)
H Hindu
U “Unreligious”
M Muslim
B Buddhist

C Christian 

      2.  3-Group Model from C.S. Lewis4 

This model, focuses on three major ways people view 
 or picture the world. 

Materialist World  is  like  a  machine.  Atomistic.  A
complicated, wind-up watch that we
either created or just came to be and
is slowly going through its prescribed
motions, until it finally runs down and
stops.

Religious World is like a mind.  Existence is complex
and  bigger  than  ourselves.  This
commonly  suggests  a  higher
intelligence  above  and  beyond
ourselves.

In-Between (“Life Force Philosophy”) There is a higher
power,  but  not  necessarily  a  higher
intelligence.  Think  in  terms  of
pantheism. Or picture the Star Wars
model of “The Force”. 
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3.  “Clash of Civilizations”5

This  is  more  of  a  geopolitical  model,  than  a  distinct
model  of  worldviews,  yet  it  does  imply  underlying
worldview  perspectives.  Huntington  divided  the  world
into  various  civilizations.  These  included  (among
others): Western, Islamic, Sino, Indian, Latin American,
and so forth. From this perspective, Southeast Asia is
mostly  divided  between  Buddhist,  Sino,  and  Islamic
civilizations. However, the Philippines is  seen  as
mostly fitting into the Western Civilization, with parts of
the  south  in  the  Islamic  Civilization,  and  small  parts
elsewhere in the Sino Civilization.

4.  The Moderns

This model is based on Western thinking, although it  
can  be  used  elsewhere.  The  “pre”  versus  “post”  
connects  to  the  timeframe  of  popular  beliefs  in  the  
West,  but  of  course these worldviews co-exist  today  
(and will likely continue to co-exist).

Pre-Modernism. Confidence in doctrine and faith.
Modernism.  Confidence in empiricism and reason.
Post-Modernism. Lack of confidence in the foundations
of either pre-modernism or modernism. More focus on
personal experience and personal perspective. Less on
certainty of the knowability of Truth.

Communicating Across Worldviews
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It is difficult to communicate across cultural boundaries since
the symbols are different between cultures. But when there are
worldview  boundaries  to  cross,  the  challenges  can  be  far
greater.  Christians often don't seem to have a whole lot to say
to  people  who  were  not  raised  in  a  Christian  worldview
(whether  or  not  they  are  actually  Christians).  Most  of  our
evangelistic tools already presume the listener believes in one
God, and has a great deal of respect for the Bible. But when
one  talks  to  someone  from  a  different  worldview,  such
assumptions may simply not be correct.

And yet,  with  healthy  dialogue one may  find  that  there  are
important areas of commonality. For Hindus, we might focus on
our major differences, such as reincarnation, but with proper
dialogue we may realize that we both seek, in some sense,
“moksha,” the liberation from the struggles of this world/life. We
might find commonality with Daoists in recognizing the ideal
state of perfect harmony between God, Man, and Nature. This
is useful, because it is hard to have a meaningful discussion if
one  focuses  only  on  differences.  Sadly,  Christians  tend  to
emphasize  the  differences  between  Christianity  and  other
Worldviews. Differences matter, but it is hard to deal effectively
with  differences  unless  one  has  first  recognized  ones'
commonalities.

Theological Discussion

It has been argued by Paul G. Hiebert, among others, that Folk
Christianity is commonly built off of a Worldview that is Indo-
European  rather  than  Christian.6 The  classic  Indo-European
worldview sees the Universe in terms of gods at war in the
spirit realm, and that war demonstrates itself in terms of war
among different groups that connect with those Gods. So the
battle  between  Elijah  and  the  Priests  of  Baal  was  seen  by
many  as  a  battle  between Yahweh and Baal.  War between
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Babylon  and  Assyria  would  likewise  be  seen  as  a  battle
between the gods that each adhere to.  

Today,  many  Christians  see  the  world  in  terms  of  a  war
between  God  and  Satan...  and  we  are  experiencing  that
spiritual war in our own physical world.  There are problems
with this idea.

 The Bible makes it clear that God is unrivaled. We do
not live in a Universe of equal but opposite powers. God
is  supreme and the  world  we live  in  is  not  so  much
God's  game  of  divine  chess  but  a  game  of  divine
solitaire.7

 Satan has a role in the conflict that we exist in, but the
Bible does not give him a supreme role in this. The Bible
makes it pretty clear that we are our own worst enemy. 

 The victory of God is not in doubt. What is in doubt is
whether we are on God's side or not.

Based  on  this,  one  has  to  ask  what  worldview  do  most
Christians have. A second question would be to return to the
question of whether there is a distinct Christian Worldview. If
there  is,  must  all  Christians  share  that  worldview  to  be
Christian or not?

Ministerial Reflection

It is important to understand the symbols, rituals, and myths of
a  people  group.  A  lack  of  understanding  may  lead  to
miscommunication.  Additionally,  however,  it  may  lead  to
missed opportunities. This author remembers reading a quote
from US President William McKinley. In it, he claims to have
stayed  up  all  night  distressing  as  to  what  to  do  with  the
Philippines after winning the war with Spain. He said that he
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decided that  the US must  hold  onto the  Philippines to  help
Filipinos. That seemed like a nice thought so I shared that with
other Filipinos. It was not regarded in the same way. From the
Filipino perspective, they were freed from one enslaving nation
just  to  be enslaved by another  (and then had this  repeated
again with the Japanese in World War II). 

This author's error was not recognizing the battle of  cultural
myths here.  At the beginning of the 20th century, the United
States saw itself not as a colonizer or an imperialist (compared
to many European nations),  but loving freedom and being a
liberator when it comes to enslaved peoples. As such, the story
about McKinley serves as a myth to explain how the United
States  would  decide  to  behave in  a  way  that  seems pretty
reminiscent of the imperialistic European powers. On the other
hand, Filipinos at this time viewed themselves as a freedom
loving,  oppressed,  people who never wanted to be ruled by
outsiders and who will never accept such a fate. As such, the
two  myths  were  incompatible.  Ultimately,  it  is  a  clash  of
worldviews.  In  hindsight,  this  author  has  come  to  the
conclusion  that  Filipinos  have  a  point.  Taking  over  another
people without their consent or blessing can never really be
considered to be seen as a form of liberation.

Worldview clashes can be quite detrimental to ministry. Many
Evangelicals  take  Genesis  12:1-3  to  mean  that  one  is
supposed  to  wholeheartedly  support  the  modern  nation  of
Israel.  As  such,  they  commonly  view  Israel's  neighbors
(Palestinians,  Syrians,  Jordanians,  Egyptians,  and  such)  as
enemies of God. Whether this is a sound interpretation of this
passage is uncertain, but it is part of the worldview of many
Christians, and Christian missionaries.  Imagine the difficulty of
a Christian missionary holding this worldview while reaching
out to Palestinians. The Palestinian worldview is considerably
different.  Often they see themselves as the ones peacefully
living in their homeland and being displaced and persecuted by
Israelis. Again, the issue here is not who is correct and who is
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incorrect. (Both sides have done some pretty horrible things at
times over  the last several  decades.)  The problem is that a
missionary  whose worldview is  diametrically  opposed to  the
worldview of the people he serves will be challenged in being
effective. A missionary to Palestinians should, on some level,
become  Palestinian  and  see  the  world  through  Palestinian
eyes.

Discussion

Many  Christians  are  uncomfortable  with  post-modernism.
Sometimes  this  is  for  good  reason.  But  sometimes  the
complaints on post-modernism are little more than stereotypes
of the most doubtful and extreme versions of it. For example,
some would say that post-modernists say there is no objective
truth.  While  there  are  some  who  hold  that  view,  more
commonly the belief is that there is objective truth, but that it is
difficult  to  identify  the  difference  between  objective  and
subjective truth. The issue is not so much about the reality of
truth, but the know-ability of truth.

Modernism and  Pre-Modernism have problems too.  At  their
worst,  modernism  replaces  God  with  human  reason  and
natural forces.  And pre-modernism replaces relationship with
God  with  uncritical  acceptance  of  (perhaps  superstitious)
beliefs. Is one of these worldviews superior to the other or not?
Or, should all  Christians embrace one of  these three, or do
something else?  
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Chapter 15
Contextualization

Contextualization is a word of many definitions and nuances.
There are, in fact, a wide range of meanings depending on the
theology of those using it. It is a fairly recent term, dating back
only to the 1960s. Here is one definition:

Finding points of contact within other people’s contexts
and removing things from one’s own context that might
block communication in order to gain a hearing for  the
gospel (verbally or non-verbally).1

Although  the  term  “contextualization”  is  fairly  recent,  the
concept has been around for a long time. Paul describes his
philosophy of ministry that involves contextualization: 

Though  I  am free  and  belong  to  no  one,  I  have  made
myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. To
the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those
under the law I became like one under the law (though I
myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the
law. To those not  having the law I  became like one not
having the law (though I am not free from God’s law but am
under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law.
To the  weak  I  became weak,  to  win  the  weak.  I  have
become  all  things  to  all  people  so  that  by  all  possible
means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the
gospel, that I may share in its blessings.
-I Cor. 9:19-23 (NIV)
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In  Roman  Catholic  missions,  the  term  often  used  is,
“accommodation.”  Protestants  prefer  “contextualization.”
Although  there  can be  differences,  their  range  of  meanings
overlap.  Below  is  a  letter  written  by  Pope  Gregory  giving
guidance, in about 601AD, as to how to share the gospel with
pagan Britons. It describes an early practice of accommodation
in Catholic missions.

“The  heathen  temples  of  these  people  need  not  be
destroyed,  only  the  idols  which  are  to  be  found  in
them… If the temples are well built, it is a good idea to
detach them from the service of the devil, and to adapt
them for the worship of the true God… And since the
people  are  accustomed,  when  they  assemble  for
sacrifice, to kill many oxen in sacrifice to the devils, it
seems reasonable to appoint a festival for the people
by way of  exchange.  The people  must  learn to  slay
their cattle not in honor of the devil, but in honor of God
and for their own food; when they have eaten and are
full,  then they must  render  thanks to  the giver  of  all
good things. If we allow them these outward joys, they
are more likely to find their way to the true inner joy… It
is doubtless impossible to cut  off  all  abuses at once
from rough hearts,  just  as  the  man who sets  out  to
climb a high mountain does not advance by leaps and
bounds,  but  goes upward step by step and pace by
pace.”

Letter by Pope Gregory (18 July 601) to Mellitus.2  

Contextual Theology

Imagine a ravine that has a rope bridge (See Figure 25). The
difference from a normal ravine, however, is that while one side
is  firm  and  steady,  the  other  is  constantly,  even  if  slowly,
changing. One side can be thought of as God's unchanging
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revelation. The other side is man's changing culture. Theology,
Contextualized Theology, is the bridge that connects the two.
Since culture is always changing, Contextualized Theology is
always changing. 

Figure 25.  The Theological Bridge

Consider  the  guidelines  of  Millard  Erickson  for  Christian
Theology in Table 9. According to that author, it should have
several  characteristics.  For  each  of  these  characteristics,
consider whether such a characteristic is one of permanence
or of change. From this, a few observations can be made:
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Characteristic Permanent/
Unchanging

Changing
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Biblical  (based  on,  consistent
with)

X

Systematic  (coherent,
harmonious,  drawn  from  the
whole of Scripture)

X

Relates  to  issues  of  general
culture and other academic fields

X

Contemporary, Contextualized to
the time and place to be used.

X

Practical X

Table 9.  Characteristics of Good Theology3

 All theology is contextual. 

 Theology needs to change as culture changes (yet  is
limited in range by Scripture).

 Theology  that  is  static  (unchanging)  should  not  be
viewed as good or Christian theology. 

 Irrelevant theology (within a context) is bad theology (at
least within that context).

But who should contextualize the gospel? Generally, it should
be  the  local  church.  Outsiders,  such  as  missionaries,  can
support  such  activities,  but  they  should  not  take  over  such
activities.  They  can  affirm,  and  caution,  and  support,  but
contextualization for a culture should come mostly from within
the culture.  Consider the following story: 

In Indonesia, a missionary was working with local believers in
a tribe. They came to a passage in the Bible readings:
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Remember you who are Gentiles by birth and called
“uncircumcised”  by  those  who  call  themselves  “the
circumcision”– remember that  at  that  time you were
separate  from  Christ,  excluded  from  citizenship  in
Israel  and  foreigners  to  the  covenants  of  promise,
without hope and without God in the world. But now in
Christ Jesus you who were once far away have been
brought near through the blood of Christ…you are no
longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with
God’s people and members of God’s household. -
                              Ephesians 2:11-13, 19

“How  do  you  explain  to  the  Dao  believers  that  they  are
Gentiles,  now  welcomed  into  God’s  family  along  with  the
Jewish believers? Then one Dao leader jumped in: “I think I
get it! There are two kinds of pigs here- domesticated and wild.
When we hunt, sometimes we find wild piglets. We put them in
our string bags and hang them on the wall of our house. We
feed the piglet by hand with mashed up sweet potatoes. We
teach it to respond to our pig calls and they come running to
us.  Then  we  say,  this  is  no  longer  a  wild  pig.  Now  it  is
domesticated.”  Other  Dao  men  chimed  in,  “Yeah,  that  is
exactly  what  God has done for  us.  He’s taken us  from the
jungle and transformed us. He’s fed us by his hand and taught
us his words. Even though we were once nothing but wild and
undeserving.”4

This was a case of good contextual theology. It was done by
the local leaders. It was biblically based, but made relevant to
their  culture.  It  was  encouraged  by  the  missionary,  but  not
determined  by  the  missionary.  And  that  is  a  good  thing.
Suppose the missionary said, “You are a bunch of wild pigs!” It
is likely such a statement would be received poorly. But since it
was self-developed, not developed by outsiders, it is useful for
the people.
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Henry  Venn  created  the  concept  of  the  Three-self  church.
Missionaries need to set up churches that are:

 Self-governing

 Self-supporting

 Self-propagating  5

Some  suggest  a  fourth  “self.”  Churches  should  be  self-
theologizing.  Of  course,  there  is  a  caution  here.  A poorly
discipled  local  church  is  poorly  equipped  to  self-theologize.
Without  proper  discipleship,  a  local  church  is  likely  to
syncretize local and Christian beliefs in an unhealthy way, or
simply mimic the theology of another (regardless of whether
that theology is good or bad or relevant).  This brings up the
issue of critical (or wise) contextualization.

Critical Contextualization

This term has been used by Paul Hiebert. It is used to compare
different  ways  in  which  Christianity  can  challenge   a  non-
Christian culture. Hiebert described three broad categories of
contextualization. Look at Figure 26.6 

Non-contextualization.  One  option  is  to  reject  the  non-
Christian culture. With this view, the local culture is fully flawed
and must be set aside completely and replaced with an outside
culture.  This  view takes a  negative  or  even hostile  view of
culture. It's focus is on a strong theology of redemption. People
are sinful — fractured by the fall  — and so everything must
change.  This  approximates  Lamin  Sanneh's  concept  of
“Diffusion.”

The problem with this is that Christianity is foreign, not local. In
some  cases  Christianity  becomes  a  “thin  veneer”
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covering/hiding the old ways. Christians become aliens among
their own people. 

Uncritical  Contextualization.  Another  option  is  to  accept
“uncritically” the non-Christian culture. In this case, the idea is
that Christianity should have a minimum impact on the culture.
This view focuses on the a  strong theology of creation. The
focus is on people being created in the image of God (Imageo
Dei), and cultures as also being in some sense from God, and
good.

Figure 26.  Critical Contextualization
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The problem is that the minimal impact of Christianity tends to
result in Syncretism. Syncretism is when two religions interact
incompletely forming,  in essence, a new religion. Sikhism, for
example, may be seen as an intentional combination of Islam
and Hinduism, taking the best from each while removing the
unpleasant parts.

Critical Contextualization. There is a lot of room between the
extremes  of  non-contextualization  and  uncritical
contextualization.  Critical  contextualization  starts  from  the
presumption  that  all  cultures  have  good  and  bad  qualities.
There is also the presumption that Christianity is meant to be
different  in  each  culture.  This  corresponds  with  Lamin
Sanneh's  concept  of  “Translation.”  Again,  critical
contextualization  needs  to  come  from  the  people,  not
outsiders, but outsiders can have an important role in helping
or hindering the process. 

Looking at the process from the position of an outsider, one
must firstly, sympathetically, study the culture. That means that
one  does  not  simply  condemn a  cultural  trait  because  it  is
different from one's own. Next, the Bible needs to be studied
with regard to these traits. The goal is to see the underlying
principles in the Bible, not just seeing how things were done in
ancient Israel or Greece. (Just because believers in the Bible
did  not  use  electric  guitars  in  worship,  or  did  not  eat
kangaroos,  does  not  mean,  necessarily,  that  either  are
unbiblical.) At this point, one can see what should be retained
and honored within the culture, and what things can be gently
modified to bring them in line with God's will. 

Theological Reflection
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Although there is much in the Bible on contextualization, the
key passage is the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15. The reason
for  the  gathering  of  apostles  and  church  leaders  was  to
determine the legitimacy of contextualization. The issue was
that at the time of the beginning of Acts, there were two types
of conversions.

Gentile  --------------->   Jew (Proselyte)

Jew      --------------->    (Jewish) Christian  

So what is supposed to happen if a Gentile wants to become a
disciple of Christ? Some felt that the process was:

    Gentile ----->   Jew  ------>  (Jewish) Christian 

Others said this was not true. Rather the process is:

Gentile ------>   (Gentile) Christian 

The process that required a Gentile to become a Jew (at least
behaviorally/culturally even if not going through the rites of a
proselyte) is non-contextualization. The other process where a
Gentile  can  become  a  (culturally)  Gentile  Christian  is
contextualization. 

The  Jerusalem  Council  decided  strongly  with  the
contextualization  position.  The primary  argument  was based
on the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit accepted different groups of
people regardless of their culture, so how could the church not
accept them?
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But how does one know if a contextualized theology is sound
or if it is guilty of uncritical contextualization? In Acts 15 it was,
in part, the miraculous working of the Holy Spirit.  But rarely do
we have this. When does a contextualized theology drift from
orthodoxy into syncretized heterodoxy?

Table 10 provides a few tests None of these are “proofs” but
they give some insight towards a compelling case in support of
or  opposition  to  a contextual  theology. It  is  shown as three
groups or tiers of  tests.  The first  tier  is divinity. This  makes
sense. God is, ultimately, the core of theology. The second tier
is community. While God is what theology is primarily ABOUT,
the community of faith is primarily what theology is primarily
TO. The third tier is culture. Culture is the context of theology. 

Bad theology may not fail in all of the tests--- and it is hard to
determine  for  sure  when a  test  is  actually  passed or  failed
anyway. But that being said, The accumulation of problems in
these  tests  should  be  taken  seriously.  And  likewise,  good
theology may not always pass every test either, but should do
well overall.

Ministerial Reflection
 

Contextualization is difficult. Missionaries have difficulties since
they are not only enmeshed with their home culture, but they
are also supported and governed by people from home. As
such, they have a tendency (and even a strong professional
obligation) to create disciples and churches that are in line with
their  home  church  culture.  Missionaries  come  from  a
theological  tradition  —  Reformed,  Pentecostal,  Charismatic,
Lutheran,  Wesleyan,  etc.  —  and  they  almost  have  an
obligation to connect the people they work with to that tradition,
even if that tradition does not meet the needs of the people. 
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Tier Test Questions Basis

Divinity Revelation Harmonious and Coherent 
with Scripture?
Or Disonant, or “cherry-
picked” from Scripture?

Unity and 
Canonicity of the 
Bible

God Is the God described within 
the theology, the God who is 
revealed?
Is God worthy of worship, 
and  relational in prayer?

God as Object of 
Theology

Creation Is our relation to creation in 
line with it being God's good 
creation?
Is our relation to AlL people 
as to ones created in God's 
image, and loved by God?

God as Creator

Community Local 
Church

Is it from the community, or 
from  the outside, or single 
person?
Is it accepted by and 
intelligble to the people?

Priesthood of 
Believers

Universal 
Church

Is it open to critique from the 
outside?
Is it open to critique and 
dialogue with those outside?

Catholicity and 
Unity of he Church

Spiritual 
Fruit

Does the actions, attitudes, 
and motiviations of those who
follow the theology allign with
ethical Christian standards?
Is the fruit of the spirit 
evidenced?

Link between 
Orthodoxy and 
Orthopraxy 

Culture Resonance Does it “resonate” with the 
culture it exists in?
Does it put into words, 
stories, images, and ideas 
questions being asked in the 
culture?

God as Redeemer 
of Culture

Tension Does it challenge the culture, 
seeking transformation?
Or does it simply support or 
justify what is accepted in the
culture?

Fallenness of Man 
and Culture

Table 10.  Tests of Contextual Theology
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Contextualization  is  also  difficult  because  of  modeling  New
believers,  like  newborn  children,  learn  primarily  through
modeling the thoughts and actions of others. A missionary or
church-planter cannot just tell new believers to work things out
for themselves. That is like a parent refusing to teach her 3
year old child how to live and survive in this world. For new
believers, if the missionary does not guide, the new believers
will  learn  through  modeling  off  of  the  missionary.  So  a
missionary may not tell the people how to worship, or how to
organize a church, or what music to listen to, but the people
will still learn by observing what the missionary does and what
the missionary prefers. 

Contextualization  is  also  difficult  because  of  Christian
competition.  If  one  is  not  strongly  directive  in  how  new
believers in a culture are to be, someone else will be. If one
allows  a  group  of  believers  to  self-theologize,  pretty  soon
someone  will  come  along  from  another  group  (be  they
Fundamentalist,  Pentecostal,  Charismatic,  Jewish  Messianic,
Restorationist.  Apostolic,  or even a false group) and directly
push  them  towards  a  non-contextualized  theology  and
behavior. It takes self-discipline and maturity for a missionary
to help a new church self-theologize, but it also takes discipline
from other Christian groups and workers in the area as well. 

Discussion
 

1.  In the Cordilleran region of the Philippines, some Christian
groups are encouraging the use of local religious forms (dress,
dance, and musical instruments, for example) in their Christian
worship services. This is similar to the use of equivalent things
among  native  American  tribes  in  the  United  States  with
“Christian  Powwows”.  Some  Christian  groups  attack  this
believing  that  the activities being  used are “pagan”  and the
instruments used are “instruments of Satan.” (It is curious that
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these same Christian groups often use electric guitars, drums,
and other instruments that, not long ago, were also identified
as being from Satan by many Christians.) On the other hand,
there are other groups that argue the opposite way. They say
that  Cordillerans  SHOULD  use  native  worship  forms  and
instruments even if they would prefer to use other forms.

Must Christian Cordillerans reject all local forms of worship? 
Must Christian Cordillerans conform to local forms of worship? 
Is there freedom of choice? 
Is there a middle ground?  

2.   In Sub-Saharan Africa,  there has been a proliferation of
Christian groups that teach a form of Prosperity Doctrine. This
is the belief that God wants his children to be rich, and (thus)
material prosperity and consumerism is an indication of God's
favor (sounds like the thinking of Job's “friends.”)  It has been
suggested  that  this  belief  sprang  from  discipleship  from
missionaries who did not understand the culture and language.
Therefore,  the  people  misunderstood  the  Bible  message.
Presently,  there  is  a  move  led  by  some  African  Christian
leaders and outside groups to correct this doctrinal error.
 
Is correcting this error good since it is fixing a past problem of
poor contextualization?

Or is it  a return to trying to control  a culture's belief  system
from outside  rather  than  allowing  them to  develop  on  their
own?
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Chapter 16
The Gospel to Different Cultures1

The Metaphor of the Waffle and the Pancake. 

1.  The Problem of Waffles. 

Imagine two plates. One has a waffle on it and another has a
pancake. Now imagine pouring syrup onto each. If one pours a
small  amount  onto  the  pancake,  the  syrup  will  immediately
spread  out.  On the  other  hand,  pouring  a  small  amount  of
syrup onto a waffle will result in the syrup pooling in some of
the waffle pockets while adjoining pockets may have no syrup
at all.

Consider  pancakes and waffles as describing regions in the
world. The pancake might be considered to be a monocultural
region.  The  syrup  is  the  gospel  message.  The  gospel  will
spread  out  fairly  evenly  because  there  are  no  real  cultural
barriers that would limit the accessibility of the gospel to the
people.   

On  the  other  hand,  waffles  describe  a  region  with  many
cultures.  Each  pocket  in  the  waffle  describes  a  separate
culture. When one pours the syrup (representing the gospel) it
will  pool  in  some  pockets  (cultures)  while  having  none  in
others. To get syrup in every pocket, one needs to intentionally
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put syrup in each.  The gospel as it is shared in a region will be
recognized and understood in some cultures while neighboring
cultures may not be impacted at all. There can be a number of
reasons  for  this.  Ultimately,  there  are  barriers  that  must  be
overcome. Discussion of some of these barriers will be given
later.

2.  The Potential of Waffles.

Waffles identify not only the problems in sharing the gospel, but
also the potential.  When one pours syrup onto a pancake, it
may spread out over it, but may also just flow off and pool on
the plate.  But  waffles are designed so that  the barriers that
keep the syrup out of a pocket can also hold it in.  A gospel
message  that  is  contextualized  to  a  specific  culture  can
resonate with that culture and lead to amazing transformation. 

Barriers to the Gospel

The  message  of  the  gospel  must  be  contextualized  to  the
culture. There are many barriers to acceptance of the Gospel.
Some of  these are cultural  in  nature.  Some are not.  These
barriers must be overcome (or gone around or in some way
dealt with). See Figure 27.

Some of the barriers include:

 Religious  barriers.  The  gospel  message  will  clearly
have an effect on the religious life and religious identity on
the people. The existing religious beliefs and identity will
typically  act  as  a  barrier  to  incorporating  a  new  faith
allegiance. Additionally, there may be religious institutions
and  governmental  organizations  that  will  actively  resist
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change. There may even be religious persecution for those
who bring the message and for those who follow Christ.

Figure 27.  Barriers to the Gospel

 Intellectual  barriers.  Each  culture  has  forms  of
reasoning,  philosophies,  logic,  and  such  that  can  be
challenging.  They  may  find  the  gospel  itself  to  be
challenging. Often, the problem is actually the one sharing
the message. The messenger may have trouble expressing
the gospel in a way that is intelligible (makes sense) to the
culture. For example, a messenger from a literate culture
may not  be prepared to  share the gospel  to  an illiterate
culture.  Or,  like  Paul  in  Athens,  one  is  challenged  by  a
culture that does not have knowledge of or respect for the
Bible, and values a very different philosophical system and
mythology. 

 Heart Barriers.  St. John refers to the lusts of the flesh,
the lusts of the eyes, and the pride of life. Various desires,
vices,  and  priorities  make  it  difficult  to  respond  to  the
gospel. Just as the “rich young fool” in the Gospel was not
prepared to follow Jesus because of his desire for wealth,
similar concerns can act as a barrier to change. 
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 Supernatural Barriers. God is at work in all places in
the world at all times, but as Christians we understand that
there are spiritual forces at work as well that are opposed
both to God and to His mission. Demons are seen as spirit
beings  that  seek  to  oppose  God's  work  in  a  people.
Between  demon  possession,  “witchcraft”,  spiritism  and
such,  the  messenger  of  God has powerful  opposition  to
effectively bringing the gospel to the people. 

 Physical  Barriers.  Individuals  may  have  physical
disabilities (for  example,  being blind or  deaf)  that  act  as
potential  barriers  to  the  effective  sharing  of  the  gospel.
Additionally,  illnesses  may  affect  a  region,  not  just
individuals, that affect response. Such large scale illnesses
could  relate  to  poverty,  malnutrition,  and  other  social
maladies.

 Social  Barriers.  Social  structures  are  commonly
established in a culture to maintain the status quo. As such,
the  gospel  can be seen as  a  challenge to  be  opposed.
Families,  and  financial  and  power  structures  can  align
themselves  to  oppose  response  to  the  Gospel.  People
want to grow up, get married, have families, be respected
in  their  community,  and  die  with  honor.  These  may  be
difficult for new believers in societies that reject Christianity.
Peer pressure and persecution from those around can hurt
response, and encourage backsliding.

 Psychological  Barriers.  Fears/anxieties,  guilt,  and
shame  can  serve  as  barriers.  So  can  various  forms  of
ignorance  and  biases,  which  can  be  very  difficult  to
overcome. Some cultures are more open to change while
others  are  more  closed.  There  may  be  hostility  to  the
Gospel  even  before  the  messenger  of  God  arrives  in  a
culture (for various reasons). 
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 Artificial  Barriers.  There  can  be  barriers  that  come
from the  messenger.  These  can  include  lack  of  cultural
knowledge, personal prejudices, limitations in the cultural
language,  bad  habits,  disrespect,  indifference  and
insensitivity.  It  doesn't  really  matter  whether  cultural
blunders were intentional or not. Either way, the effectivity
of the messenger can be greatly harmed.

 “Believers” Barriers. Today, it is a rare culture that has
had ZERO contact with Christians. Such contact could be
Christians (or people identified as Christians)  living in or
visiting a culture. Or else, “contact” may be through various
remote media. Sadly, the people who are most effective at
convincing  people  NOT to  follow  Christ,  are  often  other
Christians.

 Language  Barriers.  As  listed  in  a  previous  chapter,
many  factors  can  lead  to  miscommunication.
Miscommunication (or poor communication of the Gospel)
is hard to overcome from the outside. 

Bridges to the Gospel

Just as the walls between pockets in waffles can both keep
syrup  out  and  keep  it  in,  cultural  differences  can  be  a
hindrance to sharing the gospel or an aid. Consider two cases:

Case 1.  The Roman Centurion.  Luke 7:1-10
The centurion in this story showed faith beyond what Jesus
normally encountered. This centurion appears to be one of the
individuals  described  as  “God-fearers.”  These  Gentiles
embraced many of the beliefs and ethics of the Jewish faith,
without  being  willing  to  take  the  step  of  being  a  Jewish
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proselyte  (fully  leaving  behind  their  old  cultural  identity).  As
such,  the  centurion  might  be  said  to  have  one  foot  in  the
Jewish culture, and one foot in the Roman... bi-cultural

As a Roman Centurion living in Judea, he showed cultural 
respect and sensitivity.

 He built a synagogue for local Jews.

 He was described by the Jews as one who loves
the Jewish nation

 He showed sensitivity to the political situation in
Judea by sending Jews as a go-between to talk
to Jesus

 He did not require Jesus to enter the house of a
Gentile (a culturally awkward situation).

His sensitivity to  Jewish culture helped him...  but  so did his
Roman culture. The passage demonstrated that his activity in
the sub-culture of the Roman military helped him understand
God  on  a  level  that  many  Jews  did  not.  As  a  soldier,  he
understood that authority means that one does not have to be
in a place to get  things done.  Laying on of hands or  being
present  is  not  necessary.  He  recognized  that  Jesus  had
authority. Such authority goes beyond His physical being. 

The centurion's understanding based on his own culture, led
him to believe that Jesus was more than a healer. Jesus was a
man  who  had  authority...  much  as  a  military  general  can
conquer without setting foot on the battlefield. This type of faith
was aided, in part, by his cultural background... not hindered.

Case 2.  Nicodemus and a “Pagan” Tribe.  John 3:1-4, 10.

Nicodemus, a Bible scholar, was told by Jesus that one cannot
see the Kingdom of God unless one is born again. Nicodemus
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took  this  literally,  because  he  was  unfamiliar  with  this
metaphor. It is quite likely that Jesus chose this metaphor to
confuse  Nicodemus:  to  get  him  out  of  a  position  of  self-
satisfaction in his religious learning.

A tribe in New Guinea (Asmat Tribe) practices symbolic rebirth.
When a outsider comes into the village and wants to become a
part of the village, a ritual that mimics birthing is done. Once
complete,  the  person is  seen as  having  been native  to  the
village as if having been borne by villagers and raised in the
village.2 

Now suppose Jesus had said something to this tribe like: 

“God,  the  Creator  of  all  things  lives  in  the  village  in  the
Heavens. You people are not part of His village and are in fact
at war with God and the village in the Heavens. God wants us
to be at peace with Him. He wants there to be one village, one
people, with Him forever. To do this, you must be born again.”

Such  a  message  is  thoroughly  in  line  with  the  culture  and
practices  of  this  tribe.  So  a  message  from Jesus  that  was
confusing to a Jewish religious scholar (Nicodemus) would be
quite clear to one of the Asmat tribe. A member of that tribe
might respond something like, “Well of course, how could we
possibly have peace with God unless we are born again?”

These two cases suggest the possibility that a seeming barrier
to the Gospel can, in fact, act as a bridge — clearing obstacles
to receiving, understanding, and responding to the Gospel. 
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Religious Barriers that become Bridges to the Gospel 

 Religions/cultures  that  value  dreams/visions  may  be
open  to  Christianity  through  such  an  avenue  of
communication.3 

 Failures of a local religion to address physical, social, or
spiritual problems of a people will lead some to be open
to a new faith. 

 Redemptive analogies may exist within the religion that
makes Christianity logically or affectively accessible to
the people.

 Fear of spirits may lead people to seek safety in Christ.

 Opposition  from  religious  leaders  to  Christianity  may
engender curiosity in the Christian faith and the Bible.
For  example,  many  young  Iranians  have  become
interested  in  Christianity  due  to  dissatisfaction  with
restrictive religious/governmental system in Iran.   

Cultural Barriers that become Bridges to the Gospel

 Nominal Faith These people may be waiting for a
religion that they can trust.

 Cultural Bigotry and Conflict These  people  realize
their need for true community. 

 Poverty These  people  experience  the  love  of
Christ in action.

Redemptive Analogies
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Don Richardson popularized a concept that has been around
from the beginning of  the Christian faith.4 Every culture has
characteristics that can be identified and utilized to explain the
very difficult  Christian concept  of  salvation.  In fact,  the term
salvation,  itself,  is  a  redemptive  analogy.  The  term  “saved”
compares  spiritual  rescue  by  God  to  physical  rescue  from
physical death. Some other terms we use for salvation from the
Bible are also redemptive analogies.

Redeemed.  Roman slave market. We are purchased by God
as a man might purchase someone on the slave auction block.

Adopted.  Roman family law. We are taken from one family
and  brought  into  new family,  with  full  privileges  of  the  new
position. Note, in Roman adoptions, the adopted person has, in
fact, more rights than the natural-born child.

Justified.  Roman court system. We are guilty before the law,
but declared innocent by God-- the merciful judge.

We  often  look  at  redemption,  adoption,  and  justification  as
theological  terms.  In  actuality  they  are  cultural  metaphors.
They were used to explain the amazing concept of our new
relationship  with  God  through  cultural  characteristics  of  the
Roman  empire.  Richardson  describes  a  number  of  modern
redemptive analogies, particularly in New Guinea. The peace
child  of  the  Sawi  tribe,  as  well  as  ritual  rebirth  among  the
Asmat people, are a couple.   

Consider  some  redemptive  analogies  from  historical  Chin
culture of Myanmar. 

 Atoning  sacrifice.  A  cattle  liver  was  needed  by  the
departed to enter Misi Khua (heaven). The sacrifice of a
pig or mythun (a local bovine) was also needed to make
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peace  between  enemies  or  quarreling  families,  and
appease dead ancestors. Christ is seen as the atoning
sacrifice for peace between God and Man.

 Shah-Nu. Shah-Nu is the gatekeeper to Misi Khua. To
enter “heaven” one half of cattle liver would be given to
Shah-Nu (the other half given to one’s grandfather and
grandmother). Christ describes himself as the Gate, in
which no one can come to the Father except through
Him. So Christ is both the gatekeeper and the sacrifice. 

 Suutpi. The suutpi is the centerpost in a traditional Chin
home.  It  supported  the  bulk  of  the  weight  of  the
structure. It  also separated the “outer” portions of the
house from the inner portions.  Additionally, there is a
curious older custom. If a person murders a member of
a family, if he can get to the suutpi of that family house
and embrace it, he will be accepted by the family and
taken in. The suutpi also can remind one of Christ as
the  “chief  cornerstone”  (the  most  important  support
member  for  a  house  of  a  different  construction).
Additionally, embracing/accepting Christ will break down
animosity and result in being part of a new family… a
family that we have caused a member’s death.5

What are some cultural characteristics that can be used from
your  own  culture  to  explain  God’s  work?  Consider  some
concepts/activities  in  the  Philippines.   -bayanihan?   -fiesta?
-santo nino? -canao?  -others?6

Cultural Distance
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Some think  that  cultural  anthropology  may  be useful  in  the
mission  field,  but  not  in  one's  home  territory.  However,  the
tools and rules that assist can help just as it does overseas.
Missiologists often use an E-Scale (Evangelism Scale) and a
P-Scale  (People  scale  describing  cultural  distance  between
people and a church they can connect with) to describe levels
of  cultural  separation.  This  book  will  focus  on  E-Scale  and
connect it to Acts 1:8.  Refer to Table 11.

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you;
and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea
and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”

Evangelism
Scale

Acts 1:8 Ministry Sharing the Gospel with...

E-0 Member
Care

People  within  one's  own
church sub-culture

E-1 Jerusalem Church
Growth

People  within  one's  own
neighborhood sub-culture.

E-1 Judea Church
Multiplying

People  not  of  one's  own
neighborhood  sub-culture  but
sharing  language  and  many
other major cultural similarities.

E-2 Samaria Church
Multiplying 

People  of  somewhat  similar
culture  but  with  some  noted
differences. 

E-3 Ends  of
the Earth

Church
Multiplying

People  of  distinctly  different
culture. 

Table 11.  E-Scale Groups

Ministerially, E-0, reaching those who already are in the church
family but not believers in Christ is a form of Church Member
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Care.  E-1,  reaching those in Jerusalem could be viewed as
Church Growth ministry... although one could be planting new
churches. E-2 and E-3 would be tied to church multiplying or
church-planting.  It  is  often  argued  that  missions  is  cross-
cultural  and so missions only involves E-2 and E-3 ministry.
However,  that  is  not  the  only  way  to  look  at  it.  Church
multiplying is a missional activity regardless of the “E” level. E-
1 is still cross-cultural and if it involves creating new churches,
perhaps it should be viewed as missions as well. 

Multi-Dimensional Evangelism

Zero-Dimensional Evangelism

The term "evangelism" ("euangelizo")  has gone through many
stages in understanding its meaning.  The Greek root of  this
term limits it  to "proclamation" or the sharing of good news.
Within the Christian context, it would cover sharing the good
news of Christ to people. We could call this “zero-dimensional
evangelism” since it is simply a point in time and space. The
gospel is shared and the invitation to follow Christ is accepted
or rejected. Many limit their use of the term “evangelism” to this
sense.

One-Dimensional Evangelism

In its usage in the Bible and in the early church,  the term is
applied more broadly, and commonly includes discipleship, not
limiting  itself  to  the  conversion   experience  in  the  hearer.
Evangelism has been extended from a point (zero-dimension)
back to a line (one-dimension) by James Engel who created
what  is  now known as the Engel's  Scale.7 (See Figure 28.)
Evangelism is cognitive work that moves the listener from a
state  of  rejection  towards belief  and discipleship.  Therefore,
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helping  someone  go  from  complete  ignorance  of  God  to
understanding who God is in relationship to oneself is part of
evangelism.  Anything  that  cognitively  assists  the  hearer  to
move up the scale then can be identified as evangelism. 

Figure 28.  Engel's Scale
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Figure 29.  Gray's Matrix

Two-Dimensional Evangelism

Two-Dimensional Evangelism is found in the Gray Matrix (See
Figure  29)   developed  by  Frank  Gray.  He  noted  that
evangelism should  not  be  thought  of  as  simply  a  cognitive
process.  There  is  also  an  affective  (emotions/values)
component.  This  means  that  helping  someone  move  from
being  hostile  to  God  and  the  gospel  to  having  a  favorable
opinion is  also part  of  evangelism. Moving anyone from the
lower  left  towards  the  upper  right  in  the  2-D  matrix  is
evangelism.8  
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Three-Dimensional Evangelism

But this begs the question of a third dimension. In education,
one  generally  divides  the  molding  of  students  in  terms  of
cognitive, affective, and behavioral. Engel's Scale is cognitive
(1-dimensional).  Gray's  Matrix  is  cognitive  and  affective  (2-
dimensional).  But  could  evangelism  be  thought  of  as  3-
Dimensional...  or  an  Evangelism  Cube? Could  one  add  a
behavioral  component.  One could argue that  salvation does
not have a behavioral component since salvation is a matter of
faith  not  works.  Yet  the  same  argument  might  be  made
regarding the other two dimensions. If it is about faith, it is not
about correct thinking or correct feelings. But since part of our
role as Christians is to be conformed behaviorally to Christ and
to guide others in the same direction, then behavior certainly is
a component in effective evangelism.  

Why  does  this  matter...  or  does  it  matter?  How we picture
things guides how we do things. Some see evangelism as a
dot.  Get  people to  say the sinner's  prayer  and that  is  good
enough. I have known Christians that have used trickery to get
people to mumble the sinner's prayer. When the person has
done this, the “witness” feels that he has done the work of an
evangelist.  It  is like a friend of mine who had an interesting
experience.  Some  Muslim  neighbors  tried  to  trick  him  into
saying the Shahada (Islamic statement of  faith)  three times.
Why? Because they believed that  the act  of  saying it  three
times  would  make  him  a  Muslim.  While  we  may  find  that
humorous, as these Muslim neighbors did, those who believe
that  saying  the  sinner's  prayer  makes  one  a  Christian
(regardless  of  intent,  heart,  or  faith)  is  guilty  of  the  same
confusion.
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Those that see evangelism as a line work with people through
the  cognitive  challenges  of  faith  and  continue  after  a
conversion experience towards becoming a faithful servant of
God.   Those  that  see  evangelism  as  two-dimensional  are
concerned with values and emotions. They are concerned with
"decorating  the  gospel"  (Titus  2:10)  to  not  only  make  it
intellectually palatable but desirable to the heart. They share
not only what is true, but do it in a way that is kind and helpful
(I Peter 3:15).

Three-dimensional evangelism is concerned with the cognitive
side and the affective side, but the behavioral side as well...
helping  them  conform  themselves  to  Christ.  Since  many
behaviors  can  be  destructive  and  a  hindrance,  behavioral
guidance may begin even before conversion and continue long
past.

In  sharing  the  gospel  in  a  different,  and  potentially  hostile
culture, it is likely that all three dimensions are needed. They
need to encounter the truth of the Gospel (some might call this
“truth encounter.”) They also need to see that the Gospel is a
good  or  desirable  thing.  Commonly,  but  not  strictly,  this  is
demonstrated  through  “love  encounter”  —  divine  love
demonstrated by the Christians in such a way that unbeliever's
gain a positive view of Christianity and the Christian message.
A  friend  of  mine  was  a  Muslim  man  who  lived  in  a
predominantly Muslim country, but worked for a foreign man
who was Christian. One day, his boss invited him to a Bible
study. My friend gladly accepted, and later became a Christian.
But  his  openness  joining  a  Bible  study  and  later  accepting
Christ was because he had gained a positive view of his boss.
In  many  (all?)  cultures,  people  respond  in  faith  only  after
experiencing faith  in  action.  In  many shame-based cultures,
people  become  involved  in  a  church,  and  participating  in
church life, long before they decide to become a Christian. 
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Care  must  be  made  to  ensure  that  God's  Message  is  not
undermined by the other dimensions.

All of this is not to say that God cannot work simply through
sharing the gospel.  Salvation is  the work of  the Holy Spirit.
Rather, the point is that evangelism should be seen as having
many dimensions.... it has a cognitive component, an affective
component,  and a behavioral  component.  When sharing the
gospel  in  a  different  culture,  extra  care  must  be  made  to
ensure that  God's  Message is  not  undermined by  the other
dimensions.

Theological Reflections

The  following  are  some  points  of  discussion  regarding
redemptive analogies:

1. Are Redemptive Analogies Created by God? It has been
suggested by  Don Richardson and others  that  God creates
redemptive analogies and we must discover them. Is that true?
Possibly, but it is hard to tell. In some cases, such as the story
of the Incan Emperor Pachacuti and the god Viracocha, or the
Karen  people  and the  great  book,  it  sounds as  if  God had
stepped into the culture to crack the door open to Christian
witness. We do need to be reminded at times that God is at
work in all times and all places, and not only in and through
Christians and the Church. But to assume that this happens in
every culture seems doubtful. In general, redemptive analogies
many not always be discovered, but also created.9

2.   Do Some Cultures  Have  No Redemptive  Analogies?
This  is  a  bit  opposite  of  the  first  point.  For  example,  Don
Richardson,  again10,  claimed  that  he  has  “fully studied  the
Quran” and found that there are no redemptive analogies in
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Islam.  The  reason  is  that  every  concept  with  a  Christian
connection (heaven, salvation, Jesus) has been distorted. This
seems to be a flawed view. The first and obvious problem is
that to have studied the Quran (the primary of the two uniquely
Islamic  holy  books)  is  in  no  way  saying  one  has  studied
various  Islamic  and  Islam-influenced  cultures.  Redemptive
analogies  are  culture-related  more  than  book-related.
However,  a  bigger  problem  is  a  basic  issue  of  what  a
redemptive analogy is. 

To say that there is no redemptive analogy is to say that there
is no story or symbol that exists or can be imagined that could
help  a  person  in  Culture  A  to  grasp  the  divine  truth  of
redemption. Our commonality as humans (hope for the future,
a desire for the truth and the divine, a need for relationship and
love,  recognition  of  our  failure  for  perfection,  and  our  own
frailty)  pretty  much  guarantees  that  there  are  things  in  our
individual  and  societal  experiences  that  are  resonant  with
divine truth.

3.   Do  Redemptive  Analogies  Have  to  be  Perfect  to  be
Beneficial? It  must  be  emphasized  that  ALL  ANALOGIES
BREAK DOWN AT SOME LEVEL. Analogies help us to bridge
the concrete and the abstract, the human and the divine. Take
the most  well-known extra-biblical  redemptive  analogy… the
“Peace Child.”11 The peace child was human, not divine. The
peace child was not permanent but was limited to the lifespan
of the person used. While Jesus was killed by the people He
was given to (thus making the sacrifice complete), the peace
child must not be killed by the recipient to complete the peace.
Clearly,  this  redemptive  analogy  has limitations.  One of  the
most well-known redemptive analogies in the Bible is Jesus as
the ransom for sinners (Mark 10:45). Yet the idea of a ransom
implies a literal kidnapper. But who would that kidnapper be? Is
it God, is it Satan, is it someone else? Or are we trying to take
an analogy too far? Those who feel that certain cultures do not
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have redemptive analogies appear to believe that they must
find a perfect analogy. Perfect analogies simply do not exist…
in any culture.

Ministerial Reflection  

Contextualization of the Gospel requires three roles (at least
three).12

 Linguist.  A  linguist  is  concerned  about  taking  the
message  of  God  and  communicating  it  effectively  by
having  the  correct  language  and  concepts  that  are
intelligible to the culture. 

 Anthropologist. An anthropologist  does not stop with
language,  but  seeks  a  deeper  understanding  of  the
culture to enliven God's message through drawing from
their deep cultural stories, beliefs, and practices.

 Prophet. A  prophet  does  not  simply  give  God's
message but  connects the message to  the concerns,
fears, values, and problems of a culture. 

All  of  these  characters  should  be  working  simultaneously.
However, on a logical level, it could be said that the first role is
the prophet. One must understand the culture to understand
what message the people need to hear from God. The second
role is the linguist.  The message of God must be translated
into a form of communication that is understandable (at a heart
level) by the listeners. The third role is the anthropologist. With
out  deeply  connecting  the  message  with  the  culture,  the
message may be understandable, but not resonant. 
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Discussion 

Jesus was raised as a Jew, and so had excellent linguistic skill
to make God's message understandable to His audience. But
how did he act as a prophet (connecting cultural needs and
concerns  with  His  message)  and  how  did  he  act  as  an
anthropologist  (utilizing  forms  of  communication,  cultural
values, and local stories) to be an effective witness?
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Chapter 17
Inter-Religious Dialogue

Range of Approaches

The 20th century  began with  a  sort  of  cultural  and religious
triumphalism. Western civilizaton was seen by Christians, and
many others as well, as the epitome of culture, and Christianity
as  the one true  faith.  The one truly  competing  religion  was
secularism — if one could rightfully describe it as a religious
system at all. However, World Wars I and II brought doubt to
the  presumptions  of  moral  superiority  of  the  Western World
and its faith. This doubt came from both inside (“Are we really
better than everyone else?” “Is it right to impose our standards
and beliefs on others?”) and outside (nationalism and religious
revitalization  in  formally  colonized  regions)  of  the  Western
world. With the 3rd World Mission Conference in Madras, India
in 1938, mission organizations were beginning to take inter-
religious dialogue (IRD) more seriously. This  area has been
recognized as important by most missiologists, but has been
hotly debated as to its nature. The debate has, perhaps, been
most  heated  in  the  conciliar  missions  conferences,1 but  all
have had to take this issue seriously. 

While  the  range  of  views  on  IRD may  be  thought  of  as  a
continuum, there are three primary approaches. Different terms
could  be  used,  the  following  terms seem useful  to  descibe
them. These terms are used by this writer. Others use other
terms.
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 Apologetic Approach

 Relativistic Approch

 Clarification Approach

Figure 30.  Range of Views on Inter-Religious Dialogue

Apologetic has been the classic form of Evangelical IRD. It is
communication in the form of argument, as shown in Figure 23.
This is people of two faiths coming together and debating with
one  another  until  one  person  admits  defeat  and,  perhaps,
changes religious allegiance.  Apologetics has a long history.
Paul  and  company  debated  with  religious  leaders  in  the
synagogues. Among the Antenicene Fathers, Aristides, Justin
Martyr, Irenaeus, and others can be seen as Apologists for the
faith. However, it is true that in many cases, their role was not
primarily to argue people of other faiths into the Christian faith.
For example, Aristides sought to demonstrate that Christianity
was a valid and worthy faith in the Roman empire, and so the
government should permit it as a legal religion. Irenaeus wrote
primarily  for  the  orthodox  believers  not  to  slip  into  heresy.
Similarly,  the  writer  of  Hebrews  sought  to  convince  Jewish
Christians  not  to  drift  back  into  Judaism.  Additionally,
apologetics may be used more to establish credibility of one's
faith much as the Patriarch Timothy I did in his 3-day discourse
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with the Caliph.1 In much a similar manner, many apologists
may write with the purpose of demonstrating the credibility of
the faith to those who already believe but may be weak in the
faith. 

However, apologetics is  not  normally  very useful  in bringing
non-believers to Christ. A major reason for this is the Backfire
Effect.  This  term describes an oft  seen phenomenon where
two people end an argument further apart than they were at
the beginning.  As an argument continues, the participants feel
threatened  by  the  statements  of  the  opponent  and  become
less open to his or her statements and more sure of their own.

The  other  extreme  could  be  described  as  the  relativistic
approach. This approach was popularized by John Hick and
Raimon Panikkar. The participants are expected to relativize
their own beliefs. Similarities tend to be focused on, and there
is  a  greater  respect  toward  finding  a  commonality  of  faith.
From  an  Evangelical  standpoint  there  issues  with  this.  In
relativizing  of  one's  faith,  there  is  the  presumption  that
Christianity  lacks  uniqueness  among  religions.  Additionally,
while  argument  tends  to  be  ineffective  to  bring  change,
relativizing  of  beliefs  starts  from  with  a  minimization  of
importance of one set of beliefs over another.2 

In between  one could label a clarification approach. In this, the
focus is not so much on argument and differences. Neither is it
about relativizing of beliefs and similarities. Rather, the goal is
on  understanding  each  other,  valuing  both  similarities  and
differences.  While the goal is not necessarily to change minds,
it may be a better approach to do just that. 

Darrell  Whiteman  speaks  of  three  functions  of
contextualization,  but  they  could  be  equally  said  of  a
clarification approach of dialogue. The three functions are:
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(1) “to communicate the Gospel in word and deed and to
establish the church in ways that make sense to people
within their local cultural context, presenting Christianity in
such  a  way  that  it  meets  people’s  deepest  needs  and
penetrates their worldview, thus allowing them to follow Christ
and remain within their own culture.

(2)  “...to  offend—but only for  the right  reasons,  not  the
wrong ones. Good  contextualization  offends  people  for  the
right reasons. Bad contextualization, or the lack of it altogether,
offends  them  for  the  wrong  reasons.  When  the  Gospel  is
presented in word and deed, and the fellowship of believers we
call the church is organized along appropriate cultural patterns,
then people will more likely be confronted with the offense of
the Gospel,  exposing their own sinfulness and the tendency
toward evil, oppressive structures and behavior patterns within
their culture.”

(3) “...to develop contextualized expressions of the Gospel
so that the Gospel itself will be understood in ways the
universal church has neither experienced nor understood
before, thus expanding our understanding of the kingdom
of God. In this sense contextualization is a form of mission in
reverse,  where  we will  learn  from other  cultures  how to be
more Christian in our own context.”3 

The third function is uncomfortable to some, but everyone can
learn things... including us. Clarification opens doors to learn,
understand, and establish the grounds for change.
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Seven Rules of IRD

Max Warren described seven rules for inter-religious dialogue,
where at least part of the purpose for the dialogue is to share
one's faith with others.4

Rule #1:      Acceptance of our Common Humanity
Dialogue  is  not  between  two  ideologies  or  religions,  but
between two people… created in the image of God. It is easy
to  dehumanize  the  other.  It  is  important  to  realize  that  a
Christian and a non-Christian have more in common than they
have differences. However, there is more than that. Returning
to Figure 3 in Chapter 2, not only is the person one is talking to
NOT simply a member of a social, ethnic, or religious grouping,
he or she is also more than simply a member of the human
race.  The  person  is  an  individual.  As  such,  one  cannot
presume that one “knows” that person. One must listen and
learn.

Rule #2:      Divine Omnipresence
Entering  into  a  dialogue,  one  is  not  entering  alone.  God  is
there, and has prepared the situation long before one arrived.
In missiology one might say that God is on Mission and invites
us to join him on that mission.5 In other words, not only are we
not on our own, but we are not the first there.

Rule #3:      Accepting the Best in the Other
Don’t focus on what is bad about other religions… also freely
acknowledge their  good points.  Be open to admit  failings in
one’s own faith as well. This is hard to do, and often the more
one's faith group is particularist, the more likely it  is hard to
admit one's faith's failings. Willingness to be open about the
failings,  however,  can actually  strengthen the  authenticity  of
one's  message.  Relatedly,  recognizing  positive  things  about
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another's faith, often makes them more open to see positive
aspects of your own faith.6  

Rule #4:      Identification
Attempt to understand them as if you were one of them. Think
incarnationally.  Imaginatively  “walk  in  their  shoes”  to
understand what they believe, why they believe it, and why it
makes sense to them. Of course, to do this, one has to, on
some level, understand the other person. To understand, one
needs  to  listen  with  the  primary  intention  of  understanding,
rather than responding.

Rule #5:      Courtesy
Dialogue with identifiable respect– identifiable by the other in
ones words, demeanor, and actions. As a general rule, if one
does not know the right action or word to say, consider what
you  would  consider  respectful  and  courteous  under  the
circumstance.  Of course,  what may be thought courteous in
one culture may be offensive in another culture. For example,
asking a teacher a question in one culture may be judged as
respectful,  demonstrating  interest  and  curiousity.  In  another
culture,  the  same  behavior  may  be  deemed  offensive,
suggesting that the teacher is a poor instructor. Again, listening
and learning is important. However, the Golden Rule still works
a majority of the time. 

Rule #6:      Interpretation
Sharing one’s faith to another is not one of proclamation or
didactics.  Rather  it  is  one  of  interpretation…
contextualization… translation. Attempting to make one’s faith
understandable within the symbol structure of the other, NOT
one’s own structure. This is simply the art of contextualization
of the message.
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Rule #7.      Expectation
God is at work in the dialogue, and one should be expectant
that this work will ultimately bear fruit in one way or another…
in the other AND in oneself. This brings one back to Rule #2.
God was there first in the conversation, and God is at work
after.  One  is  not  a  salesman...  driving  things  home  in  a
desperate  act  to  “close  the  deal.”  In  fact,  response  to  the
message  is  a  miraculous  event.  It  is  not  your  job  to  be  a
miracle worker, but to be a witness. Review I Corinthians 3:6.
Ultimately it is God who brings the results. 

Theological Reflection 

Returning for this passage for a third time in this book, read
Acts 10. In it is the conversation of Peter and Cornelius. Also,
look  back  at  Whiteman's  third  function  for  contextualization,
three pages prior in this book. In essence it suggests that in
contextualization  and  inter-religious  dialogue,  the  Christian
may have something to learn from non-Christians. Some would
consider  this  to  be  controversial.  However,  in  the  dialogue
between Peter and Cornelius, Peter did learn more about the
Christian faith through Cornelius. One might say that God used
Cornelius to teach Peter – much as Jonah was trained by God
via Phoenician sailors and Ninevites, as well as a sea monster
and a worm. A Christian should be open to learn from God in
all situations including IRD. 

Ministerial Reflection
 

William Carey  was  once given  the  following  advice,  “Young
man, sit down; when God is pleased to convert the heathen
world, He will do it without your help or mine.”7  
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Much of  that  statement  is  true.  But  one word particularly  is
problematic. It is the word “will.” Certainly God can do missions
“without  your  help  or  mine,”  However  the  Biblical  record
supports  the  idea  that  God  chooses  to  work  with  us  and
through us... the church. Acts 10 points to this as well. 

God intervenes in human affairs to reach out to Cornelius. In
fact,  He  gives  a  message  directly  to  him.  However,  the
message  was  to  seek  out  Peter.  Peter  was  to  give  God's
message of hope. 

Discussion

1. Read John 4, where Jesus spoke to the Samaritan woman.
How  does  the  Max  Warren's  Seven  Rules  apply  to  this
conversation (or doesn't)? Do the same with the following  text.

2. Read Timothy I, Apology for Christianity8 

3.  Read Titus 2:10 and I Peter 3:15. How might these verses
inform inter-religious dialogue?
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Activity

Converse  with  three  people  who  are  not  Christian  (do  not
identify themselves as Christian). Apply, as much as possible,
the  Seven  Rules  of  Inter-religious  Dialogue.   After  each
conversation, write down the experience... following the basic
format of a Case Study, as described in Chapter 5.

Share your experiences with others in a group. Also share your
reflections on the experience.
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Conclusions
Agents of Change, Agents of Preservation

The presentation of this book is built from a few underlying 
premises.

 God created humans not only to be individuals but to be
members of social groupings.

 God may not have created cultures but, they are part of 
God's plan. (See Acts 17:25-27)

 While no culture is perfect, all cultures have aspects that
are good and useful. 

 The Christian message transforms culture or fulfills 
culture, but should not replace culture.

James Michener in his book “Hawaii” described missionaries
as people who came in and destroyed Hawaiian culture.1  This
view  is  open  for  challenge.  But  it  has  happened.  There  is
always  the  temptation  to  destroy  what  one  does  not
understand or appreciate. Christian ministers should not only
be Agents of Change, but Agents of Preservation. 

If there is good in cultures... 
If there is something beautiful in a people group, their 
language, beliefs, and practices...
If God is at work in every culture...

… then there is something inhumane (a desecration of sorts,
perhaps)  in carelessly devaluing and seeking to destroy the
culture.  In  the  novel  Perelandra,  Weston destroyed frog-like
creatures for no better reason than he preferred to see them
mangled than whole. Ransom saw this as an act of true evil.2
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Yet to mangle a culture from ignorance is no better. God's light
is more likely to shine through a divinely transformed culture
than through a humanly mangled culture... even if the mangling
is done with seemingly noble intentions.

When  William  Carey  came  to  India,  he  recognized  great
beauty  in  the  Bengali  culture  and  the  people.  He  also
recognized  great  problems...  even  evils.  His  long  career  in
India was not only to spread the Gospel but to contextualize
that faith to the Bengali people (and other cultural groups) and
to preserve and promote the best of Bengali culture.  His ability
to act effectively as both an Agent of Change and an Agent of
Preservation, has much to do with him being considered by
many  “The  Father  of  Modern  Protestant  Missions”  and  an
inspiration for  thousands upon thousands of  those in  cross-
cultural Christian ministry. 
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Appendix A
Rapid Assessment 

Name of Community:
Report Date:
Location:
Research Methods (check appropriate)

 Semi-Structured interviews
          _____  Barangay Captain              _____  Kagawads
          _____  BHW _____  Civic Leader
          _____ Religious Leader                _____  Others
_________________________________________________

______ Informal Interview(s) with residents
______ Review Socioeconomic Profile (SEP)
______ Community Walk-thru
______ Focus Group
______ External information sources   

_________________________________________________
Items to Collect (General Guide)

I. Demographics

A.  Population
-Total and breakdown by age, gender
-Households/Families/Average family size

      B.  Cultural Groups
-Dialect Groups or subcultures
-Religious makeup/religious institutions in 

community
      C.  Social Groups

-Civic organizations 
-Social gatherings/festivals

II. Geography
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A.  Land Information
-Land area and boundaries (Map useful)
-Neighboring communities
-Landforms/geographic features

       B.  Soil Characteristics
      -Types of soil
      -Fertility of land

       C.  Natural Resources
      -Land use
      -Water resources
      -Mineral resources
      -Forest resources
      -Existing plants/animals

       D.  Weather Patterns/rainfall/temperature etc.
III. Facilities

A.  Potential facility assets for development (businesses, schools, gov't, 
etc.)
B.  Utility assets (roads and other transportation, electricity, water, phone, 
etc.)

IV. Economics

A.  Businesses, Livelihood, Income Sources
B.  Economic Breakdown
-Average Income
-Poverty Level

      C.  Economic Cycle (such as growing/harvesting and 
cottage industry cycles)
      D.  Economic Assets (transportation, market, industry, 
gov't facilities, etc.)

V. Identified Problems

A.  Domestic Problems (family/marriage/etc.)
B.  Social Problems
           -Vices
           -Substance Abuse
           -Immorality
           -Cultural problems
           -Educational problems
           -Criminal activity/institutions
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      C.  Economic Problems
      D.  Spiritual Problems (beliefs, practices, structures)
      E.  Physical Problems  

                         -Healthcare
                                    -Medical facilities/structures
                                    -Lifestyle
                                    -Beliefs (health)
                                          -Medical problems
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                                                      ENDNOTES

Introduction

1If you are interested in the Osage Indian totem structures or the
like, you are encouraged to read The Savage Mind, by Claude Levi-
Strauss,  or  similar  classic  works  of  Anthropology,  like  the  Golden
Bough, by James Fraser. 

Chapter 1

1 A  good  overview  is  found  in  Raymond,  Scupin.   Cultural
Anthropology: A Global Perspective, 8th ed., (New York: Pearson, 2011),
chapter 1.

2”Cultural Anthropology for Christian Mission”: A Lecture Series
developed by Dr. Flint James Miller; Based on the lectures of Dr. Darrell
Whiteman; Using many of the concepts of Paul Hiebert Charles Kraft,
and Eugene Nida.

3Definition is from David W. McCurdy, James P. Spradley, and
Dianna J. Shandy  The Cultural Experience: Ethnography in Complex
Society, (Long Grove IL: Waveland Press, 2005).

4Gaussian distribution (bell shaped curve) is a special case of a
Weibull  distribution.  The  bell-shaped  curve  is  symmetric  around  the
highest point on the curve. Weibull distributions may be symmetric or
asymmetric.
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Chapter 2

1David  W.  Augsburger,  Pastoral  Counseling  Across  Cultures,
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1986), 48-78. However,
the “Trinitarian” model for humans was first expressed by Kluckholn and
Murray in 1948.

2Consider movies such as The Truman Show and The Matrix
Trilogy.

3Christopher, J. H. Wright. The Mission of God: Unlocking the
Bible’s  Grand  Narrative  (Downers  Grove:  InterVarsity  Press,  2006).
Wright discusses the Abrahamic Covenant at length, especially in view
of its missional and trans-cultural implications.

Chapter 3

1From the class notes of  Daniel  Russell's  courses,  Philippine
Baptist Theological Seminary, 2004-2007.

2G.  Linwood  Barney,  “The  Supracultural  and  the  Cultural:
Implications  for  Frontier  Missions,”   The  Gospel  and  Frontier
Peoples, ed. R. Pierce Beaver (Pasadena: William Carey, 1973), 48-55. 

3Sherwood G.  Lingenfelter and Marvin K.  Mayers, Ministering
Cross-Culturally, (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 2000), chapter
9.

Chapter 4

1Sarah  A.  Lanier,  Foreign  to  Familiar,  (Hagerstown,  MD:
McDougal Publishing,  2000).

2  Also known as the four “H's.”  Honeymoon, Hostility, Humor,
Home.  From  Mary  Eckes  and  Barbara  Law,  The  More  Than  Just
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Surviving  Handbook (Winnipeg,  Manitoba,  Canada:  Portage  &  Main
Press, 2000).

3Developed  by  John  W.  Berry,  in  “Acculturative  Stress,”  in
Psychology and Culture, W. J. Lonner & R. S., Malpass, eds. (Boston,
MA: Allyn & Bacon, 1994), 211-215.

Chapter 5

1John  W.  Creswell, Inquiry  and  Research  Design:  Choosing
Among  Five  Traditions.  (Thousand  Oaks,  CA:  SAGE  Publications,
1997).

2Cultures, Subcultures, and Microcultures defined by David W.
McCurdy,  James  P.  Spradley,  and  Dianna  J.  Shandy  The  Cultural
Experience:  Ethnography  in  Complex  Society, (Long  Grove  IL:
Waveland Press, 2005).

3H.  Russell  Bernard.  Research  Methods  in  Anthropology:
Qualitative  and Quantitative  Approaches,  2d  ed.  (Walnut  Creek,  CA:
AltaMira Press, 1995), 209-10.

4This section came from notes from two training seminars. One
was by Renato Gabaldon on “Church-based Community Development,”
held in La Union, Philippines in 2007. The other is “Training of Trainers I
and II”  for Community Health Evangelism (CHE) by Victor Mendoza of
HCDI in Baguio City, 2006.

Chapter 6

1Paul  G.  Hiebert,  Cultural  Anthropology (Grand  Rapids,  MI :
Baker, 1983). A lot of good information on family and kinship in this book
for those who seek a deeper understanding.
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2On the tendency to declare one's own cultural perspective as Biblical,
consider reading the article by Jackson Wu, “Why Complementarians
Think  Women  Pastors  are  a  Gospel  Issue.”   Available  at
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/jacksonwu/2021/05/17/why-
complementarians-think-the-women-pastor-debate-is-a-gospel-
issue/#disqus_thread

3Talking to one of my students who is from the Ashanti tribe, he
expressed  unawareness  of  this  concept  of  dual  descent  among  his
people.  However,  as  one  who  is  both  Christian  and  urbanized,  his
connection with historical beliefs of his tribe may be limited (by his own
admission).  The  1940  article,  “Dual  Descent”  by  G.P.  Murdoch,
American  Anthropologist,  Vol.  42  No.  4,  (October-December,  1940),
555-561, confirms this a traditional view of the tribe. My student did note
that  rural  Ashanti  commonly  still  practice  where  the  uncle  (mother's
brother) takes a leading role in parenting over the biological father. This
is because the child is seen as more closely related (by blood) to the
uncle than to the father.  

Chapter 7

1Paul  G.  Hiebert,  Cultural  Anthropology (Grand  Rapids,  MI :
Baker, 1983), 276.

2J W. Buel, Louisiana and the Fair: An Exposition of the World,
Its People, and Their Achievements (St. Louis, MO: World's Progress
Publishing, 1904). We used to have a copy of this book when I was a
child. It was rather interesting. The most interesting thing to me was that
it showed the solar system, with nine planets. However, it did not have
Pluto  (discovered  in  1930)  but  did  have  the  planet  Vulcan,  situated
between  the  Sun  and  Mercury.  Vulcan  was  a  theorized  planet  to
account  for  the perturbation of  the orbit  of  Mercury. However,  Albert
Einstein demonstrated that his Theory of General Relativity that Vulcan
was unnecessary.  

3Jared Diamond, Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human
Societies. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1999).
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4Jay Stephen Gould.  Mismeasurement of Man  (New York: W.
W. Norton, 1996).

5William Macpherson, The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry: Report of
an Inquiry, Cm 4262-I, February 1999, para 6.34.  The quote is utilized
in the Wikipedia article, “Institutional Racism.”

6Webster’s  New World  Dictionary,  2nd College  Edition,
“Miscegenation.”   One may want  to  look  at  some blogposts  I
wrote  on  this  topic.   The  two-post  “Miscegenation  and
Missions”  starts  at  “https://munsonmissions.org/2011/06/14/
miscegenation-and-missions-part-i/”

7Quoting from the US Census Bureau, “Information on race is
required  for  many Federal  programs and  is  critical  in  making  policy
decisions,  particularly  for  civil  rights.  States  use these  data  to  meet
legislative redistricting principles. Race data also are used to promote
equal  employment  opportunities  and  to  assess  racial  disparities  in
health  and  environmental  risks.”  https://www.census.gov/topics/
population/race/about.html.   The intended goal  is  to  use the data to
create policies to correct historical and present evidences of institutional
racism. 

8Ruth  Tucker,  From  Jerusalem  to  Irian  Jaya:  A Biographical
History of Christian Missions (Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1983), 140,

Chapter 8

1A lot of this comes from David J. Hesselgrave,  Communicating
Christ Cross-Culturally. (Grad Rapids, MI: Zonderan Publishing House,
1991). However, some comes from Hiebert's Cultural Anthropology, and
Charles Kraft's Anthropology for Christian Witness.
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2Since we have used the term “society” freely in this book, it is
perhaps  time to  clarify  the  term a  bit.  According  to  Robert  Strauss,
society is “an aggregate community of people living together according
to commonly held assumptions and values.” So soiety is about a group
of people, while culture is about shared information of that group. Quote
is from Robert and Christopher Strauss, Four Overarching Patterns:  A
Look at Common Behaviors  (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2019), 34.

3David W. McCurdy, James P. Spradley, and Dianna J. Shandy.
The Cultural Experience: Ethnography in Complex Society, (Long Grove
IL: Waveland Press, 2005). However, there are many good books on
Group Dynamics that can be useful to gain some general insight into
how groups work.

Chapter 9

1Viggo Søgaard, Research in Church and Mission. (Pasadena,
CA: William Carey Library, 1996) has a more complicated version of the
Cybernetic model. Worth looking at.

2Lamin  Sanneh,  Translating  the  Message:  The  Missionary
Impact on Culture. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2009).

3EGIDS (Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale).
Utilized  by  SIL.  More  information  can  be  found
https://www.sil.org/about/endangered-languages/language-vitality.

Chapter 10

1Urie  Bronfenbrenner,  “Ecological  Models  of  Human
Development.” in Interational Encyclopedia of Education, Vol. 3, 2nd. Ed.
(Oxford: Elsevier, 1994).

2David  W.  Augsburger,  Pastoral  Counseling  Across  Cultures,
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1986),  Chapter 4
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3Robert  H.  Munson,  Theo-storying:  Reflections  on  God,
Narrative, and Culture (Baguio City, Philippines: MM-Musings, 2015).

4An unpublished, in-process, dissertation provides considerable
insight in this topic.  Lawrence Kwarteng “Inculturation of the Gospel in
Light  of  'Inayan  and  lawa'  for  the  Evangelization  of  Kankana-eys,
Benguet, Philippines.” South Africa Theological Seminary.  First Draft,
2017.. 

5Jackson  Wu  has  noted  that  Christianity  has  focused  on
guilt/forgiveness  with  Augustinian  and  Reformed  Theology.  It  has
focused on fear/power  with  Pentecostal  and Charismatic  Theologies.
However,  little  has  been done  to  develop  a  theological  system built
around  honor/shame.  You  can  check  out  his  blog  at
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/jacksonwu/. An additional online resource
is http://www.honorshame.com.

Chapter 11

1Brian D. McLaren,  Finding Faith: A Self-Discovery Guide for
your Spiritual Quest (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1999).

2Paul  G.  Hiebert,  Anthropological  Reflections on Missiological
Issues. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1994), Chapter 12.

3  Rodney L. Henry.  Filipino Spirit World: A Challenge for the
Church (International Academic Pub., 2001).

4Paul  G.  Hiebert,  Anthropological  Reflections on Missiological
Issues. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1994), Chapter 6.

Chapter 12

1Peter  C.  Hill  et  al,  “Conceptualizing Religion and Spirituality:
Points of Commonality, Points of Departure,”  Journal for the Theory of
Social Behavior 30:1, 2000, 50-76.
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2Charles  Darwin,  A  Naturalist’s  Voyage  Round  the  World,
(Journal  of  Researches into  the  Natural  History  and Geology  of  the
Countries  Visited  During  the  Voyage  of  H.M.S.  Beagle  under  the
Command of Captain Fitz Roy, R.N. (London: John Murray, 1845).

3A lot of this came from class notes from Robert Betia “Cross-
Cultural  Communication,”  Philippine  Baptist  Theological  Seminary,
2004. However, there is a lot  of  different  theories and classifications
when it comes to Semiotics, the study of symbols. You are welcome to
research this and choose what you like.

4Robert  H.  Munson,  Theo-storying:  Reflections  on  God,
Narrative, and Culture (Baguio City, Philippines: MM-Musings, 2015).

5Claude Levi-Strauss,  The Savage Mind,  Also, James Fraser,
The Golden Bough.

6Wright, Christopher, J. H.  The Mission of God: Unlocking the
Bible’s Grand Narrative. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006.
This book has a good and nuanced look at idols in the Bible.

 7Karl S. Rosengren and Jason A. French, “Magical Thinking” in
The  Oxford  Handbook  of  the  Development  of  Imagination,  Marjorie
Taylor ed. (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2013), 52-53, You may
also want to read The Gospel According to The Simpsons: The Spiritual
Life of the Word’s Most Animated Family by Mark I. Pinsky (Westminster
John Knox Press, 2001). 

8James  George  Fraser,  The  Golden  Bough (New  York:
Macmillan, 1951).

9More  from  James  Fraser.  The  Golden  Bough is  a  huge
repository  of  Cultural  Anthropological  information,  especially  as  it
pertains  to  religion  and  magic.  However,  I  prefer  Malinowski's
understanding of religion versus magic as opposed to Fraser's. 
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Chapter 13

     1Consider  looking  at  the  presentation  by  Robert  H.  Munson,
“Interfaith  Dialogue”  at  http://www.slideshare.net/bmunson3/  interfaith-
dialogue.

2Norman  Anderson,  Christianity  and  World  Religions:  The
Challenge of Pluralism (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1984),
169ff.

3There are many sources about Handsome Lake and the Code
of  Handsome  Lake.  One  website  that  can  be  used  is
http://www.philtar.ac.uk/encyclopedia/nam/handsome.html.

4J.  E.  Lesslie  Newbigin  “The Basis,  Purpose And Manner  Of
Inter-Faith Dialogue,”  Scottish Journal of Theology 30, 3: 1977, 253-
270. 257.
 

Chapter 14

1N.  T.  Wright,  The  New  Testament  and  the  People  of  God
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), p. 122-124. 

2W.  W.  Cobern,  World  view  theory  and  science  education
research,  NARST  Monograph  No.  3.  (Manhattan,  KS:  National
Association for Research in Science Teaching, 1991)

3Although  a  relatively  old  book  in  a  relatively  new  science,
consider  reading James Gleick,  Chaos: Making a New Science (New
York: Viking Press, 1987.

4C.S.  Lewis,  Mere  Christianity   (New York:  HarperOne,  2015
(reprint)),  Book 1, Chapter 4.

5Samuel  P. Huffington,  Samuel  P.  Clash of  Civilizations (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1996).
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6A Nice  article  summarizing  four  basic  worldviews  regarding
spiritual  warfare  is  by  Paul  G.  Hiebert,  “Spiritual  Warfare  and
Worldviews,” Directions, 20:2 (Fall 2000), 114-124.

7Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett,  Good Omens:  The Nice and
Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (New York: William Morrow,
2007 (reprint))). A quote from the book of an angel and demon talking, 

“I mean, maybe you just want to see how it all turns out. Maybe
it’s all part of a great big ineffable plan. All of it. You, me, him,
everything. Some great big test to see if what you’ve built all
works  properly,  eh?  You  start  thinking:  it  can’t  be  a  great
cosmic  game  of  chess,  it  has  to  be  just  very  complicated
Solitaire. And don’t bother to answer. If we could understand,
we wouldn’t be us. Because it’s all–all–“
“INEFFABLE…”

Chapter 15

 1Based  on  a  quote  by  Stan  Guthrie,.  Missions  in  the  Third
Millennium:  21  Key  Trends  for  the  21s  Century  (Waynesboro,  GA:
Paternoster Press, 2000), 102.

 2Stephen Neill, A History of Christian Missions (London: Penguin
Books, 1990), 58.

 3Millard Erickson, Christian Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House, 1986).

 3This  story  is  referenced  in  a  blogpost,
http://globaltheology.org/2011/09/05/wild-piglets-ephesians-2/

 4Robert Reese, “The Surprising Relevance of the Three-
Self Formula,” Mission Frontiers, July-August 2007, 25-27.
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 5Paul  G.  Hiebert,  “Critical  Contextualization”  International
Bulletin of Missionary Research,  Vol. 2, 1987. 104-112.

 6Also  see  Lamin  Sanneh,  Translating  the  Message:  The
Missionary Impact on Culture (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2009).

 7Although the five tests were developed by this author, they rely
heavily  on the work of  Stephen Bevans,  Jose de Mesa, and others.
Especially  see:  Stephen  Bevans,   Video  Presentation  “Fair  or  Foul:
Contextual Theology and Criteria for Orthodoxy. “ November 1, 2012.
Boston University.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUPPAVEkULc.

Chapter 16

1Drawin  heavily  from  Daniel  Russell's  notes  in  Cultural
Anthropology, 

2Don Richardson,  Eternity in Their Hearts (Ventura, CA: Regal
Books, 1984).

3More than Dreams.  Film. Vision Video. 2007.

4Don  Richardson.   Three  books  of  Richardson  that  are
especially relevant to seeing the use of redemptive analogy in practice
include Peace Child, Eternity in their Hearts.  Lords of the Earth.

5This is based on conversations with a couple of Chin students I
had in my Cultural Anthropology class at Philippine Baptist Theological
Seminary in 2013.

6Evelyn  Miranda-Feliciano, Filipino  Values  and  Our  Christian
Faith (Manila: OMF Literature, 1990). 

7James F. Engel,  Contemporary Christian Communications: Its
Theory and Practice (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 1979).
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8For more information, go to http://www.thegraymatrix.org.

9Don Richardson, Eternity in their hearts.

10Dick Staub,  “Why Don Richardson Says There's  No 'Peace
Child'  for  Islam”  Christianity  Today,  February  1,  2003.
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2003/februaryweb-only/2-10-
22.0.html.

11Don  Richardson,  Peace  Child:  An  Unforgettable  Story  of

Primitive Jungle Treachery in the 20th Century, 4
th

 ed. (Ventura, CA:
Regal Books, 2005).

12One of my Masteral students came up with a nice model for
this, recognizing the role of the preacher, especially cross-culturally, as
prophet,  linguist,  and  cultural  anthropologist.  La  Nan,  Labya,
Contextualized Preaching Practices of Kachin Pastors of the Myitkyina
Baptist  Association,  Thesis,  Master  of  Theology,  Asia  Baptist
Theological Seminary, Baguio City, Philippines, 2015.

Chapter 17

1This  document  is  happily  available  on-line  to  read.
http://www.tertullian.org/fathers/timothy_i_apology_01_text.htm

2John Hick has written many books on pluralism. One book to
consider is “God Has Many Names” (1980)

3Darrell L. Whiteman, “Contextualization: The Theory, the Gap,
the Challenge,” International Bulletin of Missionary Research. January
1997, 1-7.

4Max Warren, The Relationship Between Christianity and Other
World Religions. Prism Pamphlet no. 30. 1966.
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5Henry T. Blackaby and Avery T. Willis, On Mission with God:
Living  God's  Purpose  for  His  Glory  (Nashville,  TN:  Broadman  &
Holman, 2002).

6The Decameron,  a 14th century book by Giovanni Boccaccio,
has an entertaining story in it, “Abraham and Jehannot de Chevigny.”
expresses the ironic reality that the the goodness of God can be more
evident in contrast to the failings of His followers.

7A nice article with this quote and a good overview of the life of
William  Carey  can  be  found:  http://www.christianitytoday.com/
history/people/missionaries/william-carey.html

8See Endnote 1 in this chapter to read this document.
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